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In his book Organic Matters (2001), farmer Henry Brockman criticizes the
USDA definition of “organic” (grown without chemical pesticides or synthetic fertilizers) as dangerously weak. He points out that most commercially grown organic produce purchased at grocery stores lacks flavor and
nutrition just as much as most commercially grown non-organic produce.
Both these kinds of food are produced industrially with the goal of high
yields, and with similar costs to the environment, to the flavor and nutritional value of the produce, and ultimately to consumers.
In other words, what Michael Pollan (2006) calls “industrial organic”
agriculture enacts nearly (but not quite) as dramatic an abandonment of
the human values and purposes of farming as does the dominant form of
industrial agriculture, which also uses pesticides and petro-chemical fertilizers. Both forms of industrial farming ultimately fail to preserve or protect
the land, and both fail to nourish the customer optimally; and both fail for
the same reason: the pursuit of greater profits.
Brockman argues for (and practices) a tougher, more comprehensive standard of organic agriculture. This higher standard requires farmers to protect the ecosystem, select plant varieties for nutrition and taste
rather than appearance and durability, and establish direct farmer-to-consumer connections through farmers’ markets and Community Supported
Agriculture co-operatives like those through which Brockman sells his produce. In my favorite passage from his slim book, he lays out the unanswered questions that prevented him from ever eating an organic tomato,
imported from South America, brought to him by his sister one winter day
a few years ago.
How could I [eat it]? I knew nothing about that tomato. . . . [Its] life history
was a cipher to me. Who planted it? Who picked it? What kind of soil was it
grown in? How was it fertilized? Irrigated? How many people had touched it
on its long journey to my kitchen counter? How long had it sat in a box? Was
the hangar, plane, truck, warehouse, cooler it sat in fumigated with noxious
chemicals? How much fuel had been burned on its way from a field in Chile to
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my counter in Congerville [Illinois]? I had no idea what the answers to all these
questions might be. This tomato was just too far removed from me and my life
for me to eat. (Brockman, 1)

If the tomato comes from too far away for him to know its story, if the circumstances of its production and delivery to his home are, in Brockman’s
words (echoing Emmanuel Levinas’s [1987] ethical philosophy) overwhelmingly “faceless,” then Brockman would simply rather do without it
altogether—even on a cold, tomato-barren December day.
Among educational leaders and reformers, the phrase “learning culture” is now commonplace (Shepard 2000). As educators, we nurture and
grow our students’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, and dispositions. We carefully tend the learning environment, and we provide our students with
the best resources available to nourish their curiosity, understanding, and
active participation in democratic citizenship. Among those of us interested particularly in assessment, we strive to create “assessment cultures”
(Huot 2002) in which educators integrate their evaluations into teaching
and learning (and vice versa) and match their assessment methods with
best instructional practices (and vice versa).
Of course not everyone favors this “home gardening” approach to learning and evaluation. As this book goes to print, commercial testing corporations are eagerly inviting us to out-source writing (and other) assessments
to their computerized systems (Ericsson and Haswell 2006). Note, for
example, this recent postcard from the Educational Testing Service: “How
long does it take you to evaluate an essay? Instantly . . . using Criterion™
Online Writing Evaluation . . .” (One’s imagination flashes irresistibly to
a hard, pale, joyless, imported tomato.) Or consider this subject line in
a recent e-mail message from another evaluation corporation: “Faculty
Unburdened: Assessment Made Simple in 5 Steps.” Many of us feel troubled by such fast-food-style offers to make assessment faster and simpler by
splitting it off from the rest of our work as educators. In such a climate, we
need to recall and listen to other voices urging us to re-capture, re-coup,
and harness organic, localized assessment to nourish productive teaching
and learning.
In 1989, Egon G. Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln published their book
Fourth Generation Evaluation. Making good on the promise to their readers of a book “dramatically different from any other book about evaluation that you have ever read” (7), the authors issue a manifesto for a revolution in evaluation as a scholarly discipline and as an institutional practice. Though the paradigmatic and philosophical basis for—and performance of—this revolution is complex, one feature of it clearly marks it as a
precursor to the evaluative approaches illustrated in the book you are now

6YNHUPJ4H[[LYZ   

reading. Guba and Lincoln emphasize that the methods and findings of
their evaluative system “are inextricably linked to the particular physical,
psychological, social, and cultural contexts within which they are formed
and to which they refer” (8). The authors go on to insist that much of the
positive value of fourth generation evaluation comes precisely from the
impossibility (their word—and their italics) of generalizing its methods and
findings—which are focused on achieving a negotiated, value-pluralistic,
site-specific consensus—across dissimilar contexts.
The consensus [achieved] is the product of human conceptual exchange in a
particular setting; it is thus unlikely that this same consensus would necessarily
help other persons make sense of their settings. (Guba and Lincoln, 8, emphasis
original)

Guba and Lincoln adamantly oppose the importation of evaluative methods or findings across institutions or cultures. Their fourth generation evaluation is a militantly local, organic assessment practice.
Seven years after Guba and Lincoln’s call to evaluative rebellion, Pamela
Moss (1996) extended a more moderate and inclusive invitation to those in
educational assessment to open our minds to
less standardized forms of assessment that honor the purposes teachers and
students bring to their work . . . [and] the complex and subtle ways that assessments work within the local contexts in which they are developed and used.
(Moss 1996, 20)

Moss reinforces the democratizing spirit of her call for home-grown assessment by invoking the classic ethnographic imperative to “understand what
the actors—from [their] own point of view—mean by their actions” (21).
Moss explains how ethnographers use the term “emic” to refer to interpretations offered by participants in a particular context or culture, as distinct
from the “etic” interpretations typically offered by outsiders and experts.
The next generation of educational measurement, Moss insists, needs to
privilege emic meanings and values.
Richard Haswell’s collection Beyond Outcomes: Assessment and Instruction
within a University Writing Program (2001) is also rich with calls for healthful
alternatives to industrial and commercial writing assessment:
All good assessment is local (xiv)
Our moral is that writing teachers should be leery of assessment tools
made by others, that they should, and can, make their own (14)
Everywhere people will prefer known brands to locally grown assessments (39)
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Haswell’s book urges us to steward the distinctive “climate,” “ecology,” and
“ecosystem” (62, 67) of assessment and learning in our organizations.
One of the strongest voices promoting home-grown assessment culture
can be heard in Brian Huot’s Re-Articulating Writing Assessment (2002). At
one point, Huot puts it this simply: “we need to use our assessments to aid
the learning environment for both teachers and students” (8). In the chapter “Toward a New Theory for Writing Assessment,” Huot offers his nowfamiliar list of five features characterizing the newly emerging paradigm in
writing assessment, four of which precisely match farmer Brockman’s core
values: site-based, locally controlled, context-sensitive, and accessible.
The co-authors of the present volume carry forward this quest for locally
produced writing assessment. In describing the dynamic criteria mapping
(DCM) project faculty undertook at Mid Michigan Community College,
Barry Alford gives a slightly different twist—and name—to organic assessment culture: he calls it “smart assessment.”
What I find most attractive about [DCM] is that it fits my sense of “smart” assessment, assessment that makes the context, environment, or institution smarter
and more reflective. (personal communication)

In similar terms, Eric Stalions speaks of the “symbiotic relationship” his
participants at Bowling Green State University envisioned between placement assessment and course-based teaching and learning: each endeavors
to help the other grow and thrive. Symbiotic, smart, organic, and locally
grown: those are the qualities we seek in our assessments.
The unanswerable questions (“Who planted it? Who picked it? Will it satisfy and nourish the eater?”) that left Henry Brockman’s long-distance tomato
sitting uneaten on his kitchen counter are the same questions that lead Guba
and Lincoln, Moss, Haswell, Huot, Alford (2007), Stalions (this volume), and
many others in the field of writing assessment to reject generic, faceless, commercialized, off-the-shelf assessments and instead to grow their assessment
cultures locally and (by Brockman’s rigorous definition) organically.
; / 0 :  ) 6 6 2 » :  9 6 6; :

In What We Really Value: Beyond Rubrics in Teaching and Assessing Writing
(2003), I presented a critique and proposal that carried forward the relatively young tradition of local and organic assessment culture described
above. I argued that, despite the significant benefits of traditional rubrics,
they are too simple and too generic to effectively portray the educational
values of any specific classroom, department, or program. As an alternative, I urged colleagues in composition and rhetoric to implement a process called dynamic criteria mapping (DCM).
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Inspired by Guba and Lincoln’s Fourth Generation Evaluation (1989) and
Glaser and Strauss’s grounded theory (1967), the DCM approach promotes
inductive (democratic) and empirical (ethnographic) methods for generating accurate and useful accounts of what faculty and administrators value
in their students’ work. Educators, I claimed, have ethical, civic, and professional obligations to discover, negotiate, record, and publish the values
underlying their teaching and evaluation. Finally, I argued that both the
inductive and empirical characteristics of DCM made it a process superior
to that by which traditional scoring rubrics are developed, and so I called
DCM the necessary next step beyond rubrics in the evolution of assessment.
In the closing chapter of that book, I predicted that DCM would yield six
distinct professional benefits for faculty and administrators:
s

Improve student learning

s

Provide drama, excitement, and surprise (for faculty participants)

s

Boost pedagogical and evaluative self-awareness

s

Improve teaching and assessment

s

Increase validity and truthfulness

s

Promote buy-in (especially by non-tenure-line instructors)

I ended my book with an invitation to readers to move beyond traditional
assessment practices that over-simplify learning, teaching, and assessment,
and to “embrace the life of things.”
Early reviewers of the book were unsure, however, whether or how
to accept these invitations, whether to enter the embrace. (The following analysis of the reception of What We Really Value is adapted directly
from Chapter 2 of Stalions 2007.) White (2004) and Johnson (2004) were
the most skeptical. White described DCM as “impressive” yet also “rather
daunting” and “impractically complicated” (115). Johnson dismissed DCM
as “too much work” (184) for writing program administrators.
Others saw more potential in the proposed methods. Strauch (2004)
and Durst (2006) saw DCM as a new approach that would mark the end
of rubrics altogether. Eliason (2004) and Beason (2005) cast DCM slightly
differently, both using the term “alternative” to describe its relationship to
traditional assessment methods. Kalikoff (2004), meanwhile, called DCM a
“claim for alternative twenty-first century assessment.”
One of the most interesting patterns of response concerned the relationship reviewers perceived between DCM and traditional rubrics. Myers
(2003) saw DCM as a “new rubric,” and Belanoff and Denny (2006) also
described the outcome of the DCM process as another kind of rubric, albeit one “that will be applicable only within the context in which it is created”
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(135). The co-authors contributing to the book you are now reading struggled with exactly this concern: whether their processes and outcomes were
enough unlike rubrics to qualify as dynamic criteria maps. At the conclusion of this introductory chapter, I offer my reflections on their quandary.
While the various reviewers of What We Really Value reported feeling skeptical, interested, puzzled, anxious, inspired, or blasé, the co-authors of the
current volume gathered the will and invested the time and energy to actually put DCM to use. They found my analyses, suggestions, and claims inviting and provocative enough that they adapted the DCM process to their
distinctive purposes, needs, contingencies, and contexts. In the following
chapters, they explore and discuss what they discovered and achieved when
they carried out the second and third generations of dynamic criteria mapping in their college and university writing programs (see “The First Three
Generations of DCM Application” in Stalions 2007). In my judgment, their
discussions provide solid evidence to validate and confirm several, though
perhaps not all, of my hopes and claims for DCM. You, the readers, will
judge for yourselves. Meanwhile, and more important, the contributors to
this volume generated exciting new insights of their own regarding homegrown, inductive assessment.
In 2002, in reviewing the manuscript of What We Really Value, Susanmarie
Harrington quoted Marge Piercy’s poem “To Be of Use” and predicted
that the forthcoming book would prove useful to those concerned with the
healthfulness of the relationship between teaching and assessing writing.
In the prologue to the book published the following year (2003), I turned
Susanmarie’s blessing back onto the readers of the book as a benediction
for the work I hoped they might do with it. As the book’s author, I had little power to determine whether and how DCM would be put to use in the
world. Only the contributors to this book—along with others not included here, who are putting DCM into action in yet more settings and more
ways—could make Susanmarie’s prediction come true. I am grateful to
them all for launching their DCM projects and for studying and reporting
on those projects to create this book.
At the following five institutions (presented alphabetically by co-authors’
last names), this book’s contributors adapted, enacted, and innovated on
theories and strategies about which they had read in What We Really Value.
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Below are brief sketches of the institutional and scholarly contexts in which
each co-author (or team of co-authors) conducted their DCM projects.
3PUKH(KSLY2HZZULYHUK/LPKP,Z[YLT,HZ[LYU4PJOPNHU<UP]LYZP[`

Eastern Michigan University (EMU) is a comprehensive university of
about 24,000 (about 22,000 of whom are undergraduates) located in southeast Michigan. From 2000-2006, Linda and Heidi coordinated the firstyear writing program (Linda still serves as Director of First-Year Writing at
EMU while Heidi has moved to Boise State University). Within the first-year
sequence, English 121, the targeted course for the DCM-based assessment
project, is the second and most research-intensive writing course. It is also
the required general education writing course on campus, taken by about
97 percent of incoming students. Linda and Heidi used DCM as part of
their community-based program assessment because it gave them a way to
articulate shared values while making those same values visible and public.
)HYY`(SMVYK4PK4PJOPNHU*VTT\UP[`*VSSLNL

Mid Michigan Community College (MMCC) is one of twenty-eight independent community colleges in Michigan. It has an enrollment of roughly 4,000 students, and is a comprehensive community college, meaning it
offers technical, health, and occupational programs along with transfer
options. This project covered the entire credit-bearing range of those offerings and involved all the full-time faculty at the institution. MMCC tried
DCM in order to ground their assessment program, which covered diverse
areas of study, in a common language of what instructors thought students
should learn and faculty should value.
1HUL+L[^LPSLYHUK4H\YLLU4J)YPKL<UP]LYZP[`VM5L]HKH9LUV

The University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) is a midsize land grant institution and the state’s research flagship. The Core writing program, a part
of the university’s vertically-integrated core curriculum, was the site where
DCM was adopted and adapted to develop an assessment project focused
on “effective writing” and “critical thinking” in English 102, the required
first-year writing course. Jane Detweiler, the Core writing program administrator, led an assessment team that included co-author Maureen McBride
and several other graduate student interns. They used DCM to develop an
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approach that drew from previous portfolio assessment projects (which
had not focused specifically on critical thinking as such), provided rigorous quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the program’s effectiveness
at pursuing its stated outcomes, and engaged their teaching community in
reflection on our shared pedagogical practice.
:\ZHUTHYPL/HYYPUN[VUHUK:JV[[>LLKLU0UKPHUH<UP]LYZP[`7\YK\L<UP]LYZP[`
H[0UKPHUHWVSPZ

Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)’s writing
program serves more than 6,000 students each year at a comprehensive
urban university. The program coordinates six different introductory writing courses and provides professional development for part-time and fulltime writing faculty. Their traditions and practices date from a time when
most students were older commuting students and almost all instructors were part-time faculty whose amazing volunteerism created curricula and infrastructure. Recent changes in the nature of the student body
(now mainly younger students) and the faculty (now predominantly fulltime, non-tenure track, although a substantial number of part-time faculty remain) changed the program’s culture. Despite many positive changes, it was clear that some dynamism had been lost. IUPUI looked to DCM
to help them navigate through an important moment of change in their
teaching culture. Working together to meet institutional needs, they used
DCM to engage their faculty in collaborative research, simultaneously solving a local problem and extending scholarly inquiry. (Susanmarie recently
took a new position at the Univeristy of Vermont.)
,YPJ:[HSPVUZ)V^SPUN.YLLU:[H[L<UP]LYZP[`

Located in Bowling Green, Ohio, Bowling Green State University
(BGSU) serves approximately 23,000 students through 200 undergraduate majors and programs, 64 master’s degree programs, and 17 doctoral
programs. This DCM study was situated within the General Studies Writing
Program, a well-established, independent writing program. DCM was used
to identify, analyze, and map the rhetorical values or criteria that guided
placement program evaluators in placing students into one of the first-year
writing courses in 2006. The purposes of the study were: 1) to strengthen the relationship between the placement program’s communal writing
assessment practices and the writing program’s curriculum, and 2) to provide a general heuristic with which writing program administrators could
investigate the evaluative criteria of their placement programs’ rhetorical
assessment practices.
s

s
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While the current book focuses specifically on the interplay among DCM
projects at these five colleges and universities, our field is also starting to
hear about DCM-inspired studies conducted at a variety of other institutions, including Illinois Wesleyan University, the University of Washington
Tacoma, Roanoke College (Salem, VA), Texas State University-San Marcos,
and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The co-authors of this
book salute and cheer all those doing similar work elsewhere, and we look
forward to reading their accounts of how and why they tried DCM in their
contexts, and with what results.
What follows is my sketch of several themes I observed running through
the discussions in the chapters that follow.
/ 6 4 ,  . 9 6 > 5   + 6  0 ; @6 < 9 : , 3 -  > 9 0 ; 0 5 .  ( : : , : : 4 , 5 ;

As you will discover as you read this book, one of the strongest themes in
the following accounts of DCM projects was the high value that these coauthors—and colleagues at their institutions—placed on the home-grown,
do-it-yourself qualities of the process. In an e-mail message, Eric Stalions
(DCM researcher at Bowling Green State University) wrote that
Composition scholarship seems to be dominated still by theoretical arguments
for locally-contextualized assessments. Our book, I think, will infuse real-life
applications into future theoretical discussions . . .

Barry Alford, Faculty Assessment Chair at Mid-Michigan Community
College, echoes Stalions’s excitement about how important it is that these
DCM efforts were (and are) grounded in the histories and people that
make each institution unique:
We have been able to engage most of the faculty in the dialogue about our students. It is important that they (the faculty) see this as specific to our students
and our institution. This isn’t about national norms or general definitions of
students. This is about the people in our classes and the problems they bring
in the door with them. I don’t think that fact can be overemphasized. Faculty
are willing, in a way they never were before, to engage in the dialogue because
it’s about them and their students.

Alford ties faculty investment in professional development and evaluative
inquiry to exactly the same home-grown qualities celebrated by Brockman,
Guba and Lincoln, Haswell, Moss, and Huot. Alford goes on to observe that
he and his colleagues
wanted assessment to be grounded in real student work and not inferred
from published instruments normed in populations of students that did
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not mirror our own for institutions that our students did not attend. (see
Chapter 3)

Describing their innovations at the University of Nevada, Reno, Jane
Detweiler and Maureen McBride speak of the “organic” character of the
process they undertook, and they see that feature of the process yielding
an enhanced sense of ownership by UNR writing instructors.
It is the organic nature of DCM that we applied in our assessment design process. We have basically produced a non-traditional rubric, but this is what came
from the instructors in the program. And they own the rubric. (see Chapter 4)

At IUPUI, meanwhile, Susanmarie Harrington and Scott Weeden noted
that
Dynamic criteria mapping seemed the best way to articulate the conflicts we saw
brewing in our program, conflicts that wouldn’t come out in the open so long
as we had a traditional rubric that stood in the way of unauthorized assumptions
about writing. (see Chapter 5)

The documents Detweiler and McBride (at UNR) and Harrington and
Weeden (at IUPUI) produced with their colleagues looked more like traditional rubrics than they had planned or expected, but the rubricity or nonrubricity of the results was not of prime importance. Foremost for them was
that the values recorded there were, more than ever before, true to their
respective programs and to the particular communities of faculty and students who work within them.
Localness, groundedness, and reverence for the nuances of context
comprised one powerful theme in what these assessment leaders and their
colleagues valued in their DCM experiences. Another dimension of DCM
shared by several of this book’s co-authors seems at first at odds with the
locally grown quality just discussed. They found that careful, grounded discussion of local particulars created a language by which they could make
connections across contexts that were formerly difficult to link.
* 9 , (; 0 5 .  * 6 5 5 , * ; 0 6 5 :  ( * 9 6 : :  * 6 5 ; , ? ; :

At the time of their DCM collaboration, Heidi Estrem and Linda AdlerKassner worked together at Eastern Michigan University. As they explain
in their project report, they used DCM to help bring to light how first-year
writing faculty and stakeholders from across campus valued students’ writing. Even with all their emphasis on the primacy of specificity and “place”
(inspired by the work of Anis Bawarshi 2006), Adler-Kassner and Estrem
nevertheless found themselves in a position to make important observations that transcended the specific.
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In the focus groups, we made the somewhat paradoxical discovery that asking
participants to ground their discussions of qualities associated with good writing
in specific “places” allowed us to make connections between and among those
stories to more general qualities. (see Chapter 2)

Likewise, Barry Alford, in his multi-disciplinary DCM project, found
that the study of “real student work” authored by “our [MMCC] students” produced a lexicon with which faculty across the curriculum
could discuss not only assessment, but also curriculum, teaching methods, and other issues around which they had not previously been able
to converse. In Alford’s words, their DCM efforts allowed MMCC faculty for the first time
to bridge gaps between disciplines and between programs that have few, if any,
common educational goals. (see Chapter 3)

These researchers found that through their locally grounded DCM processes, they moved from the authentic particulars of their teaching-learning contexts into a language and a sphere in which disparate colleagues
could converse, connect, and collaborate in new ways.
¸ ; 6  ) ,  6 -  < : , ¹ !  ( +( 7 ;(; 0 6 5  ; 6  3 6 * ( 3  9 , ( 3 0 ; 0 , :  , 5 ( * ; :
( 5 +  7 9 6 ; , * ; :  ; / ,  : 7 0 9 0 ;  ( 5 +  0 + , ( 3 :  6 -  +@ 5 ( 4 0 *
*90;,90(4(7705.

As you, our readers, prepare to venture forth and find inter-connections
and themes of your own among the DCM projects described herein, allow
me to point out one more commonality. In several of the accounts presented here, you will find co-authors worrying over whether their methods of
conducting DCM events were “true” (or true enough) to DCM as described
in the book What We Really Value. Harrington and Weeden, for example,
started out adamant that they were moving beyond rubrics, and that they
needed maps (hopefully replete with circles and squares, like the maps
I drew of City University’s rhetorical values). However, their faculty were
equally adamant in their anticipation of “the new rubric.”
Our colleagues have tolerated our foray into DCM, but they’re not much interested in the maps Scott produced. . . . “Where’s the rubric?” they kept saying.
(see Chapter 5)

The outcome of this ideological and political dialectic was the IUPUI
“unrubric,” which discusses levels of performance (the feature of rubrics
the instructors considered necessary) but also highlights fresh, detailed
language about what qualities truly characterize successful writing at IUPUI
(the heart of what DCM demands).
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Detweiler and McBride, at the University of Nevada, Reno, felt pressure
from another direction that drove them toward a less complicated, more
useable, and more portable representation of programmatic writing values
than what they believed “true” DCM called for. They needed a representation that would not only enhance classroom and program-level practices,
but that would also be meaningful and persuasive to directors and deans
“up the food chain.” In creating the UNR star, which lays out six levels of
performance in nine areas (plus two narrative-only areas of evaluation),
the DCM leaders at UNR created an assessment tool that met the needs of
both these very different audiences.
Along the way, these DCM explorers worried about whether the adaptations and compromises they made were “legitimate” in relation to DCM
praxis as I had presented and proposed it in the 2003 book. My response to
this concern brings us back to the beginning of this process, to the beginning of my earlier book, and to Piercy’s poem “To Be of Use.”
I can conceive of projects that might lay claim to the name “DCM” but
that do not merit that description. For example, I once watched as a small
group of English teachers took the rich, complex chart of values generated over the course of several months of discussions among their colleagues
from across the curriculum and collapsed those values into the same old
generic, pre-fabricated rubric presented as part of the statewide impromptu writing test. These few teachers decided they did not want “to re-invent
the wheel” and that the off-the-shelf rubric adequately encapsulated the
local, textured values their colleagues had worked so hard to illuminate
and articulate. So yes, there is such a thing as DCM gone wrong, DCM not
worthy of the name.
However, none of the projects in this book risks such censure from me or
anyone. Every one of these five projects was deeply committed to the ideals
and principles driving DCM as I envisioned and enacted it. Equally important, every project was also loyal to the people, histories, contingencies, and
nuances of their local and momentary contexts. They found ways to “accommodate reality” (in Harrington and Weeden’s phrase) while also transforming it. Their deep loyalty to both the axiological and rhetorical idealism driving What We Really Value and the gritty, everyday realities of their local working contexts is what makes the contributors to this book not only “legitimate” practitioners of DCM but also pioneers of the next generation of praxis in large-scale writing assessment and faculty professional development.
All this liberal-minded congeniality does not mean that, over a friendly cup of coffee, I might not pose to some of my co-authors some challenging questions. For example, I might ask why in some cases evaluative
criteria were gathered not empirically, from discussions of actual assessment decisions on specific student texts, but rather speculatively, from
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what people believed and were aware of valuing. Or, I might wonder wistfully about relationships among criteria, that rare but informative insight
that some maps provide and others do not. I would offer such questions
not to discourage or censure any users of DCM, but rather to push them
toward more rewarding results.
In fact, readers who re-visit the final chapter of What We Really Value will
see that these co-authors’ departures, adaptations, and innovations to meet
local needs are not only allowed, but required by DCM as originally envisioned. I feel grateful to all colleagues (contributors to this book and others) who have put DCM into action, who have brought it to fruition in their
classrooms, institutions, and organizations. I believe their projects make us
better pedagogically, ethically, and professionally.
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Eastern Michigan University is a comprehensive university of about 24,000
(about 22,000 of whom are undergraduates). Our students typically come
from southeastern Michigan and northwestern Ohio. They come to EMU
for a variety of reasons—proximity to their homes, cost (we’re fairly inexpensive, as colleges and universities go), friends who have come here before, or
because they want to be teachers and we’re well-known as a “teacher training” school. (EMU started as the Michigan Normal School in 1849.)
When we were both at EMU, we were director and associate director of first-year writing, respectively. (Linda remains director of first-year
writing.) The first-year writing program actually “hosts” two first-year
courses (English 120, Composition I: Reading and Writing the College
Experience and English 121, Composition II: Research and Writing the
Public Experience) and one second-year course (English 225, Writing in a
Changing World). Overall, we run about 190 courses a year in the program.
About 100 of those (give or take) are sections of English 121, which is also
the required, general education writing course on our campus. About 97
percent of all incoming students take the course.
Our dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) work is linked to a programmatic
assessment of English 121. In 2003, we surveyed students at the beginning
and end of the course to determine their degree of confidence in their
learning outcomes. We also asked them to comment on the usefulness of
English 121 with respect to future coursework. We learned a lot from the
results about what students thought was working—the results were generally very positive—and about where to focus professional development
efforts in the first-year writing program.
When we presented the results to the then-dean, her response—which
we’ll discuss shortly—led us to think about other assessment models and
became the impetus for the project we describe in this chapter. About the
same time that we had the conversation with the dean which provoked this
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work, we both read Brian Huot’s (Re)Articulating Writing Assessment (2002),
and then Bob Broad’s book (2003) shortly after that. Both books influenced our thinking as we considered how to design an assessment process
that would move us toward several goals. We are both fascinated by (and
always learn a lot from) the process of writing, research, and discovery, so
we knew that we wanted a rich, multi-layered, process-based assessment.
Second, we were conscious that the process itself could be a way to continue to make visible the work of first-year writing students in various ways
across campus. Third, we wanted the results of the assessment to provide
meaningful information for several groups: students themselves, instructors within our first-year writing program, and various constituencies across
the campus and community.
As we wrestled with the issues Huot outlines for writing assessment and
considered DCM in that context, we came up with a different approach to
programmatic assessment that would not only help us learn about what others thought, but would also involve others in the conversation about writing
and writers. This worked for us on a lot of levels. Of course, it would address
the dean’s question. But it also was consistent with one of our program’s
most important goals, to affect conversations about writing and writers on
our campus in lots of different ways.
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In the last ten years, work in composition studies has focused the field’s
attention on the importance of “place” to writing and teaching writing. For
writing program administrators, this focus provides us with ways to consider how local exigencies shape writing instruction. Three questions stemming from place-based work others have done permeate the assessment
project, described in this chapter:

1.

s

How have composition theorist-practitioners imagined the spaces of
writing, writers, and writing instruction? (Reynolds 1998, 14)

s

How can a focus on the relationship between genre conventions
and practices and the specific contexts in which genres function
affect approaches to understanding and teaching writing? (Russell
1997; Devitt 2004; Bawarshi 2006)

s

What are the relationships among approaches to writing (including
writing instruction) and specific contexts? (W. Smith 1993; O’Neill
2003; Huot 2002; Broad 2003)1
These questions have long antecedents in approaches to the study of literacy practices (composition, linguistics, education) that are rooted in cultural critique (e.g.,
Volshinov, Bahktin, Gramsci, Hall, Fairclough as they have been employed by Barton
and Hamilton, Gee, Street, Bloom, and Selfe and Hawisher, among others), as well.
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When we came to EMU in the fall of 2000, we were both acutely attuned
to the nature of writing as a situated act enacted in and through the values
and ideologies of contexts in which the writing is situated. In light of this
valuing of context, when we collaborated with our first-year writing program colleagues to redesign the curriculum for EMU’s two first-year writing courses, we put “place” squarely at their core. In both courses, as in the
first year writing program more generally, we wanted students, instructors,
and other program stakeholders to think carefully about the function of
various genres in various places; to think critically and actively about how
to identify and consciously enact conventions of genres; and to consider
the implications of participating in those practices as writers and readers.
Four years later, we had developed a considerably more robust conception of the relationships between space and both writing instruction and
writing assessment. This conception played out in multiple ways in our program assessment, but the journey toward this realization began with the
conversation in our dean’s office.
;OLZJLUL

College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office, Fall 2003. Linda, Heidi and
Russ (English department head) are meeting with the dean to discuss with
her the results of an indirect assessment of English 121, EMU’s second
semester composition course. This course is taken by about 95 percent of
first-year students.
;OLYLSL]HU[KPHSVN\L

Linda:

Dean:

You’ll see in this report that students’ confidence levels with all but
the technology-related outcomes for English 121 increased substantially, and at statistically significant levels, from the beginning to
the end of the course. This assessment also points us to some areas
where we need to focus professional development within the program–on reading-related issues, and on technology.
This is great. But this is what students say. What about other people?

This question, posed to us by our then-dean, is one that teachers have
heard before: “Sure—students say they’ve improved, but what do their opinions matter? What do outside experts say?”
As much as we chafed at this question, we saw it then (as now) as legitimate and important. We might take it on its face: “What do other (outside/
non-student/‘experts’) say about student work?” This question drives many
direct assessments, especially those done by raters outside of writing programs. However, we could turn the question a bit and ask: What do people
say about the (quality of) student work? Furthermore, what do people say
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about the qualities in written work, and how are those related to qualities in
other work not created by students? This latter pair of questions reflects a
more robust and developed concept of “validity” that is grounded in the
same issues of space that we describe above. This conception of validity (in
and through space) is developed by Brian Huot (2002) in (Re)Articulating
Writing Assessment. “Including theoretical input about the complexity and
context necessary to adequately represent written communication as part
of the validity process,” Huot argues, “gives writing teachers and writing
program administrators a real say about not only the ways in which student writing is assessed, but also in the ways it is defined and valued” (52).
In the Fall of 2004, after reading Huot’s book, we began to think about
a place-based assessment, one that would not only involve learning “what
other people would say about student work” but would also contextualize
the assessment in qualities of “good writing” in our local (institutional)
context. We wondered what assessment process might address the multiple, overlapping goals and principles of:
s

Creating more opportunities on campus for positive conversations
about student writing

s

Continuing to extend already-public conversations about writing on
our campus—built through existing programs and initiatives (our
own program, writing across the curriculum, the Eastern Michigan
Writing Project) that stretch across populations and contexts

s

Designing a process that generated both qualitative and quantitative data, for a variety of purposes, including professional development in first-year writing and writing across the curriculum, and
that could be used for on-campus and accreditation purposes

s

Honoring first-year writing instructors’ knowledge of their students
and the discipline while also listening closely to the values and perspectives of instructors from other disciplines
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As we considered how to build this assessment, we were mindful of challenges and warnings established by Huot about the dangers of constructing
assessments “that honor the legitimate claims of various stakeholders,” but
that “ignore the politics of power” as they are articulated and enacted in
space, as well (55). We sought to balance the interests and concerns of outside “stakeholders” (54-55)—faculty, administrators, student services personnel, and others who worked with students outside of the first-year writing program in different ways and at different stages—and those inside of
the program who worked with first-year students.
At the same time that we were considering the shape of this assessment,
we were working with first-year writing program instructors to redesign the
curriculum for English 120 (our first semester course), to make it more
intentionally reflective and reflexive about context, style, and genre. Just
as we were considering Huot’s admonition that assessment should be context-specific, we were also reading Anis Bawarshi’s 2003 work, Genre and the
Invention of the Writer. Through that book, we were especially motivated by
the idea that all writing takes place within genres. In a later essay developing this concept, Bawarshi asserts that genres are “the conceptual realms
within which individuals recognize and experience situations at the same
time as they are the rhetorical instruments by and through which individuals participate within and enact situation. Invention takes place . . . . [It
is] an act of locating oneself socially” (Bawarshi 2006, 104). As the assessment project and our curriculum redesign work became increasingly intertwined, we began to think of this project through the lenses of genre theory. What would a project that conceived of assessment-as-genre, designed
to help us understand what writing took what place, for whom, and why,
look like? Investigating such questions would, we thought, provide us with
valuable data about how writing was situated in this place, and could inform
the continuing work of the first-year writing program to situate our courses
(and the assignments and activities in them) through an increasingly complex and thorough understanding of context.
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The first step in this assessment process involved discovering qualities associated with good writing in our campus community, our place.
To learn about this, we convened three focus groups consisting of a total
of 18 invited members of the EMU community—three students, nine faculty, four professional staff members, and two administrators from around
the campus. We also convened an additional focus group, later in the process, consisting of eight instructors, all from the first-year writing program.
In convening the first set of (campus-wide) groups, we sought to invite not
just key stakeholders (such as faculty members from departments that were
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active in our university’s writing across the curriculum program and whom
we knew to be invested in student writing), but also participants who we
thought would bring different and/or surprising perspectives to the discussions (such as the head of the math department and the Associate Director
of University Housing).
We brought to these discussions some carefully crafted questions intended to guide the discussions, especially the connections between genre and
place. We were especially cognizant, for instance, of the typical associations
between “student writing” (to use the generic term so often invoked by
those outside of composition) and “college” as a place reflected in knee-jerk
statements like, “Aren’t you appalled by student writing?” or “Students just
can’t write.” We were well aware of the ways in which statements like these
reflect elements of a dominant frame—that is, a boundary that both shapes
interpretation of a symbol or idea, and fills in any “blank spots” that individuals might have regarding a subject. (This is the premise behind openended Socratic dialogue, for instance: those questions that seem ‘open’ but
which have ‘correct’ answers.) “What is the writing of today’s students like?”
is such a question, with the already-known answers all-too prevalent today.
(For more on framing see, for instance, Hall 1984, Lakoff 2004, Bray 2000,
and Nunberg 2006. For more on prevalent narratives about students see
Helmers 1994; and Adler-Kassner, Anson, and Howard 2008.) Bob Broad
(2003) describes portfolio reading scenarios where instructors “tell unfettered truths about what they valued in the texts before them and compelled others to listen to those truths without dismissing them” (25). We
sought those truths, as well, but crafted the questions in a way that deliberately privileged particular truths over commonplaces about student writing.
We also knew, in creating these focus groups, that we were building on
groundwork that we had carefully laid over the previous five years. From
the time we were hired, we—along with the other 40 or so instructors in
the first-year writing program—had worked hard to change campus conversations about student writing, trying to focus them on what students
knew and could do rather than what they didn’t do and/or their (perceived)
inabilities. For this purpose we had developed a curriculum for English 121
that engaged students in research work situated in real publics and real
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communities. We also had created The Celebration of Student Writing,
where students developed and shared a wide variety of multi-media projects based on their research work in our second-semester research writing
course, English 121, that was attended by over 1000 people every semester
(see Adler-Kassner and Estrem 2004). We had countless workshops, together and with colleagues from our writing across the curriculum program, on
topics as wide-ranging as developing online instruction, to commenting on
student writing, to developing good assignments. We had actively sought
out and participated in any committee, discussion, activity, or program that
had anything to do with student writing, and had worked with people from
every unit on campus to share the work that we were doing in the first-year
writing program and to improve that work in ways that took into consideration issues, passions, and concerns articulated in those meetings.
,]LU[OV\NO3PUKHHUK/LPKP»Z^VYRMVJ\ZLZVUMPYZ[`LHY^YP[PUN[OLPY^VYR
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In and through all of this work, we were trying to both situate our program and approaches to writing instruction in our campus as a specific
place, and to shape the perceptions of writing and writers that shaped discussions here.
Initially, we had drafted questions for these groups that asked participants to discuss the general features of good writing. But after a pilot
focus group, we narrowed the focus of these questions, asking participants to “tell us a story” about their experiences with specific kinds of
writing and reading.

3PUKHHUK/LPKP»Z¸Z[VY`¹OL\YPZ[PJOLSWLKNYV\UKMHJ\S[`KPZJ\ZZPVUZVM^YP[
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This language of “story,” we found, helped participants ground their
work in a specific context, a specific place (Brown et al. 2005). Our intent
was to ensure that participants would not initially jump to the default frame
of what student writing “is,” but would instead begin by exploring together
their own specific terrains of “good writing.” Thus, we asked participants to
talk about specific qualities located in specific places:
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s

Tell us what makes a particular piece of writing [the piece they’d
brought in] good writing

s

Tell a story about a time when you wrote something inside of
school or work that you considered meaningful or significant, and
discuss why it was significant

s

Tell a story about a time when you wrote something outside of
school or work that you considered meaningful or significant, and
discuss why it was significant

s

Tell a story about a time when you read something inside of school
or work that you considered important for you, and discuss why it
was important

s

Tell a story about a time when you read something outside of
school or work that you considered important for you, and discuss
why it was important

In the focus groups, we made the somewhat paradoxical discovery that
asking participants to ground their discussions of qualities associated with
good writing in specific “places” allowed us to make connections between
and among those stories to more general qualities. (The tension between
our insistence that qualities associated with good writing are grounded
in specific places, but that we must then move those qualities to other specific sites, is one that suffuses this project, in fact.) For instance, the stories told by members of all three campus-wide focus groups about “something they wrote inside of school or work that they found valuable” centered around the writer’s engagement as it was represented through her or
his interaction with the process and products of the writing. These related
foci emerged in comments about the importance of taking ownership in
the ideas in the writing, developing a writing process that enabled the writer to develop her or his own ideas, engaging in “discussion” or “dialogue”
with the ideas of others (as they are represented in sources, for example),
and affecting (in some way) the writer’s own ideas. Through their discussions, focus group participants were able to form connections and alliances
around specific places, specific instances where they enacted writing in ways
that were important and/or meaningful to them in different ways. These
places were many and diverse—from eulogies to classroom assignments
(described by teachers and students), from memoirs to research papers.
Slightly different versions of these same foci also emerged in discussions
with first-year writing program instructors. These instructors’ responses
were clearly articulated through their participation in the first-year writing
program, which features extensive (and, we hope, healthy) collaboration
among instructors and robust, collaborative professional development.
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First-year writing program instructors, for instance, work together to develop the curricular infrastructure (readings, assignments, activities) for
English 120 and English 121; determine, plan, and offer professional development workshops for one another; and engage in collaborative research
about teaching-related activities. The result is a shared understanding of
the “why” and “how” of writing instruction in our program, an understanding that extended to the ways in which this group positioned themselves in
relation to writing undertaken in the context of the academy.
When talking about engagement, instructors placed a high value on the
writer’s engagement, but also on the engagement of the teacher-as-reader
with the writing. Similarly, while they valued dialogue between the writer
and others’ ideas, they also valued watching writers (including themselves)
grapple with the process of developing this dialogue, putting a premium
on a kind of messiness that did not emerge as explicitly in focus groups
comprised of people from outside of the first-year writing program.
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When the three campus-wide and one first-year writing program focus
group discussions were completed, we had more than seventy pages of
transcripts from which to work. Here we drew on the concept of dynamic
criteria mapping (DCM) as it is articulated in What We Really Value (Broad
2003) to help us make sense of and bring order to the abundance of data.
As Broad describes it, DCM is “a streamlined form of qualitative inquiry
that yields a detailed, complex, and useful portrait of any writing program’s
evaluative dynamics” (13). Initially, we’d been drawn to the power of DCM
for representing a program’s values as they are grounded in specific sites—
aspects of the work generated in the program, for instance. As we became
immersed in this ongoing, complex assessment process, we also discovered
that DCM served two fairly distinct purposes within our project. One was
process-based—it provided a way for the two of us to see—really and truly, in
a visual form—the “complex, conflicted, communal quilt of rhetorical values” (Broad, 120) that came into contact with one another through these
discussions. The DCM process, in other words, gave us a way to work back
and forth productively among the rich data of the transcripts, our analyses,
and a visual document. As we sat and mapped and remapped, our understandings of the complexities of these conversations made real the tension
between our focus on specific, narrated stories within specific contexts and
the need to abstract from those specificities and make connections across
contexts. Our DCM maps left us, as people who had “been there,” unsettled; they painted an uncomfortably abstracted picture. But, as we discuss
later in this chapter, these DCMs also served important rhetorical purposes, providing us with important, strategic representations to take back to
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the focus groups and to use as we continue advocating for a kind of public
presence for writing on EMU’s campus.
Rhetorically, the DCMs spoke volumes when we presented them to the
full gathering of focus group participants several months following our initial conversations. The maps made visible to these diverse participants how
strong particular themes were across all four conversations, and provided a powerful illustration of the rich possibilities for talking about “good
writing”—and for considering, in turn, how that thinking might inform
our thinking about student writing. After a two-hour meeting with members from all of the groups, we continued to revise both the maps and the
assessment tool—for about six months, between November 2005 and May
2006—until we conducted the portfolio assessment for which the assessment tool was developed. The DCM maps thus became places where we
could engage in a sustained conversation about writing instruction in and
beyond our first-year writing program with a diverse group of “stakeholders” from inside and outside of that program.
In this sense, the dynamic criteria maps also helped us to strive to answer
Patricia Lynne’s (2004) call for “meaningfulness” and “ethics” as key terms
for the composition research that underpins our work. She writes:
‘meaningfulness’ draws attention specifically to the purposes for and substance
of any given assessment practice. Meaningful assessment, then, should be conducted for specific and articulated reasons, and its content should be intelligible
to those affected by the procedure. ‘Ethics’ draws attention to assessment as it
is practiced and specifically to the relationships among those involved in the
process. (Lynne, 15)

DCM helped us shape what we believe was a meaningful and ethical assessment process, one that affected multiple groups of people.
3PUKHHUK/LPKP»Z\ZLVM+*4YLMSLJ[ZHJV\YHNL[VJVUMYVU[JVTWL[PUNJVU
Z[P[\LUJPLZ^OVMLLSHZ[HRLPU[OLV\[JVTLVMZ[\KLU[^YP[PUNHUKHULMMVY[[V
MPUKHWYVK\J[P]L^H`VMTHRPUNJVTWL[PUN]VPJLZWHY[VM[OLHZZLZZTLU[VM
^OH[H^YP[PUNWYVNYHTKVLZ/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
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Above, we mention what we found to be one of the paradoxical aspects
of this project: the theoretical framework (from Bawarshi 2003 and Huot
2002) suggests that qualities associated with “good writing” are site-specific,
but our process had us taking specifics from one site and applying them to
another (perhaps contradicting our premise that the site was important).
Like the “quilt” invoked by Broad (2003), though, we took these sites as
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separate “squares” in a common piece of work. Our challenge, then, was
how to bring them together without erasing the interesting differences
between them, especially as we were moving toward constructing a document that could be used to assess the portfolios of writers in our required,
second semester composition course. We found, for instance, that we could
find major themes among focus groups comprised of campus-wide members, and among those within the first-year writing program. But among
the two groups, we also heard differences in the ways that writing was conceptualized, as we mention above. Comments by writing instructors in
the first-year writing program focus group, who held a shared (and reinforced) sense of writing instructions developed and fostered through professional development work, generally could be said to focus on the performance being enacted in the writing as that performance was reflected in
the writer’s engagement and the reader’s engagement. The first-year writing program group also talked about textual features; however, these features were seen as indicators of the writer’s engagement with the performance of the rhetorical process (as it was manifested, for instance, in the
ways that they incorporated evidence into their writing), rather than as
an indication of a particular mark of “quality” associated with the writing.
This group, in other words, viewed the work of writing as a performance
in place. Indicators of “quality” reflected both the writer’s understanding
of that “place” (as it was evidenced in reflective/reflexive writing), and the
analysis in the writing, and the writers use of conventions supporting the
work in a particular genre. These indicators of “quality” emerged in small
part because the first-year writing project group was talking about slightly different texts (provided by us, rather than by them); however, they primarily reflected the fairly unified, cohesive approach to writing instruction
shared by members of the group (who were all active in the program and,
in fact, were working on revising the first-semester class at the same time as
they were engaged in this focus group work).
Major themes that emerged from the campus-wide focus groups had
elements in common with the first-year writing program group’s work, but
there also were differences. Members of these campus-wide groups typically focused on the writing as a product, rather than as a performance, and
their primary foci were on the conventions manifest in the writing and
the author’s seeming ownership of and investment in the topic. “Good
writing” was also judged to have an effect on the writer and the reader—
it helped each to clarify their feelings or ideas and to think differently
about them (either by understanding them more deeply, or by challenging them). While this group also identified conventional features as important qualities of good writing—for instance, the writer’s engagement with
the subject, the evidence used to develop and/or support the writing, and
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the textual features manifest in the writing—they were cited as qualities
that affected participants’ experiences of reading (especially as they affected their own emotional experiences). The place for this writing, in other
words, was primarily comprised of the relationship that existed between
writer and reader, rather than being constructed from an intersection of
writer, reader, and context for writing.
7SHJPUN[OLLTWOHZPZVU^OH[Z[\KLU[ZKVZLLTZ[VTLHT\JOYPJOLYKPZJ\Z
ZPVUMVYIV[O[OLZ[\KLU[ZHUK[OLMHJ\S[`[OHU[OLLUKSLZZYHU[HIV\[^OH[
[OL`JHUUV[KV(SMVYK
In our first attempt to make sense of these overlaps, we used Cmap
Tools2 software (which allow the user to construct “concept maps” using
shapes of various sizes) to construct maps that captured representations
of qualities associated with good writing, begin to identify the descriptors
that were associated with those qualities (in the discussions), and visually express the relationships of one quality to another. (For example, we
could represent the finding that, in the campus-wide focus group discussions, “engagement [of the reader]” and “challenge [to the reader’s
ideas]” were qualities expressed equally often as important characteristics
of good writing outside and inside of school or work, and these qualities
overlapped. These two most frequently mentioned qualities were represented in large ovals. “Relevance” and “accessibility” were two descriptors
linked to engagement; “new perspectives” was linked to challenge [and
represented in rectangles linked to the larger term]. Campus-wide focus
groups also associated “textual features” with qualities of good writing,
but less often than engagement or challenge. Since this feature was mentioned less frequently, it was represented with a smaller, lower entry in the
visual Cmap, and the two descriptors associated with it—“[appropriate
use of] disciplinary conventions” and “style”—also were represented in
rectangles sized in relation to the frequency of their mention in the discussions. See figure one.)
Our first challenge, then, was to figure out how to bring these two conceptions of writer and writing together in some kind of assessment instrument—one of the many spots in this evaluation process where we felt
the push me-pull you tension between the objectivist frame for assessment reflected in concepts like “reliability” and “validity” and the social
constructivist frame surrounding instruction in our writing program. For
2.

CmapTools is software developed and provided as a free download by the Institute for
Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC). The CmapTools web site explains that the
software “empowers users to construct, navigate, share, and criticize knowledge models
represented as Concept Maps.”
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Fig 1. Concept Map
Questions One and Two
What is Good Writing / Examples of Good Writing
Inside and Outside of School
Inside School

Outside of School

Engagement

Challenge

V

Relevance

V

New Perspectives

V

Accessibility

Textual Features
V

style

V disciplinary
conventions

assessment scholars like Patricia Lynne, this tension provides the motivation to reject assessment models that do not reflect the latter frame:
Educational measurement theory defines large-scale assessment as a technical
activity. Consequently, each aspect of an assessment situation is treated as a variable more or less within the control of the assessment designer or administrator.
Composition theory, however, treats writing as a complex of activities and influences, most of which cannot be cleanly isolated for analysis or evaluation. (Lynne, 4)

Standing at this decision’s juncture, we were at the metaphorical crossroads
between a tactical use of our research, and a strategic one. Tactical work, as
Michel deCerteau (1984) explains, is the work of making do, the work of
the weak, the “other,” in the face of strategy that is controlled by the powerful. Tactical work “operates in isolated actions, blow by blow. It takes advantage of ‘opportunities’ and depends on them” (37). Strategic work, on the
other hand, is the “calculation . . . of power relationships that becomes possible as soon as a subject with will and power . . . can be isolated. It postulates a place that can be delimited as its own and serve as the base from
which relations with an exteriority composed of targets or threats . . . can be
managed” (36). Attempting to bring together these different conceptions
of writing and of writers into a singular, unified document, and to use that
reconciliation as the basis upon which to construct an assessment tool,
would represent the tactical decision; a strategic one, on the other hand,
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would involve something like stepping outside of the process and codifying definitions of “quality” based on the principles and ideas that represented our ideas.
Our very description of that kind of (strategic) decision signals the
road we took: the tactical one. In taking that road, making that decision,
we of course made compromises and, perhaps, lost a little. Two steps forward, one step back (or, in the worst of cases, the reverse: one forward,
two back) is the way of the writing program administrator and writing
instructor, the kind of negotiation within the bureaucracy that Richard
Miller (1999) describes as the conditions of our working lives (3-9). Here,
for instance, we were cognizant of the conversation with our former dean
(which itself reflected an always-present broader sentiment regarding writing); the inroads we had already made through existing outreach efforts
on campus described above (and the need to sustain and perpetuate those
inroads, which were themselves tactical decisions); our desire to build additional relationships; and our desire to use this assessment to both inform
our program’s practices and provide leverage to garner resources (financial and otherwise) to continue developing those practices. But then again,
these are factors that contribute to our site, to the contexts for our practices—and we ignore that site at the risk of the writing program.
Thus, the first draft of our assessment tool tried to strike a compromise
between these conceptions of “good” writing by accounting for both of
them (when they differed, that is), as in the following example. First, readers would be asked to use a Likert scale to indicate their assessment of a particular quality (that had emerged as something associated with “good writing” among all the focus groups) in the portfolios of student writers. Then,
they were asked to mark which qualities especially addressed that aspect of
“good” writing. Working from Bawarshi’s notion (2003) that writing takes
place, we knew we wanted to learn not only about whether and to what degree
readers found the qualities associated with “good writing” in students’ portfolios, but also the criterion that they associated with good writing in this
place in that work—what it looked like in this place, these portfolios. In the
following two examples, then, “reader engagement” and “meaning to the
writer” were identified across all groups as important qualities.
3PUKHHUK/LPKP»ZJVSSHIVYH[P]LJVSSLNPHS^VYR[VPKLU[PM`NVVKX\HSP[PLZVM
^YP[PUN PU WVY[MVSPVZ PZ ZPTPSHY [V :\ZHUTHYPL HUK :JV[[»Z JVTT\UHS LMMVY[Z
H[ 0UKPHUH <UP]LYZP[`7\YK\L <UP]LYZP[`¶0UKPHUHWVSPZ 0<7<0 [V LZ[HISPZO
KLZJYPW[PVUZVMOPNOTLKP\THUKSV^X\HSP[`WVY[MVSPVZI`^H`VMMHJ\S[`
KYP]LU+*4TLL[PUNZ:LL(WWLUKP_-[VJOHW[LYMP]L¸(WWYVHJOPUN.YHKLZ
PU,UNSPZO>¹:[HSPVUZ
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After each Likert scale question, we asked raters to choose from a selection of descriptors (also articulated by focus groups) that were associated
with these qualities. Herein lay the differences, though, as groups sometimes articulated different descriptors associated with qualities of good writing. In the first draft, we attempted to capture this difference and let raters work from it in their scoring: the list on the left represents descriptors
associated with good writing emerging from the first-year writing program
focus group; the list on the right represented the descriptors associated
with this indicator from the campus-wide focus groups.
;OLWHWLYZPU[OPZWVY[MVSPV^LYLLUNHNPUN[VTLHZHYLHKLY
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HUK[OVYV\NO
6[OLYWSLHZLZWLJPM`

*HTW\Z^PKL-VJ\Z.YV\W





>YP[LYZLLTZ[VOH]LNYV^U[OYV\NO[OL
^VYR
>YP[PUNJVUMPYTZH\[OVY»ZMLLSPUNZVYPKLHZ
>YP[PUNZLLTZTLHUPUNM\SMVYHZWLJPMPJ
H\KPLUJL
6[OLYWSLHZLZWLJPM`
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Needless to say, we quickly realized that this bifurcated approach to portfolio analysis would present almost insurmountable challenges to our rating process. The data that these questions would produce would be so complicated as to be meaningless, and it would be extremely difficult to use
those data to guide any kind of future work extending from the assessment.
In essence, it might be a somewhat strategic decision to construct this kind
of multi-perspectival rating instrument, but we thought that decision would
interfere with any tactical gain that we might make because we weren’t sure
how we would analyze the results that we obtained through an assessment
like this. Additionally, when we pilot tested this version of our assessment
tool with raters, they told us that it was enormously confusing to use.
Returning to the data, then, we used a different visual method to chart
the focus group transcripts. Where the Cmap Tools versions had provided
us (and focus group participants) with static representations of (our analysis and interpretations of) the focus group discussions, this time we composed dynamic criteria maps that charted the trajectory of the conversations.
Here we asked: How did these conversations unfold? What ideas, comments, and/or features of writing did participants pick up on and what was
dropped? When comments, ideas, and/or features were picked up, how
did they unfold as the conversation progressed? How did they lead participants to talk about other (related) topics, and what were those? The following are examples of the kinds of key phrases that led to additional, unguided conversation during our focus group sessions:
Takes complex subject and makes it accessible (a thought, expressed by a
participant, which served as a launching point for participants, who discussed it several times) [which led to . . . ]
Learns about something from a personal perspective [which led
to . . . ]
Challenges the writer’s ideas [which led to . . . ]
Makes complicated ideas accessible [which led to . . . ]
Provides personal perspective [which led to . . . ]
Gets point across without dragging out [which led to . . . ]
Summarizes literature/makes an argument [which led to . . . ]
Straightforward—helps her understand concepts, applies to life, what
she wants to do [which led to at a slightly different but related concept of connecting theory and practice, which led to]
Mattering—putting what’s there to use
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This re-mapping allowed us to conceive of another way to represent the
descriptors associated with “good writing” in broader categories of related topics. For example, these discussants identified “Taking complex
ideas and making them accessible” as a major quality of good writing.
Re-mapping also helped us identify descriptors associated with these “big
picture” topics. For instance, this group associated “challenging ideas,”
“providing a personal perspective,” and “getting [the writer’s] point across
without dragging it out” as descriptors of “taking complex ideas and making them accessible.”
Using this approach, then, we could identify major qualities that
spanned all of the focus groups and list all of the descriptors associated
with those major qualities articulated by all of the groups, first-year writing
program and campus-wide alike. We could then design an assessment tool
that asked raters to indicate whether or not these major qualities were evident (to them) and, if they were, what descriptors indicated to them that
they were evident:
)HZLK VU T` YLHKPUN [OPZ ^YP[LY ZLLTLK PU[LYLZ[LK PU [OL Z\IQLJ[Z [OH[
ZOL^YV[LHIV\[PU[OPZWVY[MVSPV
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>OPJOVM[OLMVSSV^PUNX\HSP[PLZPU[OPZWVY[MVSPVSLK`V\[VJVUJS\KLOV^
PU[LYLZ[LK[OL^YP[LY^HZ&*OLJRHSS[OH[HWWS`!





2LW[TLPU[LYLZ[LKHZHYLHKLY
:OV^LK[OH[[OL^YP[LY^HZLUNHNLKVUT\S[PWSLSL]LSZ
,HZ`MVYTL[VYLHK·KLTVUZ[YH[LKO\TVYVYV[OLYHWWLHSPUNX\HSP[PLZ
6[OLYWSLHZLZWLJPM`

While this version resolved the dilemma we faced in the earlier one
by creating a list for readers to choose from, we felt—and found—
that it was too constrictive. Our pilot test raters indicated that they
wanted to articulate what they had found without having to place a
judgment on the extent to which they had found it, at least initially.
After one more push—and with assistance from our colleague
Gisela Ahlbrandt in the math department—we developed a final version of the assessment instrument. This version consisted of three
parts. In the first, readers simply described their experiences with the
portfolio, indicating what qualities associated with “good writing”
they found to be present in the writer’s work. We referred to each of
these major qualities as “keys” so that we could ask raters to refer to
the “keys” later in their reading/rating:
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:LJ[PVU6UL!+LZJYPIPUNTPU\[LZ
0U[OPZZLJ[PVUWSLHZLPUKPJH[L^OPJOVM[OLX\HSP[PLZILSV^`V\MV\UK[VILWYLZLU[PU[OPZ
WVY[MVSPVI`JOLJRPUN[OLIV_LZUL_[[V[OL^VYKZ7SLHZLYLZWVUK[V[OLWVY[MVSPVHZH^OVSL
JOVVZPUNHZTHU`X\HSP[PLZHZHWWYVWYPH[L0MX\HSP[PLZHYLHIZLU[WSLHZLHKK[OLTPU[OLZWHJL
MVY¸V[OLY¹H[[OLIV[[VTVM[OPZZLJ[PVU0U[OLUL_[ZLJ[PVUVM[OPZYH[PUN`V\^PSSILHZRLK[V
YLMLY[V[OLRL`^VYKZSPZ[LKHIV]L[OLZLX\HSP[PLZ
;OL^YP[PUNPU[OPZWVY[MVSPVKLTVUZ[YH[LZ[OH[!
2L`!*OHSSLUNL+L]LSVWTLU[*OVVZLHZTHU`HZHWWYVWYPH[L!
H;OL^YP[LY»ZPKLHZHIV\[[OLZ\IQLJ[ZZVYNLUYLZPU[OLLZZH`Z^LYLJOHSSLUNLKHZHYLZ\S[
VM[OL^YP[PUN
I;OL^YP[LY»ZPKLHZKL]LSVWLKHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL^YP[PUN
J;OL^YP[LYKL]LSVWLKHKPMMLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LVUOLYOPZZ\IQLJ[ZHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL^YP[PUN

In the second section they rated the qualities associated with good writing
in the work and, ideally, responded to a prompt that invited them to draw
on qualities from the first section that led them to the assessment of the
writer’s work that they assigned.
:LJ[PVU;^V!9H[PUNTPU\[LZ
0U[OPZZLJ[PVUWSLHZL\ZL[OLZJHSLILSV^[VPUKPJH[LOV^Z[YVUNS``V\HNYLL[OH[[OLX\HSP[PLZ
PUKPJH[LKPULHJOZ[H[LTLU[HYLWYLZLU[PU[OLWVY[MVSPV
;OLWHWLYZPU[OLWVY[MVSPVPUKPJH[L[OH[!
;OL^YP[LY»ZPKLHZHIV\[[OLZ\IQLJ[ZPU[OLWVY[MVSPV^LYLJOHSSLUNLKHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL^YP[PUN
H:[YVUNS`HNYLL
I(NYLL
J:VTL^OH[HNYLL
K+PZHNYLL
L:[YVUNS`KPZHNYLL
M5(
0MWVZZPISLWSLHZL^YP[LZLU[LUJLZHIV\[[OLWVY[MVSPVJVU[LU[Z[OH[SLK`V\[V`V\YYH[PUN

In the third section, raters wrote a letter to the writer about their experience
of reading the work, again drawing on qualities associated with “good writing” from the first section.
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7SLHZL^YP[LHIYPLMYLZWVUZL[V[OL^YP[LYHIV\[`V\YL_WLYPLUJLVMYLHKPUN[OLWVY[MVSPV0MWVZ
ZPISLWSLHZLMVJ\ZVUVM[OL2L`ZZLL:LJ[PVU0[OH[LUNHNLK`V\HUKVM[OLRL`Z[OH[
PU[LYMLYLK^P[O`V\YWYVJLZZVMYLHKPUN[OLTH[LYPHSPUJS\KLK

This tripartite rating tool allowed us to attend to the differences in place
that emerged from the first-year writing program and campus-wide focus
groups, essentially by including all of the places as options for readers.
Equally important, though, the tool made it possible for us to understand the ratings assigned during the assessment process as an act of
place, as well. Correlations between “key” questions in the first part of
the assessment tool and “ranking” questions in the second (which, as
above, ask raters to indicate the degree to which they found that the
6ULVM[OLZ[YLUN[OZVM[OPZHWWYVHJOPZ[OLJVUJLYUV]LYOV^[OPUNZ¸[YH]LS¹
MYVTVULH\KPLUJL[VHUV[OLYHUKOV^[OL`NL[JVUULJ[LKI`YLHKPUN;OPZ
YLHKPUNZLLTZM\SSVMKLW[OHUKKL[HPSZHUKHZRZYLHKLYZ[V[OPURHIV\[^OH[
^YP[PUN[YPNNLYZPU[OLTHUKOV^[OH[ZOHWLZHYLZWVUZL0SPRL[OH[WLVWSL
HYLU»[ILPUNJVLYJLKPU[VHYLHKPUNVYTHKL[VZX\LLaL[OLPYYLZWVUZLPU[VH
VULZPaLMP[ZHSSMVYT(SSVM[OH[THRLZ[OPZL_HTWSLVUL[OH[V[OLY¸WSHJLZ¹
JHULT\SH[LHUKSLHYUMYVT(SMVYK
;OL TVZ[ HWWLHSPUN HZWLJ[ VM 3PUKH HUK /LPKP»Z ^VYR PZ OV^ +*4 MVJ\Z
NYV\WZJHUIL\ZLK[V\ULHY[ONVVKX\HSP[PLZVM^YP[PUNHUK[VJYLH[LHJVT
T\UHS PUZ[P[\[PVUHS ^YP[PUN HZZLZZTLU[ [VVS ;OPZ [VVS [OL [YPWHY[P[L YH[PUN
[VVSZ\JJLZZM\SS`PKLU[PMPLZHUKYLZWVUKZ[VX\HSP[PLZVMNVVK^YP[PUN^P[OPU
HUPU[LYKPZJPWSPUHY`JVU[L_[:[HSPVUZ
“key qualities” were present in the portfolio) allowed us to understand
how people understood the relationship between “qualities of good writing” and the assignments of value (through the Likert scale) to that writing. For instance, raters were asked to indicate in the first section what
kinds of connections (if any) they found in the portfolios they read:
a. The writer found connections between her or his interests and the
subject(s) of the writing
3.

While EMU is not a resource-rich institution, the university does provide support for the first-year writing
program in the form of reassigned time for the director (Adler-Kassner) and assistant/associate director (at
the time of this project, Estrem). This assessment was developed as part of our writing program administration work and supported by that time. We also received a research assistant grant from the EMU Graduate
School to support a graduate student for 30 hours of work during the summer of 2004-2005. Funds from our
department’s development fund made it possible for us to purchase small bookstore gift cards for campuswide focus group participants, but the first-year writing program participants engaged in this work as a[n
additional] “donation” of their time, insight, and talented selves to the program and the department.
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b. The writer found connections between theoretical or research-based
concepts and the subject(s) of the writing
c. The writer thought independently about the subject(s) of the writing
Then in the second section raters were asked to indicate their level of
agreement with the statement, “The writer found a connection between
her/his ideas and those that s/he wrote about in the subject of the writing.” There was a strong correlation between the quality, “connection
between the writer’s ideas and the subject of the writing” (q2a) and a Likert
rating of strongly agree or agree on the question in the second section. There
was an extremely strong correlation (of 100 percent) between “a connection between theoretical or research-based concepts and the subject of
the writing” and a rating of strongly agree or agree on q12 (i.e., “there was a
strong connection between the writer’s ideas and those in the portfolio”).
Thus, we learned that in this place—that is, student portfolios from English
121—raters found that connection to theoretical or research-based concepts was a stronger indicator of “good writing” than was solely “connection
between the writer’s ideas and the subject of the writing,” though the former quality (between ideas and writing) was absolutely necessary for the
raters to agree that the work manifested this quality at all. In the same way,
looking at correlations between qualities associated with “engagement”
and a question asking raters to indicate whether they believed the writer enjoyed some aspect of the writing (a problematic question, to be sure,
but a quality of good writing that emerged strongly from the campus-wide
focus groups) indicated that if raters “did not find investment in the product of the writing without investment in the subject of the writing” (AdlerKassner and Estrem 2004-06).
Correlations also provided us with snapshots of specific qualities of reading—for instance, they demonstrated that writers’ use of “well defined and
interesting evidence” and “clear language” used to describe that evidence
were integrally linked to raters’ assessment of whether or not “the papers
in the portfolio demonstrate thorough evidence that supports the purpose
of writing” (Adler-Kassner and Estrem 2004-06).
4 ( 7 7 0 5 .  7 9 6 . 9 ( 4  9 , = 0 : 0 6 5 ; / 9 6 < . /  ( : : , : : 4 , 5 ;

The results of the actual assessment, then, met our goal of providing us with
data that was both complex, qualitative, and rich (what we were most interested in), while also providing ways for us to make clear, quantitatively-based
arguments when those are needed (what busy administrators are often most
interested in). In the last year, for instance, we have been able to point to
these data in conversations with the Assistant Vice President for Retention,
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the chair of the General Education Assessment Committee, and the new
Vice President for Enrollment Management. (It also is included in EMU’s
accreditation portfolio under the Higher Learning Commission’s Quality
Improvement Process [AQIP] track.) These administrators have been interested to learn about the quantitative results (which indicate where the majority of the sample do, and do not, demonstrate qualities associated with good
writing). Even more, though, they are reassured to learn that there is an
assessment process in place here, that there are quantitative data being collected that are then serving as the foundation for development and additional assessment—in other words, that the program’s directors know what
administrators want to hear, can provide that information, and know what to
do with it. This, in turn, means that these same administrators both appreciate the value of the program and endorse its work.
Equally important, this assessment has been important in establishing
directions for curriculum and professional development work within the
program. Based on it, for instance, first-year writing program instructors
have undertaken a year-long (and counting) collaboration project with
two of our smartest librarians to revise the approach to research embedded
in our research writing class, work that directly addresses findings about
“using theoretical or research-based ideas to develop the writer’s ideas”
from the assessment. Further, because research is the subject of that class,
we are engaged in “remodeling” that course—keeping the walls, but moving some of the rooms around, as it were, by more clearly articulating the
different phases of the research process/course calendar and identifying
how the strategies that students develop in the course should be scaffolded over the course of a semester’s work. Additionally, during the 2007-2008
academic year, the first-year writing committee, a group comprised of firstyear writing program instructors, will consider the assessment results as
they examine (and, probably, revise) the program’s outcomes.
In the end, this assessment was all invention in the sense that Bawarshi
(2003) has defined it. From conceiving the project, to conducting focus
group discussions that formed the core of the assessment; from the analysis of transcripts from the discussions to the “drafting” of documents that
attempted to shape some meaning from the discussions—all of this was
“taking place.” The assessment we designed aimed to consider how the place
affected the “taking”: how the qualities that focus group participants identified as important were connected with specific sites (spatial, temporal, and
otherwise); what connections existed between those places and the places
of students in our first semester course; what kinds of locations were developed through the work of that course; and how those location(s) intersected—or didn’t—with the places in which focus group members situated their
own thinking, writing, and thinking about writing.
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Also and importantly, the project highlighted for us as writing program administrators how assessment can be used both to gather information about a particular place—the first-year writing program—and to influence the conversations within another, overlapping place—our campus. We
were very much aware of how important it was to set up circumstances that
would affect us all when we convened the focus groups. We knew that our
own representations of writing—in the questions we asked and in the maps
we generated—would undoubtedly influence the conception of “first-year
students’ writing” that these participants from across campus held. What
we learned from them influenced our work enormously; the conversations
and (re)considerations of what (student) writing is and can be continue
on campus today.
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The other examples of DCM (dynamic criteria mapping) included in this
volume are focused on how the process works in English departments
housed in four-year schools. While those examples have some contextual and discursive issues as a subtext about what and how assessment measures are structured, they are still implementing DCM in an institutional and cultural context that is more similar than it is different. That is,
while departments have their own internal tensions, they share a field of
study and discursive practices that community college “programs” do not.
As a result, faculty in community colleges often end up talking past each
other when trying to develop models of assessment. The example of DCM
in this chapter describes it as the basis of an institutional plan of assessment in the two-year colleges. In this context, assessment has to bridge
gaps between disciplines and between programs that have few, if any, common educational goals. In this environment, the differences in discourse
and methodology are so extreme that many institutions avoid even trying
to assess common student outcomes. The experiences with DCM at Mid
Michigan Community College (MMCC) may provide a way forward for
assessment that has to engage practitioners across a variety of disciplines
and discourses.
Community college faculty, many of whom teach a five-class-per-semester load, are justifiably resistant to assessment schemes that require them
to file more paperwork or use assessment instruments that are extraneous to the classes they teach. Some of the programs at MMCC already have
licensure exams, and it was difficult to start a dialogue around the “general education” outcomes that tie the whole college together. One of the selling points of DCM was that the assessment was grounded in the work their
students were already doing. It is also based on the values that the faculty
already had and were trying to communicate to their students. These are
issues critical to making assessment work in an environment where resources and time are already at a premium. It is also assessment that is focused
on the real success of our students and not on testing instruments that have
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often already labeled these students as failures. Michigan has had an exit
exam for high school students for a decade, and the students that go to
community colleges have not been well served by it. It was important that
assessment enrich instruction and not just serve external agencies or provide a “score” that told us little about the real capabilities of the student.
;OL4PK4PJOPNHU*VTT\UP[`*VSSLNL44**L_WLYPLUJLPZHUPTWVY[HU[
VULMVYJYP[PJZVM+*4[VJVUZPKLY0[PZLHZ`[VYLHKHKLZJYPW[PVUVM+*4HUK
[OPUR¸^L»KUL]LYOH]L[PTLMVY[OH[¹VY¸T`JVSSLHN\LZ^V\SKUL]LYNVMVY
[OH[·[OL`»YLHSYLHK`[VVI\Z`¹)HYY`HUKOPZJVSSLHN\LZZ\NNLZ[[OH[+*4
WYV]PKLZH^H`WHZ[[OLIHYYPLYVM[PTLJVUZ[YHPU[Z[OH[VM[LUMY\Z[YH[LZPUP[PHS
HZZLZZTLU[ LMMVY[Z +*4 WYVJLLKZ MYVT ^OH[ PZ HSYLHK` [OLYL LUJV\YHNPUN
MHJ\S[`[VZ[HY[^P[O^OH[[OL`HYLHSYLHK`KVPUNJYLH[PUNZ[YLUN[OZMYVTLHJO
KLWHY[TLU[VYWYVNYHT»ZKPZ[PUJ[P]LMLH[\YLZ/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
Another motivating factor for trying to use DCM was the experience
those of use in the writing program had with our portfolio project. For
about a dozen years prior to implementing DCM on an institutional scale,
we had worked as a department on an exit portfolio for the freshman composition class. The value of working together, of dialogue about our objectives, successes, and failures was invaluable to us as a department. When it
came time to revisit the question of institutional assessment, I wanted to
bring that experience to the table. That is, I wanted an assessment plan that
valued our collaboration and growth. DCM had not been coined when we
started our portfolio project, but it fit the model we followed in developing
and changing our department’s assessment initiative.
0U ZVTL JVSSLNL JVU[L_[Z ¸HZZLZZTLU[¹ OHZ ILJVTL Z\JO H KYLHKLK ^VYK
[OH[MHJ\S[`JHUOHYKS`PTHNPULP[HZHWYVJLZZ[OH[HZ)HYY` (SMVYKZH`ZPU
JOHW[LY[OYLLVM[OPZ]VS\TL¸LUNHNBLZDWYHJ[P[PVULYZHJYVZZH]HYPL[`VMKPZJP
WSPULZ¹/V^L]LYH[,HZ[LYU4PJOPNHU<UP]LYZP[`,4<^LMV\UK[OPZJYVZZ
JVU[L_[\HSLUNHNLTLU[HZ^LSSMVYH[[OLOLHY[VM+*4PZSPZ[LUPUN·HUK^L
HSS^HU[V\Y]HS\LZ[VILOLHYKV\YZ[VYPLZ[VIL[VSK<ZPUNHZZLZZTLU[[V
SPZ[LUNH[OLYZ[VYPLZHUKLUNHNLWLVWSLMYVTHJYVZZKPZJPWSPULZPZLUVYTV\Z
S`WV^LYM\S(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
MMCC had followed a basic assessment plan for a little more than a
decade. As with a lot of assessment plans, ours identified some key data
sources and intended outcomes but left the process of assessment heavily weighted toward an administrative model of compliance. The problem
with compliance models is that there is little internal dialogue about what
is really learned and the institutional context never gets any “smarter” as a
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result. With the exception of a few pockets of faculty activism, the kind of
assessment we were practicing had little effect on faculty culture, failed to
make a mark on the legion of adjunct faculty, and was virtually invisible to
our students.
The impetus for change came from two concerns that the earlier plan
never seemed to address no matter how many times we tried to call the
question. First, it was difficult to move our idea of assessment away from a
compliance model. That is, it was impossible to frame assessment issues as
an organic part of the learning community at the college and not as some
external obligation. Granted, there were places in the college where assessment had evolved beyond that, but not many. The English faculty had
implemented a successful exit portfolio assessment and the math faculty
had worked with the introductory algebra courses, for example, but there
wasn’t anything that connected these efforts, which is often another feature of compliance-based assessment. Second, as the focus of assessment
itself changed to include students, it became clear that an esoteric and isolated collection and reporting of data was insufficient. What we decided to
do was to go back to the faculty and build an assessment model based on
their values which then could be measured, tracked and communicated to
students and adjunct faculty.
;OLYPJO[YHKP[PVU^P[OPU^YP[PUNZ[\KPLZ/\V["3`UUL"KL1V`
VMJVUZPKLYPUN[OLYVSLVMZ[\KLU[ZPUHZZLZZTLU[HUKYLZLHYJOPZH[VUJLJVT
TVUZLUZPJHS HUK YHKPJHS;OL ILZ[ RPUKZ VM HZZLZZTLU[ YLZWVUK [V YLHS Z[\
KLU[Z HUK YLHS MHJ\S[` PU YLHS ZP[\H[PVUZ HZ PZ V\[SPULK OLYL (KSLY2HZZULY
HUK,Z[YLT
44**»Z [YHUZP[PVU MYVT H JVTWSPHUJL HZZLZZTLU[ TVKLS [V HU H_PVSVNPJHS
HZZLZZTLU[ TVKLS WHYHSSLSZ [OL WHYHKPNT ZOPM[ MYVT PUKPYLJ[ WZ`JOVTL[YPJ
HZZLZZTLU[TVKLSZ[VKPYLJ[ZVJPHSJVUZ[Y\J[P]PZ[HZZLZZTLU[TVKLSZPU[OL
JVTWVZP[PVU MPLSK ,K\JH[VYZ UV^ YLJVNUPaL [OL ULJLZZP[` MVY LZ[HISPZOPUN
YOL[VYPJHS SVJHSS`JVU[L_[\HSPaLK HZZLZZTLU[ YLZLHYJO TVKLSZ IHZLK \WVU
JVUZ[Y\J[P]PZ[WYPUJPWSLZ:[HSPVUZ
We decided to try DCM after several attempts at elaborate but spectacularly unsuccessful models of assessment that we’d hoped would provide
a common language and methodology for the entire college. Part of our
motivation was to find a way to talk about assessment that matched a continuous Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP) that the college had moved to for its own accreditation. As part of the North Central
Accreditation system, MMCC had adopted a model of quality improvement
that put process ahead of results, so the assessment question became what
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do these results mean and how did we get there and not just another bar
graph or pie chart that was unrelated to anything else.
>L]HS\LWYVJLZZPU^YP[PUNPUZ[Y\J[PVU/V^[OLUJHU^LJVTT\UPJH[LHU
HWWYLJPH[PVUMVYWYVJLZZHZT\JOHZYLZ\S[Z[VV\YJVSSLHN\LZ&;VHKTPUPZ[YH
[VYZ&/V^JHUWYVJLZZILHZ]PZPISLHZIHYNYHWOZHUKWPLJOHY[Z&*VU[L_[
ZLUZP[P]L HZZLZZTLU[ OPNOSPNO[Z WYVJLZZ HZ H NLULYH[P]L WYVK\J[P]L Z[HNL
+*4HY[PJ\SH[LZ[OPZWYVJLZZPUHZ[YH[LNPJ^H`MVYHKKP[PVUHSSH`LYZVMH\KP
LUJLZ(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
Part of the motivation was to generate a conversation that might make
assessment part of our disparate faculty cultures and give us a common
ground, a “third-space,” if you will, to work from. Finally, we wanted
assessment to be grounded in real student work and not inferred from
published instruments normed in populations of students that did not
mirror our own for institutions that our students did not attend.
One of the first decisions we made was to use an outside facilitator
to begin constructing our DCM model. In many of the other examples
in this volume, people within the department serve as the facilitators,
but it was clear in our case that a “fair broker” from outside the institution would be necessary when faculty from a variety of divisions and disciplines were involved. The decision was crucial in gaining the acceptance of faculty from across the college. This is another example of
how an institutional context is different from a departmental one. DCM
could not work if one of the disciplines owned it too much. A new start
required a new face and a new discourse, even if the examples of student work and shared outcomes were going to be intensely local. In addition, the process of drawing out comments in what the facilitator called
an “anti-powerpoint,” made the process visual and not just numerical
or discursive, something we know students often need but may underestimate in dealing with faculty. Having the facilitator list the hundreds
of responses on the screen gave all of the faculty the chance to see that
their suggestions were included and that the outcome wasn’t rigged by
one group of faculty. This helped resolve the tension between departments which had previously had varying degrees of engagement in the
assessment process. In fact, the maps we developed became a key component of the DCM plan. Being able to “see” the relationship of ideas and
components was critical in having a common reference point at a time
in the process when the language was still developing and often unclear
and unreliable.
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In the first phase of DCM we collected samples of student work from a variety of courses and disciplines. In smaller groups and as a whole faculty we
responded to four questions about the assignments collected:
1. What did we value in the work?
2. What would we advise the student to change/improve/revise?
3. What did we value about the assignment?
4. What would we change/revise in the assignment?
-HJ\S[`TLTILYZHJYVZZ[OLKPZJPWSPULZJVSSHIVYH[LK[VKL]LSVWH¸JVTTVU
L]HS\H[PVUZ[YH[LN`¹]PZ\HSS`KLWPJ[LKPU44**»ZK`UHTPJJYP[LYPHTHW;OL
¸44**:[\KLU[6\[JVTLZ=HS\LZ¹THW^OPJOMHJPSP[H[LZPU[LYKLWHY[TLU[HS
HUKMHJ\S[`Z[\KLU[KPZJ\ZZPVUZJVUJLYUPUNZOHYLKHZZLZZTLU[JYP[LYPHOPNO
SPNO[Z[OL]LY`ILZ[[OH[JVTT\UHS^YP[PUNHZZLZZTLU[*>(WLKHNVN`OHZ
[VVMMLY(JJVYKPUN[V)YVHK *>(WYP]PSLNLZJVSSHIVYH[P]LKLJP
ZPVUTHRPUNHZZLZZTLU[WYVJLZZLZ:[HSPVUZ
Under Bob Broad’s direction, the faculty produced almost 200 hundred responses to the student samples. In a subsequent meeting the faculty, working in teams and as a whole, grouped these responses into three
categories that became the “map” we would follow. This phase took most of
a day-long faculty in-service and included lively debate before some visual
and rhetorical consensus started to emerge. When the dust settled, we had
a first draft of the maps, as shown in Figure 1.
-PN44**:[\KLU[6\[JVTLZ=HS\LZ
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The faculty decided to focus on three areas:
1. Working from multiple perspectives
2. Application
3. Communication and presentation skills
We came to recognize from our discussions that while the appearance
and content of what we expected from students might differ, the concept
behind what we had them do was the same across disciplines. For example, whether a student is choosing among competing theories and terms
or choosing which clinical or technical application was appropriate, they
were performing the same intellectual function. The maps allow us to talk
across disciplines and programs in ways that make our expectations clear
to our students and make them see connections among their various courses. The forms and techniques of evaluation or measurement may be particular to the protocols and methods of a particular field, but the maps
allow us to carry on a faculty- and college-wide discussion of their value
and significance.
*LY[HPUS` H[ [OL ILNPUUPUN VM V\Y +*4 PUZWPYLK WYVJLZZ H[ <UP]LYZP[` VM
5L]HKH9LUVY\IYPJ^HZHSTVZ[HKPY[`^VYK/V^L]LYV\YMVJ\ZNYV\WZ
HUKZ\IZLX\LU[Z[HYY\IYPJ`LZ^LOH]LLTIYHJLK[OL^VYKOH]LILJVTL
HZV\YJLVMWYPKLMVYV\YHZZLZZTLU[;OLZOPM[MYVTH]VPKHUJL[VHJJLW[HUJL
^HZ ZW\YYLK I` [OL JVU]LYZH[PVUZ HTVUN PUZ[Y\J[VYZ YLNHYKPUN ^OH[ [OL`
ULLKLK [V HZZLZZ WVY[MVSPVZ MVY WYVNYHTTH[PJ W\YWVZLZ;OL Z[HY Y\IYPJ [OH[
YLZ\S[LK MYVT OV\YZ VM KPHSVN\L WYV]PKLZ H ^H` MVY HSS VM V\Y H\KPLUJLZ [V
ILULMP[MYVT[OLHZZLZZTLU[YLZ\S[Z4J)YPKLHUK+L[^LPSLY
As that discussion continued, we kept coming back to the question of
how different disciplines could use the maps, and how the maps were to be
interpreted. As part of that discussion we developed a more concrete list of
what “multiple perspectives” meant to us. Clearly, some of the suggestions
are pretty specific and some are still pretty vague. An important observation here is that these lists came out of the same process as the maps. That
is, we met as a whole, took public notes in the “anti–power point” model
and dialogued until we reached consensus. If the list or rubrics that followed were produced using any other process, they would invalidate the
fresh start we made and threaten the buy-in of the whole faculty.
The following lists and rubrics were created using the same process that
yielded Figure 1. Figure 2 and the outline that follows it were second and
third iterations, or levels, of the first map.
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1. Using Multiple Perspectives
Commitment to learning
Taking responsibility for learning
Contributing toward a learning environment
Critical literacies
Finding approriate sources
Using multiple strategies in reading,
writing and listening
Flexible textbook skills
Audience awareness and analysis
Problem posing and problem solving
Conceptualizing a problem
Willingness to use multiple approaches
to a problem
Pattern recognition
Using critical reasoning

1. Commitment to Learning
a.
Taking responsibility for learning
i.
Curiosity and commitment to inquiry
ii.
Setting goals and personal standards
iii. Developing autonomy as a learner
b.
Contributing toward a learning environment
i.
Thoughtful participation in class
ii.
Respectful behavior toward faculty and fellow students
iii. A peaceful and violence-free classroom to contribute
ideas without fear
iv.
Sobriety to reduce distractions
v.
No cell phones or pagers inside the classroom
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2. Critical Literacies
a.
Finding appropriate sources
i.
Choosing search methods and tools
ii.
Evaluating credibility
b.
Using multiple strategies in reading, writing and listening
i.
Reading and writing in different disciplines
ii.
Learning how to participate in a discussion
iii. Learning to summarize and analyze
iv.
Learning to synthesize
v.
Rhetorical analysis and sensitivity
vi. Options for organization
c.
Flexible textbook strategies
i.
Different disciplines and discourse communities
ii.
Learning terminologies and concept structures
iii. Different organizational approaches used in textbooks
d.
Audience awareness and analysis
i.
Academic audiences
ii.
Protocols and expections
iii. Diversity of audiences
3. Problem Posing and Problem Solving
a.
Conceptualizing a problem
i.
Using tools and strategies to frame and articulate the
problem
ii.
Willingness to take risks to find new ways to pose
problem
iii. Learning to frame academic problems
b.
Willingness to use multiple approaches to a problem
i.
Learning to see conflict as productive
ii.
Willingness to engage a problem from more than one
viewpoint
iii. Willingness to see value and credibility in divergent
viewpoints
iv.
Respecting alternative views
c.
Pattern recognition
i.
Generalizing
ii.
Connecting
iii. Synthesis
iv.
Creative patterns
d.
Using critical reasoning
i.
Use of sources and evidence
ii.
Drawing connections and conflicts
iii. Creating a ‘third’ space
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The next phase was to take the mapping process to a program or course
level. We have identified discrete groups of faculty—English/humanities,
social science, science, business, technical/occupational, and nursing/
radiography—who worked together to identify what the three categories in
the maps mean in their discipline area. Specifically, we asked them to identify where in their programs or courses these attributes of student work are
measured and how. In some areas there are common assignments, and in
other areas there are assignments that parallel each other. In either case,
faculty developed a common evaluation strategy, whether that be a rubric
or point scale, that is connected to the way student work is evaluated and
which can be communicated to students to help them understand the
assignment and its evaluation.
It is in this phase that the flexibility of DCM became most evident. In
our previous attempts at assessment the differences in evaluation techniques and metrics was a barrier to common assessment. That is, if one faculty member values essays, another uses multiple choice tests, and a third
uses some form of performance assessment, what do they have in common?
The answer became that they were different ways of teaching and assessing
a common outcome, such as problem posing. It is fair to say that broader terms, such as critical thinking, could facilitate the same discussion, but
we could never agree what critical thinking was until we broke it down into
smaller components. Plus, every academic already “owned” their own definition of critical thinking, but we created these categories together, which
prevented them from being always already colonized.
*VTT\UPJH[PUN[V:[\KLU[Z

What follows in a description of the work we are currently (as of this writing) doing and planning. In the first two phases the emphasis was on faculty-to-faculty dialogue. Now we are giving the maps to students and trying to
help faculty use them to explain assignments and programs. At this point
students become the primary focus of the plan.
<ZPUN [OL K`UHTPJ JYP[LYPH THW MHJ\S[` TLTILYZ ZOHYL SLHYUPUN V\[
JVTLZJ\YYPJ\SHYL_WLJ[H[PVUZHUKHZZLZZTLU[JYP[LYPH^P[OZ[\KLU[Z[V
OLSW[OLTILJVTLTVYLWYVMPJPLU[^YP[LYZHUKSLHYULYZMVYZ[\KLU[SLHYU
PUNPZH[[OLU\JSL\ZVMHSS+*4LUKLH]VYZ)YVHKL_WSHPULK[OH[
[OLYLPZHU¸\UWHYHSSLSLKLK\JH[PVUHSWV[LU[PHSMVYK`UHTPJJYP[LYPHTHW
WPUN[VNP]LV\YZ[\KLU[ZHTVYLJVTWSL_HUK[Y\LWVY[YHP[VMOV^^YP[
PUNPZSLHYULKWYHJ[PJLKHUK]HS\LK¹^OPJO^PSSPU[\YUOLSWZ[\KLU[Z
¸IL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUK[OLJOHSSLUNLVM^YP[PUN^LSS¹:[HSPVUZ
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We will work with all adjunct faculty to explain how to use the maps to
help students understand both the expectations and means of evaluation.
In the curriculum and program review process, we have created syllabi that
are starting to look and sound consistent across programs and disciplines.
That means that our students hear us talk about these outcomes and categories from course to course. When students in a technical program raise
the inevitable question about the value of the humanities course they are
in, the answer now goes back to a common theme of learning to think and
act in ways consistent with the outcomes in the maps.
4HWWPUNOPNOSPNO[ZHRL`[LUZPVUMVYHTHWPZHS^H`ZHYLWYLZLU[H[PVU>OH[
[LYYP[VY` NL[Z UHTLK HUK PUJS\KLK ^OPJO PU[LYLZ[Z HYL YLWYLZLU[LK OV^
T\JOZWHJLPZNP]LU[V]HYPV\ZJV\U[YPLZ·[OPZ[VVPZHU\UH]VPKHISL[LUZPVU
PU+*4@L[HZ[OPZHULJKV[LYL]LHSZHTHW[OH[PZKYH^UMYVTJVTT\UHS
S` ULNV[PH[LK ]HS\LZ PZ ]HZ[S` KPMMLYLU[ MYVT VUL [OH[ [VV X\PJRS` ZL[[SLZ PU
(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
The revised maps from above have been attached to the college’s website and to course syllabi to help introduce students to the DCM process.
Those materials also include the materials presented in the next section.
9\IYPJZ

In some DCM applications, rubrics are a dirty word. In fact, some DCM
applications are driven by the desire to replace a rubric-driven assessment.
It was never part of the “plan” to develop rubrics for our DCM maps, but
both students and faculty, adjunct faculty in particular, wanted and needed something they felt was more specific and concrete to help them understand what the values and outcomes really meant. We developed the rubrics
the same way we did the maps, in collaboration with the whole faculty. They
reflect what the faculty identified as measurable standards for the items listed as “multiple perspectives.” An example is included in table below.
The maps and rubrics attached are the result of two years of work with
the whole faculty. They may be of little use to anyone outside the institution, but they help demonstrate some important and essential ways that
DCM ‘fits’ the need for meaningful assessment that builds on faculty
involvement and direction. They also help define and negotiate the tension between internal and external audiences. We are getting much better
at connecting any data we collect about student achievement to this ongoing discussion in ways that allow us to talk to outside evaluators using the
structure of our internal discourse.
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MMCC Table 1: Conceptualizing a Problem










*HUNYHZW[OLRL`
PKLHZHZWHY[VM
HUPUKLWLUKLU[
YLJVNUP[PVUHUK
HY[PJ\SH[PVUVM[OL
WYVISLT
*HUZLL[OLZPN
UPMPJHUJLVM[OL
WYVISLTHUKVM
WVZPUN[OLWYVI
SLTPUJS\KPUN!
JH\ZLHUKLMMLJ[
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ
KPMMLYLU[^H`ZVM
HWWYVHJOPUN[OL
WYVISLT
TLHUZVM
YLZLHYJOPUN[OL
WYVISLT
HIPSP[`[VNV
IL`VUKTH[LYPHSZ
HUKKPZJ\ZZPVUZ
VM[OLWYVISLT
WYLZLU[LKPU
JSHZZ
*HULTWH[OPaL
HUKYLZWLJ[
V[OLYWVZP[PVUZ

*HUNYHZW[OLRL`
PKLHZHZWHY[VMH
TVZ[S`PUKLWLU
KLU[YLJVNUP[PVU
HUKHY[PJ\SH[PVUVM
[OLWYVISLT
*HUZLL[OLZPNUPMP
JHUJLVM[OLWYVI
SLTHUKVMWVZPUN
[OLWYVISLT
PUJS\KPUNTHU`VM
[OLMVSSV^PUN!
JH\ZLHUKLMMLJ[
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ
KPMMLYLU[^H`ZVM
HWWYVHJOPUN[OL
WYVISLT
TLHUZVM
YLZLHYJOPUN[OL
WYVISLT
HIPSP[`[VNV
IL`VUKTH[LYPHSZ
HUKKPZJ\ZZPVUZ
VM[OLWYVISLT
WYLZLU[LKPU
JSHZZ
9LZWLJ[ZHUK
JHUVM[LULTWH
[OPaL^P[OV[OLY
WVZP[PVUZ

*HUNYHZWTVZ[
VM[OLRL`PKLHZ
HZWHY[VMHJSHZZ
KPYLJ[LKYLJVNUP
[PVUHUKHY[PJ\SH
[PVU
*HUZLL[OLZPNUPMP
JHUJLVM[OLWYVI
SLTHUKVMWVZPUN
[OLWYVISLT
PUJS\KPUNZVTLVM
[OLMVSSV^PUN!
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0[»ZMHZJPUH[PUN[OH[[OLPYVU`^LKPZJV]LYLKH[,4<L_PZ[ZPU[OL44**JVU
[L_[ HZ ^LSS! [OH[ VUJL OPNOS` SVJHSPaLK HUK WLYZVUHSPaLK ]HS\LZ MVY ^YP[
PUN OH]L ILLU JHYLM\SS` UV[LK WH[[LYUZ LTLYNL [OH[ HYL TLHUPUNM\S HJYVZZ
JVU[L_[Z·L]LUJVU[L_[Z^OPJOPUP[PHSS`TPNO[UV[OH]LZLLTLKJVTWH[PISL
(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
The following are the points about our instance of DCM I think need
to be emphasized:
3VJHS

DCM is always local, although the scope of “local” can be negotiated to
larger collectives and regional agencies. Regardless of the size of the group,
the key element is that the values are articulated from real student work
with real faculty. When Brian Huot talks about a “culture of assessment” in
his 2002 work, (Re) Articulating Writing Assessment, he is making a case for
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a dialogical and integrated view of assessment that requires practitioners
to put assumptions about how we evaluate and respond to student work
on the table so they can be examined and interrogated. Bob Broad’s work
in What We Really Value (2003) builds on that concept, but only by actually engaging in the dialogue can the work begin. The dialogue is always a
specific and local event that cannot be scripted in advance. It is inevitably “messy” and not always easy to direct, but the local nature of the assessment is a strength. It also recognizes an ethical concern that working with
open-admissions students brings into play: Is the assessment a screening
device that, given the educational and class backgrounds of the students,
will be used to deny them access? Or, is the assessment a means of improving the learning and recognizing the capabilities of these students? DCM
has the potential to improve and measure performance without destroying the local context of learning and teaching that creates and supports it.
-YHJ[HS

To say that something is fractal suggests that it is built not from linear
and pre-configured models but is an iterative and organic approach that
creates variable formations and multiple perspectives. DCM is a fractal concept in two important ways. First, it allows us to change the level of specificity without losing the main or organizing concept. For example, we can talk
about one of the points in a rubric at any of several different levels. It can
be evaluated as a program goal, a course goal, a general education goal, as
an outcome for an assignment, or even just part of an assignment. It can
also be a piece of writing, a test score, a visual representation, or a performance. Some of our best discussions have been between faculty from different disciplines or programs negotiating what it means for a student to
show competency across those barriers.
)HYY`»ZHYN\TLU[[OH[HZZLZZTLU[ZJHUHUKZOV\SKILMYHJ[HSHUKT\S[PTVKHS
PUJVYWVYH[PUNHSSWLYZWLJ[P]LZPU[VHUVYNHUPJ^OVSLKLTVUZ[YH[LZOV^LK\
JH[VYZ T\Z[ UV^ UH]PNH[L HUK ULNV[PH[L KP]LYZL T\S[PWSL WVZ[TVKLYU WLY
JLW[PVUZ PU VYKLY [V ]HSPKH[L HZZLZZTLU[Z )YVHK     
)YVHKHUK)V`KKPZJ\ZZLZZ\JOHZZLZZTLU[LU[LYWYPZLZ:[HSPVUZ
The second aspect of DCM as fractal is that it allows, or encourages, multiple hypotheses. This is significant because it allows us to reframe problems and results in many ways and for many different audiences. As Nuhfer
(2006) suggests, fractal concepts help deal with situations with too many
variables to approach them in a strictly linear fashion or a way to track
things that move through time, both apt descriptions of assessment. This
is another way that DCM succeeds because it is not a self-contained metric
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of its own. In this sense, its fractal qualities allow a scan of possible inputs
and outcomes. Instead of looking at the difficulty students have in posing
problems in one class or one discipline, we see them in interconnected but
not identical contexts that have multiple points of interest and multiple
forms of dialogue and intervention. It has become, particularly in the general education area, a rich source of dialogue about teaching and learning.
/LYLLJOVLZHYPZL^P[O9VI7VWL»Z PU[LYLZ[PUN^VYRPU;L_[\HS0U[LY]LU[PVU!
*YP[PJHSHUKJYLH[P]LZ[YH[LNPLZMVYSP[LYHY`Z[\KPLZPU^OPJOOLL_WSVYLZ^P[OZ[\
KLU[Z¸^OH[OHWWLUZPM¹HULSLTLU[VMHWPLJLVM^YP[PUNPZJOHUNLK*VU[L_[
ZLUZP[P]L^YP[PUNHZZLZZTLU[M\UJ[PVUZHZHUPU[LY]LU[PVUVU[OL¸[L_[¹VMHWYV
NYHTVYJVSSLNL"P[NP]LZHUVWWVY[\UP[`[VYLHZZLZZ]HS\LZ[VHZR¸^OH[PM¹^L
SVVRHNHPUH[^OH[^L]HS\LPUZ[\KLU[^YP[PUN(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
,JVSVNPJHS

Meg Syverson (1999), following the work of her mentor Edwin Hutchins
(1995), talks about an “ecology” of composition. That is, she creates a rich
and multi-modal view of what writing is and how it can be assessed. DCM
moves in many of the same ways, although it adds something that Syverson
cannot claim in her account. DCM helped us create a background against
which the various results, teaching strategies, and outcomes could be
arranged. It frames an ecology of interrelated but not necessarily similar
efforts as a common project. As Hutchins argues in Cognition in the Wild,
(1995), intelligence is as much a social and material (through tools and
instruments) construction as it is a property of individual cognition. A
DCM model helps make the construction visible and makes it possible to
ask questions about how valuable or appropriate any individual measure is
to the overall assessment of student learning.
Syverson’s (1999) models depend on exactly the same kind of texture
that DCM assessment creates. Sometimes it takes multiple exposures and
frames of reference to evaluate what students are doing or how well a program is working. Constructed this way, our dialogues about student outcomes are never reduced to a test score or single point of assessment.
Conversely, we know that merely raising a mean score doesn’t necessarily
mean that the learning outcome has been met or understood. Our assessment project has helped develop a significantly complex and multi-modal
approach which, like any ecological system, requires a careful and humane
interpretive approach.
Two-year colleges lack some the “institutional insulation” that fouryear schools have from the demand for assessment from outside agencies.
Without a culture of assessment within the institution to focus assessment
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on student work and faculty values, the drive to find valid forms of assessment often alienates faculty from the assessment process and tells the institution nothing about how it can be, in Hutchins’ (1995) terms, more “intelligent.” When assessment is driven by the institutional research person or
department or by the ill-conceived notion of assessment evident in the
political discourse of educational reform, faculty are often left out of the
loop and without a place at the table.
6\Y 0<7<0 L_WLYPLUJL TPYYVYZ [OL 44** L_WLYPLUJL! +*4 SLK [V H J\S[\YHS
JOHUNLPU^OPJO[OLMHJ\S[`MLS[PUJVU[YVSVM[OLHZZLZZTLU[;OL+*4WYVJLZZ
[Y\S`HSSV^LKMHJ\S[`]HS\LZ[VKYP]LWYVNYHTTH[PJJOHUNLZ^P[OHUL`LVUZ[\
KLU[SLHYUPUNV\[JVTLZ·HUK[OH[»Z[OLMV\UKH[PVUVMHTLHUPUNM\SHZZLZZTLU[
J`JSL/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
It is significant that our assessment program has been recognized as viable and as fulfilling our accreditation requirements. In other words, this
isn’t just pie in the sky, this is real and viable assessment that can stand up
to outside evaluation. In the end, it is assessment meant to help mirror
and evaluate what we value in our teaching and our students and not an
attempt to reduce teaching and learning to an assessment.
-YVT V\Y L_WLYPLUJLZ H[ [^V PUZ[P[\[PVUZ HUK MYVT KPZJ\ZZPVUZ ^P[O JV\U[
SLZZ V[OLY >7(Z ^L OH]L KPZJV]LYLK [OH[ MHJ\S[`NYV^U HZZLZZTLU[ PZ ]HS
\LKPUZ[P[\[PVUHSS`^OLUP[»ZKVUL^LSSHUKJVTT\UPJH[LKJSLHYS`0[»ZJOVVZPUN
[VKVUV[OPUN[OH[PZ[OLKHUNLYV\ZWVZP[PVUMVY>7(ZVYV[OLYMHJ\S[`[V[HRL
(SSJVSSLNLZHUK\UP]LYZP[PLZMHJLPUJYLHZPUNZJY\[PU`HUKHZZLZZTLU[·^OLUP[
YLZWVUKZ [V WYPUJPWSLZ SPRL [OVZL V\[SPULK PU YLJLU[ ^VYR I` /\V[  HUK
3`UUL ·JHU YLZWVUK [V HUK LUYPJO [OH[ RPUK VM JSVZL H[[LU[PVU (KSLY
2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
)HYY`HUKOPZJVSSLHN\LZ»+*4HZZLZZTLU[TVKLSHUKWLKHNVN`HYL]HSPKH[LK
IHZLK \WVU [OL [OLVY` VM JVTWSLTLU[HYP[` [OL [OLVYL[PJHS YH[PVUHSL MVY \ZPUN
YOL[VYPJHS KLTVJYH[PJ JP]PJ KLIH[L [V ]HSPKH[L JVTWYLOLUZP]L ^YP[PUN HZZLZZ
TLU[Z )YVHK HUK )V`K  (M[LY HSS HZZLZZTLU[ ]HSPKP[` PZ PU MHJ[ ¸H
X\HSP[`VM[OLKLJPZPVUZWLVWSLTHRL¹)YVHK:[HSPVUZ
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)HYY`»ZPUJS\ZP]LJVSSHIVYH[P]L+*4HZZLZZTLU[LUKLH]VYZH[44**PU[OL
SHZ[JOHW[LYWHYHSSLS1HULHUK4H\YLLU»ZJVTT\UHSHZZLZZTLU[TL[OVKZH[
<59PU[OLUL_[([IV[OPUZ[P[\[PVUZ[OL+*4WYVJLZZLZPU]VS]LKT\S[P
WSLPUOV\ZLZ[HRLOVSKLYZHUK\S[PTH[LS`SLK[VW\ISPZOLKYLWVY[ZMVYL_[LY
UHS H\KPLUJLZ >OPSL )HYY`»Z +*4 Z[\K` JVUZ[Y\J[LK ZOHYLK PUZ[P[\[PVU
HSHZZLZZTLU[]HS\LZHUK[VVSZ1HULHUK4H\YLLU»Z+*4Z[\K`WYVK\JLK
T\[\HSNLULYHSLK\JH[PVUHZZLZZTLU[]HS\LZHUK[VVSZ1\Z[HZ)HYY`JYLH[
LKHUHZZLZZTLU[TVKLS[OH[SPURZWYVNYHTTH[PJHUKJSHZZYVVTNVHSZ1HUL
HUK4H\YLLUZ[YV]L[VJSVZL[OLSVVWIL[^LLUHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LHUKWLKHNVN
PJHSVIQLJ[P]LZ:[HSPVUZ
0U[OLV[OLYMV\YPUZ[P[\[PVUHSWYVQLJ[ZKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLIVVR[OLSVJHSZP[\H
[PVUPZWYPTHY`;OLL_HTWSLZMYVT<59ZOV^ZVTLZPTPSHYPZZ\LZ!JYLH[PUN
HJVTT\UP[`VMYLHKLYZKLHSPUN^P[OHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LTHUKH[LZHUKLZ[HI
SPZOPUNWYV[VJVSZ[OH[MP[[OLSVJHSJVU[L_[:VTLVM[OLPYHKQ\Z[TLU[ZZWLJPM
PJ[V<59HYL^VY[OM\Y[OLYKPZJ\ZZPVUHUKYL]PL^HZWV[LU[PHSWYHJ[PJLZ[OH[
JHUILL_WVY[LK[VV[OLYZP[\H[PVUZ;OLPY¸:[HY9\IYPJ¹HUK[^VOV\YYLHK
PUNSPTP[ZHYL^VY[OZLYPV\ZYL]PL^HUKYLZLHYJOPUV[OLYPUZ[P[\[PVUZ;OL`
HYLL_HTWSLZVM[OLYPJOHUK]HYPHISLHZZLZZTLU[WYHJ[PJLZJYLH[LK[OYV\NO
KPHSVN\LHUKSVJHSPUNLU\P[`[OH[TPNO[HSZVILWHY[VMYLNPVUHSHUKUH[PVU
HSKPHSVN\LHIV\[ILZ[HZZLZZTLU[WYHJ[PJLZ(SMVYK
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The University of Nevada, Reno is the state’s flagship research university,
with a long tradition of excellence in providing a liberal arts education.
At most recent count, about 15,000 students are enrolled (about 12,000
undergraduate and 3,000 graduate). Its “vertical” Core curriculum was created/elaborated over a number of years beginning in the 1980s, with firstyear math and writing courses, a three-course humanities sequence, distribution requirements in fine arts, social sciences, and sciences, and juniorand senior-level general and major capstone courses as writing-intensive,
culminating experiences.
The Core writing program administers a three-course sequence. By standardized test scores, students initially place in English 098 (Preparatory
College Writing), English 101 (Beginning College Writing), or English 102
(Intermediate College Writing). Since we think that students’ actual writing provides a better indicator of their proficiency and practical experience, we also have an alternative portfolio placement process wherein students compile a collection of at least three samples of their best recent writing. Students may also place into or out of English 102 by their scores on
advanced placement exams.
English 102 is the course required by the Core curriculum, and students must pass it to enroll in the Core humanities sequence and move
on through to the capstone portion of their general education requirements. In English 101, students gain greater experience with the writing process, peer reviewing, focusing their writing on topics, reading critically, analyzing and shaping their writing for a variety of rhetorical situations, and understanding writing genres and conventions. Building on this
experience, English 102 challenges students to conduct research and to
craft arguments based on evidence; this course is one in “general composition,” to the extent that it doesn’t take a discipline-specified approach,
and that it emphasizes flexibility of response to a variety of writing contexts
and conventions. The course is theme-based, with no set reader, rhetoric,
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handbook, nor syllabus—each instructor designs his or her course around
the program’s student learning outcomes for English 102. The program
runs just under one hundred sections of English 102 per year (with about
the same number of English 101 sections, thirty-five sections of English
098, and a handful of English as a Second Language, honors, and other
special courses). The teaching community at UNR is a mix of full-time faculty, teaching assistants (in writing/rhetoric and composition, literature,
and literature and environment), and contingent faculty (temporary fulltime lecturers and part-time instructors).
Under the leadership of Kathy Boardman, the Core writing program
conducted a comprehensive portfolio assessment of the English 102 course
in 2000, with a follow-up study in 2001 that focused on a few features that
the initial study had revealed as possible areas for improvement in the curriculum. This was well in advance of our accrediting body’s new interest in
assessment, and Kathy’s “closing of the loop” by changing instructor preparation and inservice training provided an impressive model of effective
assessment practice.
6\Y(ZZLZZTLU[7YVQLJ[»Z9OL[VYPJHS:P[\H[PVU!(*VTLK`6M,_WLJ[H[PVUZ

Jane Detweiler took over leadership of the Core writing program in the
summer of 2004, just shortly after the new director of the Core curriculum
assumed his position. Amidst the usual pratfalls of beginning work in an
administrative position, she realized that the Core director had designs--assessment project designs.
In a meeting that first fall semester, anticipating the accreditation
cycle which would begin with a self-study in 2006-07, the Core director
explained that he wanted to design and implement an assessment of the
Core curriculum as a whole. As one might expect, he had already encountered a number of frustrations. The math and science departments were
still in the midst of substantial restructuring of their programs; along with
the social sciences, they plead inadequate time to prepare a curriculum
and do an assessment of that curriculum. These disciplines would only
be able to muster something like surveys of the “match” of student and
teacher expectations for specific courses (read: substantive assessment in
these disciplines would have to wait.) In areas of the core where curriculum was not undergoing wholesale revision, assessment would be more
feasible and more necessary, given the upcoming accreditation. Hence,
the Core curriculum director approached the directors of programs in
Core writing and Core humanities, as well as the chair of the capstone
committee, to propose a “vertical” assessment of general education: a
study of writing and critical thinking in first-year writing, humanities, and
the general capstones.
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What follows is the Core writing program administrator’s recollection of
the dialogue (emphatically not verbatim, with events condensed, stylized,
or omitted to suit her purposes as the teller of this tale):
Core Curriculum Director:
What I would like to do is to conduct a longitudinal study that would follow a cohort of students from Core writing through to the general capstones, using e-portfolios as data. I
would like to study writing and critical thinking in English 102, the
Core humanities sequence, and in those junior- and senior-level
capstone courses.
Core Writing Program Administrator, thinking to herself, explicating his simple declarations over the next few seconds:
What? E-portfolios? I haven’t
heard about any e-portfolios. . . . You want to assess writing AND
critical thinking? I was planning to assess my program, but you
want me to collaborate with all those other departments across the
disciplines? This had damned well better not turn out to be a valueadded kind of assessment . . . .How in the heck do I assess critical
thinking? I mean, it’s part of what we do, but I’ve never learned
about how to do assessment of THAT. Do you have any idea how
hard this is going to be, and how much money it will cost? And
keeping a “cohort” is harder than you think. Given just regular attrition, you’re going to lose your cohort in no time, and the students
don’t take the courses in sequence or over a predictable number
of years . . . it’ll be seven or eight years before all of them complete
everything . . . and, wait a minute, are you going to ask their permission to use their work? This whole e-portfolio databasing of student
work is kind of creepy, especially if they don’t know that we’re using
their work for assessment. And you want this done in what timeframe? The self-study is only a couple of years away!
Core Writing Program Administrator, aloud:
But the accreditation visit will
be in 2007-08, which means that we need results in 2006-07 for the
self-study. And, as far as I know, there are no e-portfolios going on in
Core writing or in Core humanities.
Core Curriculum Director:
Right. So we can only start the longitudinal
study, planning and getting the e-portfolios under way. In the
meantime, we can do ‘snapshots’ of writing and critical thinking
in English 102, Core humanities, and the general capstones. The
faculty in each program will need to develop an assessment project
that is ‘local,’ that examines how they teach and evaluate writing
and critical thinking . . .

To his credit, the Core curriculum director steadfastly funded the locallydeveloped assessment projects he requested, using a line built into the general education program budget for this purpose. There were only the most
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minor stumbles as he tried to shepherd along various local, faculty-driven
assessment projects, like when he mused, “And, since they know how to
assess writing, the faculty in English can figure out how to assess writing in
the other areas . . . ”
Core Writing Program Administrator, worrying about how this conflicts with contextsensitive assessment, among other things, she points to her desk in the corner:
You know, I have a day job. If you want me to assess other
programs, that would be a full-time job in itself—what Core writing
duties do you want me to let go, to make time for your larger study?
All of them? I am ready and willing to collaborate with other program
directors on a larger general education assessment, and to get cracking on the ‘snapshot’ you want me to do . . . .

Following these conversations, and over the course of several others, the
Core curriculum director and his Core writing program administrator
came to an agreement about what was feasible, given the timeframe and
other constraints. The Core writing program administrator arranged to
run a graduate-level internship in program assessment in the spring semester, for which she hastily assembled a packet of background readings and
acquired two recent books on writing program assessment: Bob Broad’s
What We Really Value (2003) and Brian Huot’s (Re)articulating Writing
Assessment (2002). She planned that her graduate students would help
design and implement an assessment project, in much the same way that
Kathy Boardman’s crew of interns had done years previously.
+LZPNUZVU(ZZLZZTLU[H[<59

As the UNR team began designing a portfolio assessment project intended to measure a general education program’s success in preparing students
to write effectively and think critically, we faced a number of difficult considerations. Perhaps the biggest challenge was our relative lack of experience with writing assessment and our even greater unfamiliarity with assessment of critical thinking. Still, we had the strong (financial and logistical)
support of a Core curriculum director and an English department that
valued our contribution to improving writing instruction for the roughly
three thousand students who would pass through some or all of our threecourse sequence in a given year.
In spring 2005, the Core writing program administrator and six interns4
initiated their project, emphasizing an intensive study of the latest in
4.

The project described in this chapter benefited from the contributions of the interns
who participated in the assessment coursework (Meg Cook, Michaela Koenig, Kara
Moloney, and Eliot Rendleman), some of whom also later acted as the graduate assessment coordinators. Maureen McBride, Sarah Perrault, and Doug Walls helped to implement the project as designed, to interpret the results, and to write up the final report.
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writing assessment, including recent assessments that focused on critical
thinking (specifically, the work of Bill Condon and Diane Kelly-Riley at
Washington State). Although we used Condon and Kelly-Riley (2004) as a
starting point, our descriptions of critical thinking (and ultimately the features we identified as “critical thinking” features) were developed in our
focus groups from the language that our instructors had used to describe
critical thinking.
The six interns divvied up the background resources into broad areas,
annotating key studies and sharing them via web courseware. Seeking to
understand what would be a useful model, they also studied carefully the
report and process records from Kathy Boardman’s study (2000), and
inquired further from her as necessary.
Their deliberations centered on some central insights:
s

As Huot (2002) persuasively suggests, assessment should be a locally-driven, contextually-situated rhetorical enterprise, designed with
the needs and interests of various audiences in mind.

s

As Broad (2003) illustrates with his study, whatever assessment
activities are to be conducted, they should begin with efforts to
describe carefully and thoroughly what teachers in the program
value and should result in representations that are useful and valid
to those teachers.

s

As Condon and Kelly-Riley (2004) point out, writing and critical
thinking do not necessarily absolutely coincide (a piece of writing
can be an effective response to an assignment and not demonstrate
critical thinking at all).

s

As Boardman’s group found (2000), the information that those
in the field found compelling and useful was not necessarily what
central administration would find compelling and useful (indeed,
it seemed that some “up the food chain” needed to be regularly
reminded that an assessment had been conducted in the Core
curriculum).

Further, the team had to bear in mind some central tasks or constraints:
s

To design a study that would be a valid assessment

s

To meet the demands of a key stakeholder (the Core curriculum
director) and assess “writing” and “critical thinking” in English 102

s

To link the program’s outcomes for English 102 to Core curriculum-level outcomes in general education
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s

To propose a study with a reasonable-but-substantial-enough budget

s

To complete the study in the time allotted (a little over one year
from design to implementation to reporting of results)

Fairly early in the design process, the team encountered some difficulties that would need to be resolved for the assessment project to move forward. First, although there were plenty of materials that described the Core
curriculum, there were no Core outcomes per se. In the accessible archives
around the office were mission statements, program descriptions, course
outlines, and even some self-study documents related to the Core curriculum. The writing program had its own course outcomes, designed to move
students toward our definition of “effective writing” (which was the only
apparent “outcome” articulated for Core writing in the Core curriculum
documents). At the level of the general education program across the university, there were no measurable outcomes. The Core writing program
administrator sought to move the Core board (the committee overseeing
general education) to articulate Core outcomes (this finally occurred in
late fall 2005 and early spring 2006—well after the design process for the
assessment was completed).
A second difficulty arose as the team considered how to make any case
that the Core writing program’s teachers were meeting the expectations of
our external audience of central administrators. Broad’s arguments (2003)
that we should carefully describe and document what we valued were profoundly compelling, and his thorough approach—dynamic criteria mapping
or DCM—offered an exemplary way to begin the sort of contextually-valid, locally-driven assessment Huot advocates (2002). As we looked at the
actual criteria map that resulted from Broad’s study of a writing program,
though, it seemed to us that a description like that would not be recognizable as the result of an assessment. It would be immensely useful to us as
a teaching community, but in that form, it wouldn’t easily allow for evaluation of a program’s success.
;OPZ X\LZ[PVU VM OV^ [V ^VYR ^P[O H THW ^HZ VUL ^L JVUMYVU[LK H[ 0<7<0
>OLU ^L [YPLK [V JYLH[L VUL JVSSHIVYH[P]LS` ^P[O V\Y ^YP[PUN WYVNYHT JVS
SLHN\LZ^LMV\UK[OH[[OLJVTWSL_P[`)VI)YVHKOHKYLWYLZLU[LKPUOPZ
THW^HZTPZZPUNPUV\YZILJH\ZLHZV\YMHJ\S[`^VYRLK[VJYLH[LHNYHWOPJYLW
YLZLU[H[PVU VM V\Y ]HS\LZ [OL` HSZV ^VYRLK [V ZPTWSPM` [OL YLZ\S[(WWHYLU[S`
[OLPY WYL]PV\Z L_WLYPLUJL ^P[O NYHWOPJ YLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ VM PTWVY[HU[ PKLHZ
WYVTW[LK[OPZZPTWSPMPJH[PVU3H[LYHZ^L^VYRLK[V^HYKHNYHKPUNKVJ\TLU[
^LHSSJV\SK\ZLTHU`HZRLK¸>OLYLPZ[OLY\IYPJ&¹/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
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We found ourselves in a quandary: Broad (2003) quite rightly faults universalized, de-contextualized rubrics used nationwide for assessment projects, but our own community had a tradition of assessment using a rubric
that had been drawn from our “local” course outcomes. Was this homegrown rubric subject to the same critiques? To add another wrinkle: the
results of past assessment activity apparently had not been particularly
interpretable by external audiences (aside from supporting assertions that
“assessment activity has been taking place”).
Boardman and her team (2000) had definitely used the assessment project’s findings to improve teacher preparation and other program functions, and their rubric was a well-designed, comprehensive measurement
tool for study of Core writing courses. Yet their findings had not been
received and used beyond the program—how could we avoid this pitfall?
A third difficulty presented itself as the team studied the Boardman
rubric in light of the Core director’s mandate that both writing and critical thinking be examined. While this tool was extremely effective as a measure of writing, it did not specifically focus on critical thinking. When Diane
Kelly-Riley visited UNR in spring 2005, she emphasized the need to develop operational definitions of this concept for each field or discipline, and
described in some detail the process of articulating just what, exactly, a
given community considered this intellectual activity or creative activity to
be. The Core curriculum mission statements and other materials described
“critical thinking” to be a key goal, but didn’t really articulate measurable
student outcomes by which the general education effort to teach critical
thinking might be evaluated. Initially, the Core writing assessment team followed Boardman’s team in understanding critical thinking to be manifested broadly but measurably as “critical reading” and “rhetorical awareness.”
Drawing on the experience of the Washington State University Critical
Thinking Project (2002), the Core writing assessment team worked to create additional, more narrowly-specified locally-valid, contextually-sound,
measurable definitions of habits of mind we could designate as “critical
thinking.” At the same time, the team worked to reconcile the local, highly-contextualized rubric used in past program assessments with Broad’s
(2003) more recent theoretical discussions about the limitations of rubrics.
After much discussion, deliberation, and design process, we arrived at
what we considered a productive middle ground: in addition to providing a
process for describing a community’s values with regard to writing, dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) might provide a process for developing and validating the contextual soundness of any measurement tool; for purposes of
our local effort, this process might result in a rubric that might allow easier “translation” of our community’s criteria (what we value with regard to
writing and critical thinking) for external audiences post-assessment. So,
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we decided to use DCM to describe what we valued in writing and critical
thinking, to map our criteria for that valuing, and to work toward a measurement tool (even a rubric, possibly) that we could use to talk with administrators and students about what we really valued in Core writing.
;OL JOHSSLUNLZ MHJLK OLYL I` V\Y <59 JVSSLHN\LZ HIV\[ OV^ [V \ZL +*4 [V
^OH[W\YWVZLZMVY^OH[H\KPLUJLZHUKH[^OH[TVTLU[ZYLZVUH[LZ[YVUNS`^P[O
V\YV^UWYVJLZZLZ(ZHUHJ[P]LJVSSHIVYH[P]LWYVJLZZLTIYHJPUNWYHJ[PJL+*4
OLSWZ NP]L H YPJO ZOHWL [V \UJV]LYPUN JVTT\UHSS` OLSK ]HS\LZ(Z H YOL[VYPJHS
JVUZ[Y\J[[OLTHWZWSH`HUHS[VNL[OLYKPMMLYLU[YVSL(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
> / (;  > ,  9 , ( 3 3@  + , : 0 . 5 , +

DCM had encouraged us to work from within. We wanted our assessment
to be connected with the 2000 assessment conducted by Boardman and to
reflect current values of our instructors. To access what our instructors valued in March 2005, we conducted an informal survey based on the 2000
assessment rubric features. The survey asked instructors to rate sixteen features on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being highest). Instructors were also asked
to describe what they value in student writing, how they recognize critical
thinking in student writing, and what a successful paper for our English
102 course might be. The response rate was a depressing twenty percent.
Even with the low participation, we took the responses and started to discuss which features from the 2000 study were still valued, which features
could be combined, and which features needed to be added.
To get more detailed responses and to nurture a sense of inclusion, we
decided to hold focus groups with instructors. Initially, we held two sessions in May of 2005. Twelve instructors participated in the two sessions,
primarily graduate teaching assistants and part-time lecturers (who cover
the majority of our core writing courses). These sessions were primarily
designed to open up discussions about what our instructors valued in writing for our English 102 course.
One of our primary fears was that instructors would feel attacked by the
assessment and resist participating in the process, so we tried to provide a
space for instructors to discuss their perceptions of assessment. We used
the focus groups as the opportunity to voice these concerns about assessment by having small groups of instructors create movie posters depicting
visual representations of assessment.
To complete this project, members of each group had to discuss their
perceptions of assessment and agree on the representation. We then let
the other members of the focus group interpret the movie poster before
allowing the designers to discuss their process. The movie posters ranged
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from large brains in a high noon showdown to robotic monsters attacking
a piece of writing. This activity was fun, funny, and allowed instructors to
let go of their negative views of assessment and work toward creating an
assessment process that they valued. After presenting the visual aspects of
the posters and allowing participants to discuss what they disliked about
“assessment,” we moved the discussion toward what they valued in writing.
1HULHUK4H\YLLU»ZTV]PLWVZ[LYHJ[P]P[`WYV]PKLZH+*4OL\YPZ[PJMVY\UJV]LY
PUNLK\JH[VYZ»]HS\LZHIV\[^YP[PUN+*4PUZWPYLKHJ[P]P[PLZHYLPUOLYLU[S`]PZ\
HSHUK[OL`WYV]PKLHS[LYUH[P]LZ[V[YHKP[PVUHSPU[LY]PL^ZZ\Y]L`ZHUKX\LZ[PVU
UHPYLZ +*4KYP]LU TL[OVKZ Z\JO HZ [OPZ TV]PL WVZ[LY HJ[P]P[` THRL ]PZPISL
HZWLJ[ZVMYOL[VYPJHS]HS\LZ[OH[[YHKP[PVUHSYLZLHYJOTL[OVKZTH`UV[ILHISL
[VYL]LHS0UMHJ[)YVHKWLYZVUHSJVTT\UPJH[PVU6J[VILYL_WSHPULK
[OH[<59»ZPUUV]H[P]LHWWSPJH[PVUVM+*4YL]LHSZLK\JH[VYZ»¸SH[LU[YOL[VYPJHS
]HS\LZ¹\ZPUNH¸WZ`JOVHUHS`[PJHSHWWYVHJO¹:[HSPVUZ
The participating instructors engaged in small-group discussions of
what they valued in student writing, what they wanted from their students, and what they looked for when assessing student writing. As the
discussions developed, a recorder tried to capture the essential features
identified during the discussion. Each small group’s list of features was
discussed with the entire group to ensure accuracy and involvement.
Following this discussion, participants were asked to review samples of
student writing and identify what they valued and found problematic in each sample. Each participant read the samples silently, marking
comments and writing notes. Small group discussions and then a large
group share were used to open up discussions about values connected
with instructors’ assessments. A comparison between the features initially identified by the instructors, and those they had marked postitively or negatively in student samples revealed that evaluating writing created complications in our process. When the instructors were discussing
the writing features they identified in the student samples, the discussion
moved toward features that were easily identifiable. What participants
could see in the student samples did not always align with the values of
writing the group had initially identified. To bring all of the ideas together, the entire group generated another list of values associated with writing. There were many overlaps in the features, but it was important to us
to capture the language that instructors were using, so all features were
recorded using the language of individual instructors.
From these lists and the discussion, participants were asked to design
an assessment tool to evaluate student writing. The word “rubric” was purposefully avoided, to allow participants to think outside of that form, to
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allow the possibility of dynamic criteria mapping to emerge. The guidelines were purposefully vague. Some instructors asked if this was meant to
be a rubric. The basic response was that the instructors should design a
tool that would help them assess student writing based on their personal
lists of values. Some participants worked individually; others formed pairs
or small groups. The assessment tools that participants created resembled
traditional rubrics, though the lists were color-coded in neon or had elaborate groupings of features.
;OLMHJ[[OH[MHJ\S[`^HU[LK[OLUL^PUZ[Y\TLU[[VILJHSSLKHY\IYPJHUKL]LU
[VSVVRSPRLHY\IYPJZ\NNLZ[ZOV^KLLWS`Y\IYPJZHYLLTILKKLKPU[OLJ\S[\YL
VM^YP[PUNHZZLZZTLU[>LZH^[OPZ[VVH[0<7<04V]PUNMYVTY\IYPJZ[VZVTL
[OPUNLSZLJHUWYV]LKPMMPJ\S[/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
Other tools listed and coded features. Some assessment tools were
extremely simple, listing only five to ten features. Participants created flow
chart tools, descriptive paragraphs, and a cluster of star patterns with features written between arrows or along the lines of the star.
With all of the information gathered from the initial focus groups, the
assessment team reviewed the posters, the lists of values, and the various
assessment tools. From these documents and the responses to the survey,
we developed a “rubric” draft. This initial draft had twelve features, which
was a reduction from the 2000 survey’s sixteen scored features and three
comment features. Features were easily identified: many features reverberated throughout the process; however, the idea of visual form became a
conversation. Part of the discussion about visual representation of the features was in response to the assessment team’s discussions of the hierarchical structure of the 2000 rubric that seemed to privilege the initial features. The top-down structure of the 2000 rubric also seemed to leave little room for assessment readers wishing to to start any where other than
the top and move through the features. Responding to various patterns of
the focus groups’ imaginative assessment tools and some of the assessment
team’s doodlings, the fairly-final draft rubric assumed a star shape: a group
of numbered rays, one for each “feature area,” linked at zero and radiating
outward to the maximum score of six. (See figure 1.)
This star shape seemed to us deeply appropriate, since it reflected our
community’s sense that all the aspects of writing we were describing were
integrally linked, inseparable, flowing together. The rubric also allowed
a way to evaluate writing (in a shorthand way, to be sure) and generate
numbers to translate our findings for external audiences. When a portfolio was scored using the chart, and lines drawn to connect the hatchmarks
on each of the rays, we would have a visual representation suggesting the
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“shape” of the whole (higher scores all around would make a “fuller” circle around the star; an area of lower scores would appear as a divot or flattening in that circle).
;OLZ[HYZOHWLKY\IYPJWYLZLU[ZHY\IYPJ+*4O`IYPKHZZLZZTLU[[VVS"[OPZY\IYPJ
PUJVYWVYH[LZMLH[\YLZVMH[YHKP[PVUHSY\IYPJ"OV^L]LY[OPZY\IYPJILJVTLZHM\SS
VY TPZZOHWLU JPYJSL KLWLUKPUN \WVU OV^ L]HS\H[VYZ JVUULJ[ [OL OH[JOTHYRZ
PUQ\KNPUNWVY[MVSPVZ0UOPZPU[YVK\J[PVU)YVHKL_WSHPULK[OH[¸[OLY\IYPJP[`VY
UVUY\IYPJP[`VM[OLYLZ\S[Z^HZUV[VMWYPTLPTWVY[HUJL¹PU[OL+*4LUKLH]
VYZKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OPZIVVR:[HSPVUZ
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the star-shaped chart helped us
to avoid privileging some aspects of writing over others. Unlike typical rating sheets, which list features to be scored from top to bottom and from
one page to the next, the star allowed readers to see the whole rating system at once on one page, and to begin their evaluation wherever they
wished on the star diagram. Somehow, the thing just fit the way we wanted
to guide our process of evaluation for the project.
In the fall of 2005, we facilitated two additional focus groups to help us
refine the assessment tool and to keep instructors involved in the development process. The first of these test-runs had participants applying the
rubric to samples of student writing. We opened the focus group with
instructors sharing their initial reactions to the rubric.
We were concerned about how instructors would react to the star shape
that had emerged from our earlier processes. We began the focus group
with a brief discussion of first impressions of the rubric, and then participants wrote about their responses to the rubric. Most of the responses
were immediately positive—especially from group participants who had
designed a star-shaped representation in the initial focus groups. One
remarked, “I think that it is something that can be worked with rather easily and guide response,” while another added, “Circular design allows some
representation of values that are discipline-specific and those that cross
disciplines.” We did have a few participants who expressed concern about
the design being too complicated. A participant wrote, “Initially, the diagram looked a bit confusing, but after explanation of its use, it appears
quite simple, straight-forward” and another agreed, “Looks complicated at
first glance, but makes more sense as I begin to understand how it will be
used and applied.” After this initial exercise, participants read student samples and scored two student papers using the rubric. Participants discussed
their scores and comments in small groups. There was a lot of discussion
in the small groups about overlaps in features and potential difficulties
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assessing entire portfolios using the rubric. Small groups tended to focus
on features that were either very apparent in the student writing or obviously absent.
As a larger group, we discussed general impressions and had discussions about overlapping feature descriptions that had led to varying interpretations of features. At this point in the process, participants discussed
the importance of the feature that rated whether a student’s writing fulfilled the requirements of the teacher’s assignment (which we planned
to include in the portfolios during scoring). Where the needs of a program assessment dictated solely a focus on the students’ work as representing how well both teachers and students were working toward meeting
stated course outcomes, these readers (as teachers themselves) felt it was
important that they evaluate how well the writing answered an assignment
(much as they would do in grading their own students’ writing in a class).
As a compromise position, the assessment team decided not to include the
“answers assignment” feature as a scored item, but to offer space for discursive commentary on this aspect of portfolios on a “comment only” page.
The tool was revised based on participants’ comments: some features were combined (specifically features that addressed focus and purpose), while other features were given fuller descriptions (features such as
“problem and its complexities” and “rhetorical awareness” received more
descriptors to help our readers recognize the features in student writing).
In some cases, at this stage, we borrowed names for features (some of the
critical thinking features, for example, were based on Condon and KellyRiley’s rubric [2004], and some of the writing features were borrowed from
Boardman’s previous assessment project at UNR). These we carefully combined with feature descriptions from what teachers said in focus groups, making sure to use the language that was most identifiable to our instructors.
A final focus group session was held to dry-run the assessment reading
planned for spring 2006. Timing issues and scoring variances were of particular interest to us for the planning of the official assessment. Participants
applied the revised rubric to student portfolios. We had a discussion about
usability of the rubric for portfolios, visual design, specific features, and
general responses to the process. During this discussion, participants
brought up many important considerations, such as the influence on portfolio evaluators of instructors’ grading criteria as presented on assignment
sheets (which we planned to remove from the portfolios to be scored). This
final focus group helped us to narrow our features down to nine scored features and three comment-only features.
Participation in the focus groups was essential to the process of our
assessment. There has been a true buy-in to the assessment, and to the
rubric specifically, among focus group participants. Since the initial
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presentation of the rubric to instructors, feedback has been extremely
positive. Instructors in the final focus groups have even changed their
own classroom/student assessments to be more reflective of their values
and those listed on the rubric. Initial participation was basically induced
through bribes of food and a small stipend to each participant; however, instructors then began to ask to participate to gain experience with
assessment and to participate in discussions about evaluation of writing
with other instructors.
<59»Z PUJS\ZP]L JVSSHIVYH[P]L HZZLZZTLU[ LUKLH]VYZ WYVK\JLK HTWSL VWWVY
[\UP[PLZ MVY MHJ\S[` [V KL]LSVW JVSSLNPHSP[` )YVHK  L_WSHPULK [OH[ JYP[L
YPH THWWPUN ¸VMMLYZ [YLTLUKV\Z WV[LU[PHS MVY ^YP[PUN PUZ[Y\J[VYZ» WYVMLZZPVUHS
NYV^[OHUKMLLSPUNVMWYVMLZZPVUHSJVTT\UP[`¹:[HSPVUZ
The initial focus groups were a starting point to introduce instructors
to an assessment process that listened to instructors’ values, incorporated
their ideas into the assessment plan, and sought their feedback throughout the process. The focus groups were the foundation for creating our
“rubric” or assessment tool. Wording for features and the descriptions for
each feature were taken directly from focus group participants’ feedback,
to encourage instructors to identify with the features and with what each
feature would look like in student writing.
Obviously, an assessment tool was created through the focus group process; however, the groups also offered our department and instructors time
to look at their own processes and at how their pedagogical approaches fit
into the department. Feedback from participants include comments such
as: “I thought that this assessment focus group was most beneficial in how
participants more clearly articulate the diverse values we bring with us to
the classroom as an instructor;” and “I think this focus group experience
will be beneficial to my teaching practices, in addition to being beneficial
to the Core writing program. . . . It reminded me of the values I hold for
writing, and how I need to improve my assignments and class discussions in
order to meet those values and writing goals. . . . It also made me conscious
of values and practices I held/hold but haven’t noticed/don’t notice.”
The process that evolved was certainly inspired by DCM even if the final
product is not the sort of criteria map Broad (2003) produced based on
his study. It is the organic nature of DCM that we applied in our assessment design process. We have basically produced a non-traditional rubric,
but this is what came from the instructors in the program. And they own
the rubric. They connect with the star pattern and features. The rubric
also allows us to take our outcomes to administrators in terms that they
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can identify with (the numbers, of course, along with very condensed versions of our extensive descriptions of “what we value in writing”) and translate to their audiences as well. Just as we could report to our external audiences the precise ways that the program appeared to be succeeding “by the
numbers,” so our external audiences could also point to how the program,
a key part of the Core curriculum, appeared to be accomplishing some of
the stated goals of UNR’s general education effort.5
;OL9\IYPJ

The rubric is a nine-pointed star. Each axis represents one of the nine
scored features, and there are six scores (1-6) marked on each axis.
-PN5PULWVPU[LK:[HY
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supporting detail
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Portfolio Code: ________

5.

As is noted above, the Core outcomes came after much of the design stage for the
assessment project. Once these outcomes were articulated, they established that the
Core writing program provides a crucial introduction to writing process and experience with conventions of various writing communities (Core Curriculum Outcome
#1), as well as practice with research process and effective argumentation (Core
Curriculum Outcome #2). With our assessment project, we demonstrated that the
writing and critical thinking involved in these curricular objectives could be systematically described and measured, with statistically significant results. The team was invited
to present our study at a regional assessment conference, at which we assisted other
departments with beginning the process of describing what they valued in student writing and other work.
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Readers marked a score for each of the nine features, with half-scores
allowed between any scores except 3 and 4. In other words, a valid score
might be a whole number such as 4, or a half number such as 4.5, but it
could not be a 3.5. Readers were told not to use 3.5 in order to encourage
them to make a judgment by choosing one of the middle scores on the continuum instead of opting for the exact halfway mark.
;OL*VTTLU[:OLL[

The comment sheet had spaces for three comment-only features6, and
three blank spaces for writing comments on scored features. Readers used
the comment-only features areas to comment on issues they noticed but
were not taking into account while scoring portfolios. Readers used the
three blank spaces to comment on scored features. For example, a reader wanting to make notes about a writer’s use of documentation and citation (DC) would write “DC” in the left-hand column and the comment in
the right-hand column.
)V[O<59HUK,4<OH]LHUPU[LYLZ[PUNV\[JVTLMYVT+*4!HUHWWYVHJO[V
YH[PUNWVY[MVSPVZ[OH[PZLHZ`[V\ZL`L[NLULYH[LZYPJOKLZJYPW[P]LKH[H)V[OZ`Z
[LTZHYL^VUKLYM\SPSS\Z[YH[PVUZVM[OLJYLH[P]P[`[OH[LTLYNLZMYVT[OLUV[PVU
[OH[HZPUNSLZJVYLMYVTHZPUNSLY\IYPJT\Z[IL[OLZ\TTHY`VMHUHZZLZZTLU[
)V[OWYVNYHTZLUJV\YHNL[OL\ZLVMU\TLYPJHSKH[HVYJOLJRVMMZOLL[Z[VWYV
]PKLZVTLZ[HIPSP[`HJYVZZYLHKLYZHUKIV[OWYVNYHTZLUJV\YHNL[OL\ZLVMZOVY[
VWLULUKLKHZZLZZTLU[ZWHJLZ[VHSSV^YLHKLYZ[VWYV]PKL\UPX\LJVTTLU[HY`
VULHJOWVY[MVSPV;OLZLZ`Z[LTZHYLLHZ`MVYYLHKLYZ[V\ZLHUK[OL`WYLZLY]L
[OLJVTWSL_P[`VMYLHKPUNHUKQ\KNPUN^YP[PUN/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
;OL-LH[\YL+LZJYPW[PVUZ

To help readers use the rubric and the comment sheet, we also provided a scoring guide. This matrix contained descriptors generated by teachers as we designed the rubric (e.g., “avoids easy dichotomies” or “develops
a line of thought”), combined with brief descriptors for the six-point rating
scale (e.g., “4 = fully meets the requirements of the feature”).
6.

The “Comment Only” section contained spaces for the following kinds of response:
1) Requirements of Assignment: Addresses assignment; form and format; 2) General
comments regarding how assignment addresses requirements; 3) Overall Portfolio:
Sense of the writer (i.e. experiments, plays. makes conscious choices, breaks with
convention intentionally, shows engagement); overall impression of the portfolio and
writing samples; general comments on your overall impression of the portfolio; 4)
Anomaly/Outlier: Not applicable to the English 102 portfolio assessment; not enough
evidence to draw any conclusions; general comments on why assignment(s) cannot be
scored or does not seem applicable to assessment.
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With our non-traditional, now-validated rubric in hand, in late spring 2006
we began ramping up for the actual portfolio readings in early summer.
Our primary goals—since we already had selected our readers—were preparing the community for the logistical challenges of portfolio collection
and the readers for the rigors of the actual evaluation process (slated to
take place over five days just after semester’s end).
We held two hour-long information sessions to further allay fears and
explain, over and over, the details of the collection process. Teachers were
encouraged, not required, to attend—and we made sure that all the information was conveyed multiple ways (over email, in hard copy, in person).
In every case, we tried to reassure members of the community that this was
indeed a program assessment, and not an evaluation of them as individual
teachers.
As might be predicted, there were concerns logistical (“What do you do
if the randomly-selected students dropped?”), practical (“What if the random selection only selected the students who were doing poorly?”), and
protective (“How will you NOT know the student’s name, or mine?”). The
assessment team patiently explained that the selection process contained
a healthy margin for attrition (choose five, need to net three from each
section), and that, because the selection was random, it would necessarily
mean that all students were equally likely to have their work included in the
sample. Even more patiently, we detailed how portfolios and the attendant
assignments would have identifying information removed (the instructors
could even do it themselves, and just note the student’s identification number) and a code number applied for tracking purposes during the actual
portfolio evaluation readings.
Our patience and diligence were rewarded when, in early May, one hundred percent of our instructors submitted at least the minimum of three
student portfolios. Only three out of thirty-nine instructors handed in portfolios after the deadline; of those, two had notified us in advance that the
portfolios would be late. The portfolio assessment team took particular
pride in this response, feeling that we had managed to reassure our colleagues that this was indeed a program assessment.
The actual readings proceeded very smoothly. Ten readers met for six
days. We held norming sessions on the Thursday before the official reading week began, and on the first two mornings (Monday and Tuesday) during the reading week. Norming (training readers to evaluate consistently
and according to the stated criteria) also took place on the Thursday of the
reading week. For norming activities, readers were given copies of “spare”
portfolios (these were complete, processed portfolios from each class
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beyond the three “have-to-haves”). For each portfolio, the readers each
did a separate assessment, then discussed their scores on each feature. The
Thursday norming session also allowed the assessment team to do some
final fine-tuning of the wording in the feature descriptions, while the discussions allowed readers to discover when their understanding of the feature descriptions was different from their peers’ understanding.
Perhaps more important than the precise details of the norming sessions was our insight that readers’ scoring became more divergent after the
first two hours of reading, converged again after the lunch break for another couple of hours, then diverged more wildly as the afternoon wore on.
Once we figured this out, the two-hour reading periods became the rule,
and we strongly emphasized taking breaks and quitting soon after the day’s
second reading period.
According to standard portfolio evaluation procedure, the reading process ensured that each portfolio was read at least twice, with discrepancies of more than one point on any one feature (out of nine) prompting
a third reading. With our norming, our “two-hour-insight,” and, perhaps
most important, a rubric that was contextually well-validated, we managed
to achieve an inter-rater reliability of .77.
9 , : < 3; :  ( 5 +  > / (;  > ,  4 ( 2 ,  6 - ; / , 4 !  5 < 4 ) , 9 :  ( 5 +  + , : * 9 0 7 ; 0 6 5 :

Now that we had all kinds of numbers; what in the heck did they mean?
Not being true measurement-types, we turned to a colleague from the Math
and Statistics Department, Danelle Clark, for help in analyzing the data we
had generated. With her able assistance, we tried to get a general sense of
how students were doing on average in the writing and critical thinking activities demarcated by our key features. She determined whether the scores on
each feature were normally distributed (they were), and whether the differences between the feature scores were indeed real differences (they were),
and proceeded apace with other tests to check for statistically significant relationships between sample scores (and found some interesting correlations).
Careful consideration of the numbers on our key writing features suggested that the UNR Core writing program has been generally fairly successful.
0UHKKP[PVU[VX\HSP[H[P]LZ[\KPLZ+*4MHJPSP[H[LZX\HU[P[H[P]LHUHS`ZLZ)YVHK
 MVY PUZ[HUJL JHSJ\SH[LK JYP[LYPH MYLX\LUJPLZ PU HKKP[PVU [V WYVK\JPUN
X\HSP[H[P]LJYP[LYPHTHWZ0UHKKP[PVU:[HSPVUZJHSJ\SH[LK[OLHWWYV_PTH[L
MYLX\LUJPLZVMWSHJLTLU[L]HS\H[VYZ»JYP[LYPH\ZL^OPJO^LYLKLWPJ[LKPUX\HS
P[H[P]LX\HU[P[H[P]LJYP[LYPHTHWZ:[HSPVUZ
The readers assessed 192 portfolios, or fourteen percent of the 1,379 students in English 102, and sample mean scores ranged from a low of 3.6 to
a high of 4.0, on a scale of 1-6 with 6 as the highest score.
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We decided to pair the numbers with some careful, detailed descriptions
of a range of portfolios, chosen for aggregate or “overall” average scores
ranging from low to high on the six-point rating scale we had used for scoring the nine features.
We also did linear regression analysis, checking whether there were any
statistically significant relationships between pairs of features. When these
correlations were displayed in a matrix, we noted that there was a small
cluster of pairs that seemed to be highly correlated (above .75, or closest
to 1.00). Making a command decision, we decided that these were statistically significant correlations—and the more scatter-plotted, less-well-correlated pairs were not.
With all the numbers and some useful analyses in hand, we prepared
to argue that the results of our study suggested that most English 102 students were adequately competent or more than competent in the kinds
of writing and critical thinking activities that the assessment measured. As
compared with previous Core writing assessments, the assessment team was
able to evaluate more, and more specified, domains of critical thinking,
and fewer, less specified aspects of writing, with the newly-designed rubric.
Since statistical tests determined that the various features were normally
distributed, we felt that the findings warranted some cautious claims about
how current students were doing or similar students would do “on average.” To make our case, we drew together the results of both the scoring
and the statistical analysis, and made some specific observations.
We decided to make a series of points, using the scores. As soon as our
number-laden charts were complete, instructors were invited to come and
offer comment and interpretation before we took our assessment show on
the road (a few buildings over, for a command performance at a meeting
of the Core board). The assessment team facilitated a lively discussion of
the data, took notes on the commentary, and wove the community’s interpretations into a final report.
> / (;  + 0 +  0 ;  4 , ( 5 &  : / ( 7 0 5 .  (  9 , 7 6 9 ;

When we began to prepare our report, we anticipated the needs of various audiences.
+*4JHUMLLS\U^PLSK`HUKV]LYS`MVJ\ZLKVUWYVJLZZPUW\[HUKJVU]LYZH[PVU
/V^L]LYHZ+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKLYLWVY[OLYL[OLYLZ\S[VM[OPZRPUKVMJHYLM\S
WYVJLZZPZ[OH[HZZLZZTLU[[HRLZVUHSPMLVMP[ZV^U!P[MLLSZ[Y\S`JVSSHIVYH[P]L;OL
SP]LS`KPZJ\ZZPVUZ^P[OKPMMLYLU[NYV\WZVMPU[LYLZ[LKWHY[PLZVYZ[HRLOVSKLYZHZ^L
JHSS[OLTHYLVULVMTHU`ZPNUPMPJHU[ILULMP[Z(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
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The teachers in our community might want more details about the process of the project, or the actual numbers on the various features. Some other
readers, like local secondary teachers and students, might be studying our
website for insights into what we teach (and value) at UNR. Certainly, the
director of the Core curriculum had indicated an interest in a careful descrip1HULHUK4H\YLLUHU[PJPWH[LK[OLULLKZVM]HYPV\ZPU[LYLZ[LKH\KPLUJLZ[LHJO
LYZZ[\KLU[ZZJOVSHYZWYVMLZZPVUHSZHUKL_[LYUHSZ[HRLOVSKLYZ;OL`HU[PJPWH[
LK HUK JVUZ[Y\J[LK ^OH[ 9\[O 9H`   JVPULK ¸SVJHS RUV^SLKNL¯RUV^S
LKNLMVY[OLJVTT\UP[`VM[LHJOLYZ^P[OPUVUL»ZKLWHY[TLU[ZJOVVSJVTT\UP
[`KPZ[YPJ[VYZ[H[L¹HUK¸NSVIHSRUV^SLKNL¯RUV^SLKNL¯MVY[OLMPLSKVM
JVTWVZP[PVU¹ :[HSPVUZ
tion of the validation process, the results, and the implications we drew from
our findings. He wanted the report to be a model for other disciplines (no
pressure there) that might also want to adopt a portfolio evaluation process
for their assessment efforts. The report has since been forwarded “up the
chain,” containing detailed discussion of process and results, and has provided information useful in the accreditation process, as well as in ongoing discussions of curriculum changes proposed in response to the growing population of incoming students who need developmental writing courses.
In the main report, we offered an interpretation of the numbers and an
evaluative description of several portfolios, to lend a sense of what the numbers “might look like” for the readers. We then developed different versions,
some of which would be made available on the program website for local
teachers, students, and other interested parties. In preparing the report, we
also generated other versions of the information that would be potentially publishable in the profession’s journals and in collections like this one.7
Since Kathy Boardman and her 2000/2001 assessment team had done
extensive linking of substantial reader comments with specific scores, our
assessment team did not necessarily need to do this kind of qualitative documentation again. Further, our mandate was to study writing and critical
thinking; hence, we focused on developing and validating constructs for
this kind of assessment. Without Boardman’s substantial qualitative data,
however, the team felt the need to be especially careful about making
7.

We decided that we would be very careful in circulating details of the rubric and
scoring sheet, since we are committed to contextually-valid assessment. To encourage
others to engage in developing their own assessment tools—and to discourage simple
transfer and application of our rubric—we will make the rubric and feature descriptions available in carefully limited forms, and lead discussions for other groups around
campus and elsewhere. In this way, we will emphasize the need for locally-developed
assessment tools, and assist others in this development process.
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overbroad and ungrounded statements about what any particular student
would be able to do. With the quantitative analysis, our 2006 study gained
in explanatory power, and lost the greater nuance and descriptive-interpretive depth of the 2000/2001 study.
To address this problem, Maureen selected portfolios representing the
full range of scores, to show how well a given portfolio demonstrated the
overall score range (low, mid, high) for all nine features. The portfolios
that were selected did not have any discrepancies in scoring (a third reader was not needed). She read through each of the portfolios looking for
features that were exemplified by the writing samples; for example, the feature for examining one’s own beliefs was easily identifiable in the high-scoring portfolio. After reading through the example portfolios, comparisons
were made between the score ranges. In addition to looking at individual
features, the assignments and sequencing of assignments, especially for the
high-scoring portfolio, were discussed.
* 6 5 ; 0 5 < 0 5 .  ; / ,  * 6 5 = , 9 : (; 0 6 5 !  0 4 7 3 0 * (; 0 6 5 :  - 6 9  ; / ,
796.9(4(5+-<;<9,(::,::4,5;

After the completion of the report for our administrative audiences, we
developed a range of continuing projects to carry on the cycle of interpretation, evaluation, and reflective programmatic change. The most immediate projects had to do with sharing our results and revising teacher preparation in several ways.
We revised the summer orientation and the teaching practicum to
reflect what we found in the course of our assessment project. Specific
results and our interpretations of these became a session on “teaching critical thinking,” with a special emphasis on how our programmatic focus
on rhetorical awareness might be more explicitly tied to helping students
demonstrate this intellectual practice. Various other sessions were similarly
adapted to take advantage of patterns we discerned in the assessment data.
We held meetings in which teachers were invited to help us figure out
what the numbers might mean (see the sections above for examples of how
our colleagues helped us understand the numbers). These responses were
folded into the final report, and into a range of other program materials.
We involved our instructors in revising teacher resources. For example, we
asked for volunteers for a working group to look at examples of assignments
from high-scoring (4.5 to 5.5 range overall) portfolios. We chose only highscoring portfolios to ensure that the assessment did not become a critique of
teaching. We had six volunteers meet for a Saturday with only a small bribe of
homemade snacks and potential cv lines. Instructors read through six sets of
assignments, making notes, commenting on similarities between assignment
sequences. The findings of this working group have become a handout on
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“features of assignments and sequences that invited high-scoring responses,”
which has been shared with current teachers and will be crucial to preparing new teachers in the program. The discussion about the assignments led
many instructors to talk about their own teaching practices, sequencing, and
values for writing. In their written sign-offs, instructors said, “I found this session to be extremely helpful because it exposed me to a variety of successful
assignment strategies. I think it would be helpful for instructors to see these
sequences as models upon which they might base their courses, or as inspiration for designing their own sequences.”
We plan to design and conduct a study of how well English 101 articulates with English 102. While this prerequisite course has its own curricular
goals, most of them point toward the required, culminating course in the
sequence. Since the program seemed to have been pretty successful in teaching “rhetorical awareness”—judging by the scores on portfolios in our sample—we also might be able to emphasize critical thinking more heavily in
English 101, and better prepare students for English102. A follow-up study to
see how well our articulation efforts are working is certainly in order.
We also plan to share the results of our study, as well as our process
of designing and conducting it, in various forums, both on campus (at
a regional assessment conference) and beyond (at the Conference on
College Composition and Communication and in publications).
With these changes in teacher preparation and our various assessment
working groups, we have begun to “close the loop.” We are beginning to
bring the assessment back to the instructors and into the classroom.
)` JSVZPUN [OL SVVW IL[^LLU ^YP[PUN WYVNYHT HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L HUK WLKHNVNP
JHS TH[[LYZ 1HUL HUK 4H\YLLU»Z <59 HZZLZZTLU[ TVKLS PU]VRLZ ^OH[ (SMVYK
44** JHSSZ [OL ¸MYHJ[HS¹ UH[\YL VM VYNHUPJ ^YP[PUN HZZLZZTLU[Z" PU V[OLY
^VYKZ Z\JO HU HZZLZZTLU[ TVKLS ZOV\SK VWLYH[L H[ IV[O H THJYV HUK TPJYV
SL]LS^P[OV\[SVZPUNP[ZLZZLUJL:[HSPVUZ
It is our goal to continue the conversations, allaying assessment concerns as we go, and enriching our understanding of what we really value in,
and as, “writing” and “critical thinking” at UNR.
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([<59HZ^LYLWVY[PU[OLSHZ[JOHW[LYV\YHZZLZZTLU[^HZJVUK\J[LKH[
HWYVNYHTTH[PJSL]LS>LZWLJPMPJHSS`H]VPKLKKPZJ\ZZPVUZHIV\[HZZLZZPUN
PUKP]PK\HSZ[\KLU[ZHZZPNUTLU[ZVYJSHZZLZ/V^L]LYPU[OLKPZJ\ZZPVUVM
[OLHZZLZZTLU[H[0<7<0[OH[MVSSV^ZPUJOHW[LYL]LU[OV\NO[OLPYMVJ\Z
^HZ VU JVUULJ[PVUZ IL[^LLU HZZLZZTLU[ HUK NYHKPUN MVY PUKP]PK\HS Z[\
KLU[Z^P[OZVTLJVUULJ[PVUZ[VWYVNYHTNVHSZ[OLZ[VY`[OL`[LSSVM[OLPY
¸+`UHTPJ VY <U9\IYPJ¹ PZ ]LY` ZPTPSHY [V V\Y :[HY 9\IYPJ Z[VY` H[ <59
;OLPYPUP[PHSMLHYZ[OH[[OL¸ZPTWSPJP[`VMY\IYPJZOPKLZHSS[OLTLZZPULZZ¹^HZ
HMLHY[OH[^LZOHYLK([<59^LHJJV\U[LKMVYZVTLVM[OLTLZZPULZZI`
OH]PUN\UZJVYLKMLH[\YLZMVYV\YY\IYPJ[OH[HSSV^LKHZZLZZTLU[YLHKLYZ[V
HKKYLZZPZZ\LZVMZWLJPMPJHZZPNUTLU[ZJV\YZLZHUKVYZ[\KLU[^YP[LYZ>OH[
KPMMLYLU[PH[LZ [OL <U9\IYPJ MYVT V\Y :[HY 9\IYPJ PZ [OL ZWLJPMPJ MVJ\Z VU
KLZJYPIPUNKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMWLYMVYTHUJL0U[OLLUKOV^L]LYIV[OVMV\Y
HZZLZZTLU[Z HUK <U9\IYPJZ ZOHYL H ^H` [V HZZLZZ ^YP[PUN VYNHUPJHSS` HUK
JVSSHIVYH[P]LS`+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
([<59HUK0<7<01HULHUK4H\YLLUHUK:\ZHUTHYPLHUK:JV[[»ZK`UHT
PJ JYP[LYPH THWWPUN +*4 ^VYR JOHSSLUNLZ [OL UV[PVU VM Y\IYPJP[` 1HUL
HUK4H\YLLU»Z+*4SHIVYZNYL^HZ[HYZOHWLKY\IYPJHUK:\ZHUTHYPLHUK
:JV[[»Z+*4LMMVY[ZJ\S[P]H[LKHK`UHTPJ¸<U9\IYPJ¹+\LSHYNLS`[V[OLPY
JVSSLHN\LZ» MHTPSPHYP[` ^P[O Y\IYPJZ HUK \UMHTPSPHYP[` ^P[O JYP[LYPH THWZ
[OLH\[OVYZ»+*4LMMVY[ZSLK[VTVYLL]VS]LKWYVNYLZZP]LY\IYPJZY\IYPJZ
[OH[ OPNOSPNO[LK [OL TLZZ` X\HSP[H[P]L HUK JVTWSL_ HZWLJ[Z VM ^YP[PUN·
HZWLJ[ZZPTWSPMPLKVYPNUVYLKI`Y\IYPJZOPZ[VYPJHSS`3PRL1HULHUK4H\YLLU
:\ZHUTHYPL HUK :JV[[ LUJV\YHNLK [OLPY JVSSLHN\LZ [V [HSR HIV\[ ^YP[PUN
HUK JVUZLX\LU[S` JYLH[L KLZJYPW[VYZ VM NVVK ^YP[PUN 0U WHY[PJ\SHY [OL
<U9\IYPJHUL]HS\H[PVUN\PKL^OPJOKLZJYPILZZ\I[SLKLNYLLZHUKU\HUJ
LZVM[OLX\HSP[PLZVMWVY[MVSPV^YP[PUNJVTIPULZJYP[LYPHTHWWPUN^P[O[OL
OPLYHYJOPJHSZ[Y\J[\YLVM[OL[YHKP[PVUHSY\IYPJ:[HSPVUZ
¸4LZZPULZZ¹ ¸(\[OVYPaPUN [OL \UH\[OVYPaLK¹ ¸,[OPJHS PZZ\LZ¹ ¸/VUVYPUN
*VUMSPJ[¹¸;OL<U9\IYPJ¹;OLZLHYL^VYKZ[OH[Z[PSSZ[PJRV\[[V\ZPUV\Y
YLYLHKPUNVM:\ZHUTHYPLHUK:JV[[»ZJOHW[LY0U[OLPU[LYLZ[VMM\SSKPZJSV
Z\YL^LZOV\SKZH`[OH[^L^VYRJSVZLS`^P[OV\Y0<7<0JVSSLHN\LZMHPYS`
YLN\SHYS`HUK^LRUV^[OH[^LZOHYLHJVTTP[TLU[[VHUKHJLY[HPUKLNYLL
VMWSLHZ\YLPU[OLRPUKVMVYNHUPaLK\U[PKPULZZ[OH[PZYLMSLJ[LKPU^VYKZSPRL
[OLVULZHIV]L
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:[PSS^LHYLZ[Y\JR`L[HNHPUHZ^LYLHK[OYV\NO[OPZJOHW[LYI`
[OL ^H`Z [OH[ :\ZHUTHYPL :JV[[ HUK [OLPY 0<7<0 JVSSLHN\LZ \ZLK +*4
[V[HJRSLZVTLVM[OLOHYKZ[PJR`\UKLY[OLJV]LYZPZZ\LZPU[OLPY^YP[PUN
WYVNYHTH[0<7<00[ZLLTZ[V\Z[OH[[OPZ\ZLVM+*4¶HZH^H`[VMHJPS
P[H[L OHYK JVU]LYZH[PVUZ ¶ PZ HZ ]HS\HISL HZ TH`IL TVYL ]HS\HISL [OHU
[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMHUHZZLZZTLU[PUZ[Y\TLU[HU<U9\IYPJVY^OH[L]LY
P[PZ[OH[VUL^HU[Z[VJHSSP[)VI)YVHK»ZIVVRPZJHSSLK>OH[>L9LHSS`
=HS\L"[OPZJOHW[LYPSS\Z[YH[LZ[OH[PUHKKP[PVU[V\UJV]LYPUN^OH[¸^L¹PU
HU`JVU[L_[WYVNYHT]HS\L[OPZHWWYVHJOWYP]PSLNLZHRPUKVMJVU]LYZH
[PVU[OH[^LPU[OLMPLSKVMJVTWVZP[PVUHUKYOL[VYPJHSZV]HS\LHJVU]LY
ZH[PVUHIV\[^YP[PUNHUKYLHKPUNHUK[OH[PZYLMSLJ[LKPU[OPZJOHW
[LY(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT


( : : , : : 4 , 5 ;  * / ( 5 . , :  - 6 9
;/, 365. /(<3
+`UHTPJ*YP[LYPH4HWWPUNH[0UKPHUH<UP]LYZP[`7\YK\L
<UP]LYZP[`0UKPHUHWVSPZ

:\ZHUTHYPL/HYYPUN[VUHUK:JV[[>LLKLU

I wonder: Could teachers gather around the great thing called “teaching
and learning” and explore its mysteries with the same respect we accord any
subject worth knowing? . . . Our tendency to reduce teaching to question of
technique is one reason we lack a collegial conversation of much duration
or depth. Though technique-talk promises the ‘practical’ solutions that we
think we want and need, the conversation is stunted when technique is the
only topic; the human issues in teaching get ignored, so the human beings
who teach feel ignored as well.
Parker Palmer, The Courage to Teach

What Parker Palmer calls the mysteries of teaching and learning all seem to
vanish in the moment a grade is written on a portfolio or paper. Whatever
doubts we have in determining the grade, whatever combination of
strengths and weaknesses have led us to decide that yes, this is a B+ (despite
the fact that the literature review depends on too many sweeping generalizations, the
elegant writing style and the creative solutions that appear in your conclusion make
this a strong report) all get elided as the grade itself comes to represent the
essay. “What did you get?” students ask each other after papers have been
returned. “What did you give it?” we say to other faculty members when
we’ve read problematic portfolios at our end-of-semester portfolio readings. So even amongst ourselves, we’re likely to elide complexities: “Look at
this great paper!” Or, “what a fabulous example of an A portfolio,” we say.
We let single grades or adjectives stand for a whole complex of ideas, ideas
that are really taught and negotiated in community.
Grades, then, stand in for student achievement, becoming a shorthand—ideally—for all that we value in student learning and performance.
Even though we know that grades don’t communicate clearly to everyone,
we’re often frustrated by students who want simple explanations of how to
get an A. “It’s not so simple,” we say.
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0UV\YH[[LTW[ZH[<59[VHZZLZZV\YWYVNYHTHUKUV[Q\Z[PUKP]PK\HSZ[\KLU[Z
VYHZZPNUTLU[Z[OLYL^HZYLZPZ[HUJLMYVTPUZ[Y\J[VYZ^OV^LYLZVLU[YLUJOLK
PUHJ\S[\YLVMNYHKPUN[OH[THU`VMV\YKPZJ\ZZPVUZ^LYLHIV\[OV^[VZLWH
YH[L[OLNYHKLMVYHUPUKP]PK\HSHZZPNUTLU[HUK[OLHZZLZZTLU[VMHWVY[MVSPVMVY
HWYVNYHTTH[PJHZZLZZTLU[(Z^LTV]LIL`VUK[OL,UNSPZOWVY[MVSPVWYVQ
LJ[HUKPU[VHZ[\K`VM[OLV[OLY[^V*VYL^YP[PUNJV\YZLZH[[OLKL]LSVWTLU
[HSHUKILNPUUPUNSL]LSZ^LHYLOH]PUN[OLZHTLJVU]LYZH[PVUZ^P[OHTVZ[S`
UL^ NYV\W VM PUZ[Y\J[VYZ;OLZL [LHJOLYZ HSZV [LUK [V JVUMSH[L [OL L]HS\H[PVUZ
PUNYHKPUN^P[O[OVZLPUHZZLZZTLU[HUK[VYLZPZ[V\YLMMVY[Z[VZLWHYH[L[OL[^V
RPUKZVMWYVJLZZLZ/V^PUZ[P[\[PVUHSJVUZ[YHPU[ZJYLH[LKI`HZ`Z[LT[OH[]HS
\LZNYHKLZHMMLJ[HZZLZZTLU[PZH^VY[O^OPSLKPZJ\ZZPVU+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
And yet so many of our approaches to grading suggest that yes, it really is that simple. Take, for example, a grading rubric used in our own program in the past few years, which identified an A portfolio as one containing, in part, (emphasis added):
Striking evidence that you think like a writer, which means that you show
s
s

An excellent ability to make meaningful connections between purpose,
content, and organization
An excellent ability to adapt content and style to the writing situation (as
defined by a particular assignment)

As opposed to a B portfolio, which contains:
Clear evidence that you think like a writer, which means that you show
s
s

A good ability to make meaningful connections between purpose, content, and organization
A good ability to adapt content and style to the writing situation (as
defined by a particular assignment)

Or a not-quite-passing portfolio (C-), which would contain:
Some evidence that you think like a writer, although erratically and superficially,
which means that you show
s

Attempts to make meaningful connections between purpose, content, and
organization with some or little success

Our rubric, although thoughtfully constructed after several months of
faculty collaboration in our particular context, is not necessarily distinctive.
Compare it to the 6+1 Traits rubric, which uses these levels of descriptors

(ZZLZZTLU[*OHUNLZMVY[OL3VUN/H\S   

for 7 factors (such as word choice, ideas, or organization). This analytic writing guide has been popularized in workshops by the North Central
Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), and uses these descriptors for
student performance:
Wow! Exceeds expectations
5 Strong: shows control and skill in this trait; many strengths present
4 Effective: on balance, the strengths outweigh the weaknesses; a small amount
of revision is needed
3 Developing: strengths and need for revision are about equal; about half-way
home
2 Emerging: need for revision outweighs strengths; isolated moments hint at
what the writer has in mind
1 Not Yet: a bare beginning; writer not yet in control
(www.ncrel.org/assessment/pdfrubrics/6plus1traits.pdf)

Strong-effective-developing is not so different from excellent-goodattempting to. Admittedly, the 6+1 traits rubrics hint at some complexity,
for it has descriptive text for only points 1, 3, and 5 on each dimension.
Trainers suggest that papers that fall “in between” the points described earn
scores of 2 and 4, and the “Wow!” permits a level of enthusiasm that’s simply indescribable with the 5. Still, both rubrics present student performances as arrayed along an uncomplicated set of levels that can be described by
simply varying an adjective with intensity: excellent, as opposed to good,
fair as opposed to poor, and the categories of analysis (“thinking like a writer” or “word choice”) are quite general.
So what’s the problem with all this? Simply, that the simplicity of rubrics
hides all the messiness, obscuring just what kind of different features combine to make “a bare beginning” or an acceptable hint of “what a writer has
in mind,” or what really is the difference between an “excellent” adaptation to context or a merely “good” adaptation to context. And the appearance of the rubric makes an argument that people actually use the rubric,
while we know that in practice, people don’t. (Yes, training can ensure that
people use rubrics or be fired—witness the success of Educational Testing
Service scoring sessions—but that, too, sacrifices complexity for consistency.) So the features of rubrics that seem useful—simplicity, order, consistency—would appear to make clear what is valued, yet don’t match the messy
complexities of writing. There are many ways to the same end, we don’t all
teach the same way, and students don’t all write the same way. Students may
respond excellently to texts and arguments in myriad ways—through satire, direct engagement, storytelling—but we don’t value those alternatives
equally. Thus the grades we give may not communicate well to students,
or to anyone, about what a particular instructor and a particular student
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valued in a given course or semester. As we coordinated a process of revising course goals in our English W131 course (Elementary Composition I),
seeking to bring more flexibility to the curriculum (moving away from a
common textbook and assignment series) we wanted to address the failings
in rubrics. In this chapter, we revisit the process we used to address those
failings and analyze the outcomes—both textual products and attitudinal
shifts—of our work.
;OLLTWOHZPZOLYLVUOV^JVTWSL_HYH[PUNYLHSS`PZHS[OV\NO0OH]L[VZH`0
OH]LU»[MV\UK[OH[THU`>V^ZTHRLZHNVVKWVPU[;OLZLYLHKPUNZHYLHIV\[
TVYL[OHUL]HS\H[PVU"[OL`HYLHIV\[[OL^H`[OH[YLHKPUNJYLH[LZHJVU[L_[MVY
TLHUPUN(SMVYK
Dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) seemed the best way to articulate the
conflicts we saw brewing in our program, conflicts that wouldn’t come out
in the open so long as we had a traditional rubric that stood in the way of
unauthorized assumptions about writing. In effect, we wanted to authorize
the unauthorized, so that we could work through conversations about what
we really wanted our program and course to be. We were driven in part by
curricular issues—we assume it’s obvious why it’s important for a multi-section course to have common outcomes and standards—but also by ethical
issues raised by transitions in the structure of our writing faculty.
<ZPUN HU HU[P7V^LY7VPU[ JYLH[PUN THWZ HUK IHZPUN HZZLZZTLU[ VU [OL KPH
SVN\L VM PUZ[Y\J[VYZ JHU JYLH[L H ZWHJL MVY UVU[YHKP[PVUHS Y\IYPJZ HUK HS[LYUH
[P]LHZZLZZTLU[[VVSZ[VL]VS]L>P[OV\[[OPZJVUZJPV\ZH[[LTW[[VMPNO[HNHPUZ[
L_[LYUHSS`HUKPUZ[P[\[PVUHSS`ZHUJ[PVULKSHUN\HNLHUKMVYTZUV[OPUNVYNHUPJ
UV[L]LUHY\IYPJJHULTLYNL+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
3 6 *( 3  * 6 5 ; , ? ;

IUPUI’s writing program, housed in the English Department within the
School of Liberal Arts, serves more than 6,000 students per year in five different introductory level courses. As a comprehensive urban university, we
serve a broad range of central Indiana students. We cater to a mobile population: most of our students are commuter students, although recently
more students reside on campus as we have a new set of dorms. In the past,
many of the students tended to be older, returning students; more recently, we have been attracting younger students. One thing almost all our students have in common: they work an average of 30 hours per week in addition to their course loads. We’re a young campus, and we’re not afraid to
look for creative solutions to the myriad problems affecting our students’
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progress toward degrees. In short, it’s an exciting place to work, with lots
of energy and campus enthusiasm for writing.
IUPUI’s writing program has a long history of dynamic interaction
among the writing faculty, most of whom traditionally have been part-time.
A small number of tenured faculty (including Susanmarie) teach courses at
the various levels in the program, but first- and second-year writing has historically been taught primarily by part-time faculty and a few full-time nontenure-track faculty. Some of these full-time instructors had advanced over
time from the part-time ranks into what were then rare full-time non-tenure-track appointments (Scott, in 2000, became a full-time lecturer after
two years as a part-time faculty member). In the two years prior to our DCM
project, the Indiana University trustees provided funds for a large number
of full-time non-tenure-track positions, changing the face of the department
in two years to one that is more than half full-time non-tenure-track faculty.
This large-scale conversion of part-time to full-time (non-tenure-track)
positions transformed the English department (of which the writing program represents about half). With seventeen additional full-time lecturers,
the department became slightly more than half non-tenure-track faculty.
The department made well-intentioned but only partly effectual efforts to
incorporate non-tenure-track faculty into a culture created by tenure-track
faculty. So there was a good bit of tension in the department, tension created by the ambiguity of expectations for promotion, scope of teaching
responsibilities, and the requirements of a core curriculum. Our newer colleagues were conscious that they would now be evaluated on how well they
fit in and contributed to the program (which is a motive that emphasizes
sameness and consensus) and that they would be evaluated on how well
they distinguished themselves as creative and excellent teachers (a motive
that emphasizes diversity and even dissensus). Our department’s literature
offerings never had a centralized curriculum, and now many more full-time
faculty were teaching both literature and writing. The contrast between the
diversity of texts and assignments in introductory literature courses and the
emphasis on common assignments in composition courses also created a
strain. All of this put pressure on the writing program to change even as it
also put pressure on the program to provide effective mentoring to help
people feel part of the group.
This transition began as our movement toward DCM was beginning. In
one sense, our journey to dynamic criteria mapping began decades ago,
when Susanmarie first started training as a holistic reader of placement
exams at the University of Michigan’s English Composition Board. Her first
day of training was not an auspicious beginning: what sticks out most in her
memory is the private conference she had with an experienced rater about
all the reasons why the test she had rated a 4 (out of 6 possible points)
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couldn’t possibly merit that score. “Don’t you see that the organization isn’t
present?” the senior colleague asked. Susanmarie dutifully changed her
score, but the experience stuck with her. Yes, there were elements of organization not present in that test, but there were other elements of the test
that Susanmarie recognized as positive or likable. The disjunction between
her own values and those of the holistic scoring guide led her, over time,
to participate in assessment reforms that would bring teacher values more
centrally into assessment processes. Her experiences at the University of
Michigan’s English Composition Board (ECB), then dominated by Quaker
teachers, led her into the scholarship and practice of communal writing
assessment. The Quaker commitment—to seeking clarity, to holding onto
hard issues allowing many viewpoints to emerge and possibly reconcile, to
valuing the hard process, to creating statements that articulated community values—indirectly affected her movement into large-scale assessment
work. The ECB moved from impromptu scoring to portfolio assessment,
trying experiments with different scoring guides, feedback mechanisms,
and connections to K-12 education. Through this experience, and later at
IUPUI, Susanmarie has learned to balance collaboration and control in
writing program structures. Not all values are good, and not all teacher values can happily co-exist, but it’s important to understand the ways competing or conflicting values play out in any particular program. While our writing program has a history of strong central control, we also have a history
of strong faculty collaboration in shaping that central control.
A composition course assessment project led us to seek DCM as a way of
exploring our assessment findings in more detail. Our program uses portfolios to evaluate student work in our writing courses, including our firstsemester course. A two-day reading of a random sample of student portfolios from our first-semester course brought together twenty-five readers
(some administrators, some experienced full or part time faculty, some
new full- or part-time faculty). We took notes (using structured forms) and
then ended each day with a collective discussion of what we saw in those
portfolios that we valued, what we saw that troubled us, and what we didn’t
see that we missed. While we saw much to value in our students’ work, one
thing was clear to almost all of us (regardless of rank or teaching experience): we were not a faculty with a unified approach to reading and
research. Although our curriculum makes a clear divide between English
W131 and English W132, reserving research instruction for English W132,
there were several sections of English W131 in which students conducted individual research (usually, but not always, on the internet) for informative or persuasive papers, and in which instructors and students viewed
source citation simply in terms of evidence for a point. We read many writers’ statements that said something like, “I went to the library/searched on
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Google and found something that agreed with what I thought, so I quoted
it.” Whether or not the students’ presentation of their research accurately reflected what had been taught, it was clear that web-based research was
valued in some portfolios in ways that surprised many readers. At the same
time, we found many portfolios that barely, if at all, attended to the nonfiction book which all sections were (supposedly) using as a way to frame
reading, writing, and inquiry for the semester. We were unsettled by this
slide into an approach to working with sources which most in the room
claimed not to value.
So what to do? Rather than circulate yet another curriculum guide, or a
memo reminding people that writing best proceeds through deliberation
and inquiry rather than a search for support for a pre-conceived stance, we
wanted to find a way to bring a debate about assigned course readings into
the open. This is tricky business—there are a number of programmatic factors that sometimes appear to be in conflict:
s

We have a common curriculum, but, we want individual teachers to
work to their strengths within a common framework

s

We have faculty whose public discussion of the use of reading and
sources seemed very different from their actual teaching practices

s

We have faculty who quietly rejected the curriculum guide’s central
text and used something else

s

We have faculty who work in specialized programs involving linked
courses who used different readings

We wanted to celebrate diversity, while maintaining some course coherence, while acknowledging that diversity doesn’t necessarily equal quality.
Clearly, what was driving our faculty to such divergent practices were differing value systems, and we needed an approach that would help us look
at the divergent values. Centralized documents that failed to address differences in values were never going to take hold. So we continued the assessment process in our end-of-semester portfolio readings, asking faculty to
read sample portfolios together and to talk about what they liked, and what
they didn’t like, in those portfolios from the end of the course.
We have held portfolio readings at the end of each semester for decades
now, not for determining course grades but for providing a space in which
standards for grading can be articulated. We generally assume faculty have
graded portfolios before they attend the meetings, and then at the meetings we read sample or representative portfolios each faculty member has
brought to share with other faculty. Often, the sample portfolios will represent high, average, or failing work and we will review these portfolios
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together with some common purpose or goal in mind. In addition, faculty are encouraged to bring portfolios for which they have concerns (usually because a particular portfolio was hard to grade, such as when a faculty member feels his or her judgment may be clouded by a positive or negative relationship with the student). We began using these meetings to implement DCM as a form of assessment, professional development, and program
assessment.
Our DCM process took the following shape (a shape that emerged in
the doing; our results didn’t match our initial hopes for having a map generated within a few meetings, thus our mapping process was extended):
Stage 1: Discussion of sample portfolios
Stage 2: Analysis and grouping of terms that emerged from discussion
of samples
Stage 3: Production of documents using the analysis in stage 2 to represent the raw material from stage 1
Stage 4: Creation of a dynamic rubric
Stage 5: Teaching and grading dynamically
: ;( . ,   !  + 0 : * < : : 0 6 5  6 -  : ( 4 7 3 ,  7 6 9 ; - 6 3 0 6 :

English W131, our first-semester writing course, is organized around the
writing of four papers, leading to the production of two portfolios. As students work on each portfolio, they are invited to choose the papers they
want to represent their writing, papers which themselves reflect different
kinds of writing. They might, for example, write a narrative of their life
experience after having read an instructor-selected non-fiction text. Or,
they might write a response to a section of the non-fiction text, defending their position with reference to the non-fiction text and their life experience. One aim of English W131 is to provide practice in asserting and
defending assertions with instructor-supplied resources or their life experience. Another aim is for students to learn to reflect on their writing and
their writing process, and to write about both in an essay that self-assesses the growth in both. The value of the approach, we feel, is that students
have an element of choice in what is evaluated by their instructor, and they
have a part in that evaluation through self-assessment.
In order to understand what was happening in the course, we spent
the 2003-04 year talking about sample portfolios, asking our instructors
in workshops what they found pleasing or troubling in portfolios. Scott
worked hard to generate lists of observations and at later workshops we had
faculty work in groups to categorize the observations and create maps. Our
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plan was to listen to what was said and record what we heard on large postit notes we had brought to the reading. By using this method, we hoped to
hear from faculty what they valued in the student writing and to use this
information to continue the construction of a map for our program.
We took notes as we listened to faculty talk to one another about what
they saw in the portfolios. When the portfolio reading ended, we had
two sets of notes that we could reconcile. This reconciliation would be
our initial record of what faculty in our program valued or did not value
when they read student writing, leading to a list of positive and negative
responses to the portfolios. Our notes reflect our faculty’s interest in what
many might term rather conventional first-year writing: there is clearly an
emphasis on exposition, thesis statements, support for claims, and traditional organization. This is not surprising given our course goals at the
time, which emphasized posing good questions about texts, topics, purposes, and audience; forming and supporting a thesis; integrating others’ ideas and citing correctly; using a variety of prose styles (from thesis-based writing to literary non-fiction); developing planning, drafting,
and revising processes; working productively in groups; and editing effectively. A full list of descriptors appears in Appendix A: “Initial FacultyIdentified Attributes in Sample Portfolios,” but Table 1 displays some of
the comments we noted:
Table 1: Some faculty descriptors of sample portfolios
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With our reconciled list of positive and negative responses, we were now
ready for the next step. At our next workshop (spring 2004), we redistributed the portfolios that had been used at the December end-of-semester workshop and presented the faculty with lists of positive and negative
responses they had generated at the December workshop. We then asked
faculty groups to organize the responses into general categories with headings. Our goal was to come up with groupings of terms our faculty identified as important when evaluating student work, and to use the workshop
to merge different groups’ work into one map or table.
As the workshop progressed, it became apparent that we were not going
to be able to produce a map from our efforts that evening. We anticipated
that the process of moving from group to group would create an expanded
set of categories that could be placed in a map, but as the faculty worked,
they perceived their task to be to combine categories and headings. As the
evening concluded, we had three groups of faculty who produced three
pictures of what they thought our faculty valued. The pictures were less
maps and more illustrations, and the variety was interesting, but difficult to
interpret—none of us seemed to have the same idea about what it meant to
graphically represent values. In addition, it was clear that most of the faculty were interested in synthesizing values to create the fewest number of
categories, leading by the end of the evening to elided terms and markedly
different results. As we reviewed what happened, we decided to work with
the groupings and headings the faculty had come up with early at the meeting to see if we could work with them to create a map. What resulted can
be seen in the document, “Headings for a Dynamic Criteria Map Derived
from Discussions at the Spring 2004 English W131 Workshop” (Appendix
B). A few examples appear in Figure 1.
As these examples show, we looked for major themes and tried to organize particular observations into groups to give some order to faculty
impressions. We tried to honor the collective discussion, using key phrases from the ill-fated maps to guide some of our choices. “Risk taking” and
“Challenge” had been major headers on two maps, for example, so we
grouped those together. The inclusion of documentation with risk taking
may strike some readers as odd, but it flowed from our rambling conversations about the place of technical documentation as an extension of risky,
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-PN/LHKPUNZ4HW

Intellectual Complexity
Metacognition

Documentation
Challenge
Effort/Improvement
Risk Taking

Interacting with Text
Conversation
Collaboration
Interacting with Text
Sources

Critical Thinking
Make Content Their Own
Style/Voice
Tone

text-based inquiry. Over time, our arrangement of terms would evolve, but
for this stage of our DCM work, we began the process of grouping terms.
We also highlighted new terms that had emerged in the discussions, while
honoring traditional terms in our program. “Intellectual Complexity,” a
quality of writing that faculty seemed to value across the board, had never
really been named in a program document before. Having a name for a quality which distinguishes truly outstanding writing felt exciting. “Synthesis” or
“Engagement,” on the other hand, had been previously articulated values
in our discussion—those terms, long valued by our faculty, long prominent
in our curriculum, continued to hold an important place in our document.
: ;( . ,   !  9 , 7 9 , : , 5 ; 0 5 .  ; / ,  +(;(  0 5  < : , - < 3  - 6 9 4 :

It turned out that we had some interesting categories to work with. Having
created these large categories, we hoped then to organize a map. But the
mapping exercise was ultimately not feasible—we’re not particularly graphic thinkers, it seemed—but we had generated categorized lists of descriptors associated with strong and weak portfolios, a set of headings that we
could group, and finally sets of grouped headings. Our next step was to see
how the faculty would work with the headings that had been recombined
with the descriptors. This recombination led to a document with the headings and a set of descriptors underneath, as shown in “Faculty-Identified
Attributes Organized According to the Major Headings” (Appendix
C). For example, taking account of the context surrounding the terms
“Complexity” and “Intellectual Complexity,” we created the following cluster representing related qualities:
Intellectual Complexity
Thoughtful
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Shows understanding that writing is difficult, often frustrating, and
hard work
Intelligent ideas
Originality

At the end-of-semester portfolio reading that spring, we decided to use this
new document to have faculty consider which of the descriptions would
help them to decide whether a portfolio was of high, medium, or low quality because we were curious about how the faculty would use the descriptions contained within the document to make evaluation decisions. In
other words, we wondered how these attributes were linked to the grading
scales faculty used.
For the spring portfolio reading, we asked faculty to bring portfolios
from their sections that represented high-, medium-, and low-quality work
and to share them with their colleagues. At the reading we planned to have
faculty pick up a set of three portfolios, read them, and with a copy of the
new “Faculty-Identified Attributes” document, decide whether a portfolio
they read was of high, medium, or low quality and mark the document with
one of three colored markers to indicate which of the descriptors factored
in their decisions. To facilitate this process, we distributed three differently-colored highlighters to each faculty member.
: ;( . ,   !  * 9 , (; 0 6 5  6 -  (  +@ 5 ( 4 0 *  9 < ) 9 0 *

When the meeting was over, we collected the highlighted copies of “FacultyIdentified Attributes” and tallied the results. As we did, we looked for patterns that would suggest which headings and descriptors were favored by
faculty when responding. It turned out that some descriptions were clearly used more often to decide whether a portfolio was of high quality, of
medium quality, or of low quality (see “Descriptors Identified by Faculty As
Relevant to an Assessment of Sample Portfolios at the Spring 2004 End-ofSemester Portfolio Reading,” Appendix D). Table 2 shows some examples:
Table 2: Excerpt from Faculty Descriptors of Above
Passing, Passing, and Below Passing
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Displaying summaries of faculty conversation in this form highlights not
just the terms faculty used to describe structure in our sample portfolios,
but shows the relative values associated with particular terms. One descriptor, “No transitions appear between the major parts of the essay,” is clearly a descriptor associated with not-so-good work. Of faculty who marked
this descriptor, all indicated that it was used to decide that a portfolio represented low quality. Other descriptors were uniformly and unsurprisingly associated with strong work. Of the faculty who marked “strong thesis”
in our category for tone, all indicated it reflected writing of high quality.
Under “Risk taking,” one descriptor read, “The writer has produced safe
essays.” The majority of faculty highlighting this description did so thinking that writing represented by this description reflected medium quality.
With information like this we hoped to identify what language in particular
faculty would use to make an evaluation decision. Finding such language
might help us to sort our what we might use to construct a map.
1\Z[HZ/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLUIYV\NO[PU[OLSHUN\HNLVM[OLPUZ[Y\J[VYZMYVT
[OLPYWYVNYHTH[<59^LMV\UK[OH[PUJVYWVYH[PUN[OLSHUN\HNL[OH[PUZ[Y\J[VYZ
\ZLK[VKLZJYPIL[OLPY]HS\LZMVYZ[\KLU[^YP[PUNOLSWLK[VJYLH[LHZLUZLVMI\`
PUHUKV^ULYZOPWI`HSSTLTILYZVMV\Y^YP[PUNWYVNYHT7HY[VMV\YHKTPUPZ
[YH[P]LTHUKH[LPUJS\KLK[OLHZZLZZTLU[VMJYP[PJHS[OPURPUN)`\ZPUN[OL[LYTZ
HUKKLZJYPW[PVUZNLULYH[LKPUV\YMVJ\ZNYV\WZ^L^LYLHISL[VKL]LSVWJYP[
PJHS [OPURPUN MLH[\YLZ [OH[ ^LYL LHZPS` YLJVNUPaHISL [V V\Y PUZ[Y\J[VYZ -VY V\Y
HZZLZZTLU[[OPZTLHU[[OH[[OLKLZJYPW[VYZVMLHJOMLH[\YLTPNO[OH]LV]LYSHWZ
[VPUJVYWVYH[LPKLU[PMPHISLSHUN\HNL+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
However, as we tallied the results, we realized that some interpretive work
was going to be needed, for sometimes faculty were divided about how they
marked a descriptor. For example, under the heading “Effort/improvement,” faculty were divided over the descriptor “Tries to make subject-matter changes between drafts.” Of those who marked this descriptor, half said
that it represents work of medium quality while the other half said it represents work of high quality. In marking the descriptors in this way the faculty
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appeared to be saying is that at least, students are attempting to make subject-matter changes between drafts in passing portfolios, but the portfolios
with the best writing showed students actually making these changes.
There were other examples in which the majority chose one level of
quality, say medium, while another group chose one a level up or down.
In these cases we decided that faculty had identified descriptors that were
medium-high and medium-low in quality. There were a few curious cases
where a descriptor that would seem to be associated with one level of quality was highlighted for another. An example is the statement, “Grapples
with complexity,” under the heading “Critical thinking.” The vast majority of those checking this descriptor did so thinking that the writing represented high quality. A few indicated they had this descriptor in mind when
deciding that the portfolio was of low quality. Apparently, this statement
about what makes a piece of writing of higher quality was used to point to
what was missing in a portfolio of low quality.
Although the point of the analysis was to identify descriptors under headings that could be used in a dynamic criteria map, the process revealed faculty preference for certain language. As we thought about the results, we
remembered faculty resistance to creating and even using a map. Our colleagues were perfectly happy to come to meetings, talk about samples, and
negotiate differences, but they weren’t really waiting for the map we kept
advertising as a future product. “When will the new rubric be done?” they
asked. “We don’t want a rubric,” we kept saying, “This is a new way.” But
as we looked at our data, we realized that perhaps a rubric, a new kind of
rubric, would be the document to move us along the way. Perhaps not all
rubrics need be subject to the flaws in traditional ones.
With this in mind, Scott took the results from the portfolio reading and
created a draft of what he called a dynamic rubric (see “Reorganization of
Descriptors into Possible Rubric Based on Responses,” Appendix E). That
document opens with a description of very high quality work:
Very High Quality
Intellectual complexity is demonstrated by presenting interesting ideas
in an original way. It is obvious that the writer understands that writing
involves difficult, even frustrating, work. The writer shows that he or she
can grapple with complexity.
The writer demonstrates good understanding of his or her own writing process through thoughtful evaluation of peer response, thoughtful
evaluation and critique of his or her process in writer’s statements and
the retrospective, and appropriate connections to the course goals in the
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retrospective. There is good analysis in the retrospective and the writer
identifies areas of improvement in the writing of the portfolio.

The next meeting of the faculty occurred at the fall 2004 workshop. At
this workshop we asked the faculty to look at the draft of this new rubric and
talk about its strengths and weaknesses. The dynamic rubric generated some
good discussion at the workshop. One of the things faculty pointed out was
the dynamic rubric provided more guidance for them because it was rich
with language at the upper and lower levels. However, they also pointed out
that fewer descriptors appeared at the passing level, and they felt that this
was a drawback since passing quality is what we want students to achieve.
Since the course goals would also be focusing on passing work, it was felt
that this lack of descriptors was a limitation that needed to be addressed.
0U *VU[PUNLUJPLZ VM=HS\L )HYIHYH :TP[O   HYN\LZ [OH[ ]HS\LZ HYL UV[
¸MP_LK¹VY¸VIQLJ[P]L¹X\HSP[PLZI\[[OL`HYL¸HULMMLJ[VMT\S[PWSLJVU[PU\V\Z
S`JOHUNPUNHUKJVU[PU\V\ZS`PU[LYHJ[PUN]HYPHISLZ¹3PRL^PZL:JV[[HUK
:\ZHUTHYPL»Z +*4 ^VYR ^P[O [OLPY JVSSLHN\LZ ^OPJO WYVK\JLK [OL K`UHT
PJ Y\IYPJ»Z YPJOS` Z`U[OLZPaLK HUK PU[LY^V]LU JYP[LYPH KLZJYPW[PVUZ PSS\Z[YH[LZ
OV^HZZLZZTLU[]HS\LZHYLJVU[PUNLU[\WVU[OLPYYOL[VYPJHSPU[LYYLSH[PVUZOPWZ
HUKJVU[L_[Z:[HSPVUZ
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Another thing the faculty wondered was how students would respond to
the language of the dynamic rubric if it were passed out to them. They
felt that the statements in the document read very much like statements
teachers would use when talking about student work, but they doubted whether students would be able to relate to or understand this language (which in itself raises good questions about the language gaps
between teacher and student). Thus, they questioned whether two documents would be created, one for instructors and one for students. When
we asked them about language for a new set of course goals, the faculty
agreed that as a program we should focus on the values of developing or
using intellectual complexity, engaging with outside reading, using metaanalysis as a reinforcement of what a student learns about his or her own
writing process, and paying attention to stylistic concerns within a text.
As the meeting finished, we asked for volunteers for two committees, one
to work on a new set of course goals, and one to continue to work on the
new dynamic rubric.
Over the next several months, Scott worked with both sets of volunteers to develop the new goals and a refinement of the rubric (see
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Appendix E). In December, the group working on the dynamic rubric
met and refined the document. As Susanmarie monitored this process,
however, she became concerned that if the dynamic rubric could develop
into a full-blown rubric, the old limitations of using a rubric would reassert themselves. She recommended we return to the spirit of dynamic criteria mapping and make the dynamic rubric more open. To achieve this
end, she suggested that the faculty working on the dynamic rubric divide
it into three headings—passing, above passing, and below passing. She
also suggested that rather than call it a “rubric,” we should call it a grading guide or “UnRubric,” highlighting the emphasis in dynamic criteria
mapping that documents used to assess act as guides rather than administrative expectations.
A full version of this document appears in Appendix F, and it is designed
to inform teacher work without dominating it. Its introduction notes:
The following descriptions show what we value in student writing in the IUPUI
writing program and are designed to be a guide to grading decisions in English
W131. They emerge from our discussions over the past year about what we find
true about portfolios that are “Passing” (baseline to pass the course), “Better
than Passing” (A or B work), and “Below Passing” (C–, D, or F work).

The passing descriptions are more detailed because this is the level student work must reach to pass the course. At the “Better than Passing” and
“Below Passing” levels, the assumption is that one begins with the passing
descriptions and then considers the merits of a portfolio given the additional information of the other two lists.
So a passing description of one factor we value—moving beyond familiar thinking—looks like this:
s
s

s

The writer attempts to move beyond familiar thinking by actively engaging with outside ideas from texts, classmates, and the instructor
The writer develops reasonable questions, responses, and assertions in
the process of challenging his or her own thinking or the thinking of
others
The writer attempts original ideas in his or her papers while keeping
readers’ needs in mind

Better-than-passing work in this area might look like this:
s
s
s
s

The writer shows that intellectual complexity is an important priority
The writer obviously takes risks
The writer expresses truly creative ideas and insights
The writer creatively adapts to the assignments
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While in below-passing work:
s
s
s

The writing in the portfolio shows that no risk taking is occurring
Essays depend too much on binary thinking
The writer fails to grapple with the complexities of issues

Freed from the constraint of needing a description that varies only in
the adjective applied to it (excellent, good, fair or weak complexity, for
example), we are able to tease out different actions a writer might take. The
difference between stellar student work and barely passing student work is
often differences in kind rather than degree. Excellent portfolios might
manifest different qualities, tackling broader subjects or displaying creativity in ways that barely passing portfolios don’t. Thinking about both how to
describe the features of work that meets course objectives at a passing level,
and how to describe truly outstanding work opened up our dialogue. This
enhances teaching, not to mention making grading more honest.
The writing coordinating committee for our department also became
involved in this process, and they agreed with our assessment. In March,
the group working on the dynamic rubric produced a new version following Susanmarie’s suggestion. As Scott worked with the faculty committee
on the new UnRubric, he also kept the committee working on the course
goals appraised of the wording in the UnRubric. After working a relatively short time, the two committees had two documents to present to
the writing coordinating committee for its consideration. The committee
met, and when the two documents were presented, they approved both
(with some refinement of the language of the course goals). Both documents were adopted for the 2005-2006 school year (see Appendix F, “The
UnRubric: The English W131 Grading Guide” and Appendix G, “English
W131 Course Goals”).
Since then, we have continued to refine our course goals, although we
continue to use the UnRubric that was originally developed. Scott has surveyed the faculty both formally and informally, and they report to him that
they appreciate the room the UnRubric gives them in making grading decisions, although part-time faculty new to our program are sometimes initially confused by it, having had more experience with traditional rubrics.
After it is explained to them and they use it, they report that they, too,
appreciate the flexibility it provides them.
Generally, DCM has encouraged more plain speaking and simplicity in
our program documents and conversations. We reduced the nine course
goals we adopted in 2005 to a set of six goals that we use presently. Inspired
by Elbow (2005), we sought to present “practical and writerly outcomes”
(179) that represent our priorities for the course, teasing out the goal from
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particular elements of student performance. The first goal, for example,
tells students:
When you successfully complete this course, you should
Have something to say
This means you will
Shape essays or projects that support a strong thesis, or convey a clear theme
Produce texts that match your own idea of what you wanted to say
Learn more about what you write about as you write

Our DCM process continues, as we move through another revision of our
UnRubric and course goals to bring the plain language of the goals even
more in line with the assessment materials faculty use. In addition, we have
expanded the options faculty have in terms of the assignments they use and
the portfolios that are produced. Some faculty, for example, are experimenting with assigning shorter papers at the beginning of the course, leading students to longer papers by course’s end. These changes have, in turn,
produced changes in some of the final portfolios that emerge from some
sections, making our end-of-semester portfolio readings more dynamic
themselves (the end-of-semester readings have become an opportunity for
professional development rather than simply an occasion to assert a programmatic discipline).
30=05.>0;/+*4

The extended conversations about DCM have led us to investigate the metaphors we use when we talk together. Two that stand out are interaction (or
engagement or conversation) and degree of difficulty. (Lots of references to diving competitions occurred during out meetings!) These terms have given
faculty a way to talk about what we want reading and writing to accomplish
in our courses. Our prior debates about curriculum had often come down
to debates over logistics (should we have a midterm portfolio?) or book
choices (reader vs. course pack vs. book?). With these metaphors in front
of us, we could look at the intellectual work of reading and think together
about what we want students to learn. Thus, the DCM workshops pushed all
faculty to engage with issues of writing, rather than issues of course design
that were framed more in terms of discipline than content. Previously, our
conversations about central curricular issues tended to end with conversations about how to make sure that everyone adopted a particular practice,
assignment, or approach. The DCM focus on metaphor and the freedom
to articulate differences led us to explore teaching and student writing as
an intellectual and affective practice.
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0U[LYHJ[PVULUNHNLTLU[JVU]LYZH[PVU

This cluster of metaphors involves a social context, imagining both an
involved writer and involved others. The notion of interacting with texts
highlights the importance of writers’ “talking back” to texts, approaching
the text with a strong agenda, willing to be affected by the reading as well.
Faculty who valued this engagement frequently commented that “writing is
hard work,” or commended a student writer for being unafraid to take on
a challenge. Writers who interact with what they read are clearly willing to
tussle with a question (of fact or interpretation) and are willing to modify
their thinking in light of the reading they do. The notion of conversation,
as well, stresses the give-and-take surrounding important issues. Issues worth
writing about are those people are talking about, whether they are issues on
a grand scale (the values embedded in a liberal education) or on a local one
(the values embedded in the writer’s own choice to begin college).
Ironically, the discussion of this issue also opened our own meetings up
to greater intellectual engagement. The process of DCM illustrated that
program leadership meant what we said: we wanted to change the way a
centralized curriculum worked. We invited faculty to discuss their competing values, and in the course of addressing those conflicts, we all became
more engaged in conversation.
6ULVM[OLILULMP[ZVMLUNHNPUNPUH+*4SPRLWYVJLZZPZ[OLPUJYLHZLKPU[LY
HJ[PVUHUKPU]VS]LTLU[VMMHJ\S[`+PZJ\ZZPVUZHIV\[^OH[PUZ[Y\J[VYZ]HS\LPU
Z[\KLU[ ^YP[PUN VWLU \W KPZJ\ZZPVUZ HIV\[ [LHJOPUN ^YP[PUN THUHNPUN WHWLY
SVHKZHZZPNUTLU[KLZPNUHUKTHU`V[OLY[VWPJZ[OH[IYPUNMHJ\S[`[VNL[OLYPU
UL^^H`Z+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
+LNYLLVMKPMMPJ\S[`

The other dominant metaphor is related to the notion of engagement:
“degree of difficulty” came to stand for what kinds of risks students were
willing to take on their own initiative. The notion of degree of difficulty honors the choices that some writers make to pursue more challenging
subjects and writing tasks. This term, often used by some faculty alongside
the term “intellectual complexity,” is harder to get at, since it involved for
some faculty a conscious risk (which is really a property of the writer), for
others a framing of a question or purpose (which is really a property of the
essay). So to what extent is the notion of complexity or degree of difficulty attempting to grade a writer, rather than writing? And to what extent is
either move appropriate? That’s the question we’re grappling with now. It’s
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an interesting exercise, trying to describe what are the qualities of either an
approach to writing, or a text, that are harder or more complicated. It is
easy enough to say that we’ll know it when we see it—but how do we teach
it? How do we describe it for students who may not yet know enough to
“know it then they see it”?
This metaphor, although it’s a sticky one, has been an exciting one,
since it has enabled us to start talking about how to distinguish the excellent from the pedestrian. And that’s important.
=HS\LZVMTL[HWOVYIHZLKPUX\PY`

Our experiences reveal two principles:
s

Curricular disputes are disputes over values, and attempts to solve
the dispute without attending to underlying values will be futile

s

The metaphors we use to describe what we value can help us
decide what we want to teach

In our case, we need to describe writing assignments in ways that give
students and faculty freedom to work from their strengths within a common framework. As we articulate our values, we are framing a more flexible—yet hopefully more coherent—curriculum, one rooted in common
values rather than in common assignments and texts. Because what we
value about reading is both a student’s ability to interact with texts and her
ability to pursue purposeful inquiry, we need to craft a curriculum that has
four key qualities.
First, we must emphasize reading and writing as a conversation, or a
series of conversations, about issues. This will connect peer response workshops, in-class activities, private reading, private writing, and public writing. Second, we need to remember that emphasizing conversations means
emphasizing good listening—which for reading, is the ability to summarize. But that summarizing is not an end in itself—it’s a beginning, a first
stage before responding. Too many of our old assignments taught summary
as an isolated skill—here we see that we need to connect summary/listening and conversation more clearly. Third, we must keep in mind that conversations have many styles: sometimes people need to feed back to each
other what’s just been said (summary, restatement of facts); other times,
people need to describe what someone else said (looking at the rhetorical
moves); at still other times, people need to interpret what someone else
has said (looking at the significance of the text). Reading instruction, as
Linda and Heidi discuss, needs to cover all these bases. Fourth, we need to
find a baseline level of challenge that is appropriate for any student in the
course, with opportunities for some students to work with a more difficult
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piece. To some extent, the risks associated with higher degrees of difficulty need to be recognized in assessment—so our new grading document
(which won’t be a rubric, but that’s another topic for another day) needs
to discuss how some qualities of a polished portfolio might need to be traded off against others. Some degree of failure at a harder task might be better than an easy or trite success.
*65*3<:065

In the end, dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) provided us an opportunity
to restructure conversations about student learning outcomes and course
goals so that all faculty participated in shaping program language. This has
had a range of effects, some clearly good, others more mixed. Our conversations have not healed all the fissures within our program. Many tensions still remain, such as differences between advocates of writing with
strong and early thesis statements and advocates of more flexible structures
or genres such as collages; and differences between those who are deeply troubled by the presence or absence of grammar instruction or errors.
;OPZ[V\JOLZHJOVYK[OH[^LMV\UKPUV\YL_WLYPLUJLH[44**!WLVWSLOH]L
HYLHSO\UNLYMVYHJVU]LYZH[PVUHIV\[YLHSSLHYUPUNHUK[LHJOPUN;OL[LUZPVU
:\ZHUTHYPLHUK:JV[[[HSRHIV\[PZH]HS\HISLHUKKPMMPJ\S[WHY[VM[OLJVU]LYZH
[PVU0[PZOHYK[VNL[YLHS[LUZPVUHUKYLHSKPZHNYLLTLU[VU[OL[HISLHUK^VYR
[OYV\NOP[;VTL[OH[PZVULVM[OLTVZ[PTWYLZZP]L[OPUNZHIV\[[OLPYWYVQLJ[
(SMVYK

To some extent, DCM was an attractive way to manage some faculty discontent with the curriculum. As faculty grumbled a bit about assignments,
the curriculum, and the course rhetoric, DCM provided a productive outlet. It provided a way to change. Ironically, now that faculty have choice, a
kind of conservatism prevails, as when faculty decided they like the chosen
rhetoric when it is compared with others—so maybe we were doing things
right as program coordinators choosing materials for the course. Yet faculty are becoming more open about talking about how they use the common curriculum, and we are beginning to hear about some interesting
variations in what we do. For example, some are exploring changes in how
they handle writing assignments, trying to begin the semester with smaller assignments and working to lengthier final projects in final portfolios.
Others are trying new genres, such as profiles or proposals. Through all
this change, many are expressing excitement about being able to take a
more active part in decisions about the course, and frequently faculty come
to course meetings and workshops eager to listen and ready to participate.
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As faculty try new approaches in the course, we are working to encourage them to report on these innovations so that we all gain from what they
learn. We think this emphasis on inquiry into teaching is one of the more
important effects of our work on dynamic criteria mapping for our firstyear program. We believe their interest in their work will grow and will help
us to foster the sort of discussions that we value as a program. In addition,
we believe that faculty will take a greater interest how their work affects
student learning. For example, one of our part-time faculty members has
expressed an interest in finding out whether the assignments he teaches
and the skills they represent are used in other courses. He hopes to undertake a survey of faculty in other departments to gauge how what he teaches
in our first-year course is valued elsewhere. In other words, he has begun to
ask whether what he values in his own writing instruction is used and reinforced in instruction in other classes the students might take. This sort of
interest in what matters will not only help his own teaching, but will help
the ongoing development of our first-year course.
We end this chapter where we began: the question of rubrics. Is the
UnRubric a rubric? It may be construed a rubric if what faculty mean when
they say rubric is “some kind of official program document that explains
how we grade.” It certainly isn’t a rubric in terms of its approach to describing different levels of performance. The UnRubric’s attention to qualitative distinctions between levels of performance means that faculty (and
students, in the right settings) have a framework that encourages variety in performance within common values. It is that commitment to variation within common values that strikes us as the fundamental benefit of
DCM, and in fact, as its fundamental tenet. We would assert that in practice, a large multi-section course benefits from some kind of grading guideline. An oversimplified rubric won’t promote coherence, but some kind
of public document must represent the program or course’s shared values. We began our DCM process assuming that some kind of visual graphic—shapes and words, as in the City University map in What We Really Value
(Broad 2003)—would be our public representation. But graphics didn’t
lead to any clarity about our shared values, and thus we arrived at the
UnRubric. Its words bring us together.
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5LNH[P]LZ



:LTISHUJLVMVYNHUPaH[PVU



3HJRVMW\YWVZLPUOV^WVPU[ZHYLWYLZLU[LK



2UV^SLKNLHISLVMNVHSZ"TVYL[OHUYV[L
YL]PL^VMJV\YZLNVHSZ"JV]LYZNVHSZ



:WSP[MVJ\Z·ZOPM[ZHYV\UK·UVWSHU



(\KPLUJLH^HYLULZZ



>HUKLYZPU[HUNLU[Z



.VVK\ZLVMZPNUHSWOYHZPUN



3HJRVM[YHUZP[PVUZ"[YHUZP[PVUUPS



.VVKZLUZLVMZ[`SL



+PKU»[ZLLZ`U[OLZPZ



.VVK\ZLVM]VPJL



>LHR[OLZPZ



.VVK\ZLVMHUHS`ZPZ



<Z\HSS`HSL[KV^U



.VVK\ZLVMZWLJPMPJP[`



0L_WLJ[LKTVYL

9PZR[HRPUNI`TV]PUNIL`VUKV^UILSPLM

8.

-L^Z\WWVY[PUNL_HTWSLZ"\UKL]LSVWLK
WHYHNYHWOZ"SHJRVMZ\WWVY[



.YHWWSLZ^P[OJVTWSL_P[`



9LK\UKHU[



.H]LKL[HPSZ



5VKL[HPSZ"IYVHKZ^LLWZ



;OV\NO[M\S\ZLVMSHUN\HNL



3HJRVMZ\WWVY["5LLKZL_OPIP[Z&



+PZJ\ZZPVUVMWYVJLZZPZNVVK"ZLUZLVMJVT
MVY[^P[OWYVJLZZ"ZOV^Z\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM
WYVJLZZ



3HJRVMJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[OV[OLYZ



7YV]LP[[VTL·[LSSTLZVTL[OPUNUL^
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.VVKZ`TTL[Y`



7VVYPU[YVK\J[PVUZ



)L[[LYHUKIL[[LYH[VWLUMVYT



5V[Z[YL[JOPUNUVYPZR[HRPUN



,UNHNLTLU[PUZ\IQLJ["JYLH[P]LPKLU[PMPJH
[PVU^P[O[OLYLHKPUN



-L^JP[H[PVUZ



6YPNPUHS[OPURPUN"KLW[OVM[OPURPUN"[OPURPUN
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3LZZYL]PZPVU



+L]LSVWTLU[VM^YP[PUN



;VVT\JOIPUHY`[OPURPUN



5VVIZ[HJSLZ^OPSLYLHKPUN
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,_HTWSLZHUKHUHS`ZPZ



3LZZHUKSLZZYLHKLYMYPLUKS`



<UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMHJHKLTPJJVU]LU[PVUZ



5VH\KPLUJLH^HYLULZZ

Some descriptors appear under more than one heading, reflecting divergence in faculty views as priorities gradually emerged from the complex conversation.
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(77,5+0?)
/LHKPUNZMVYH+`UHTPJ*YP[LYPH4HW+LYP]LKMYVT+PZJ\ZZPVUZ
H[[OL:WYPUN,UNSPZO>>VYRZOVW
Intellectual Complexity
Metacognition
Critical Thinking
Make Content Their Own
Style/Voice
Tone
Use of Language
Language/Text
Develop Topic
Reading, Writing, Thinking Connections
Reading Comprehension
Summary
Analysis
Interacting with Text
Conversation
Collaboration
Interacting with Text
Sources

Documentation
Challenge
Effort/Improvement
Risk Taking
Questioning
Engagement with Topic
Engaging Texts
See Context
Rhetorical Choices
Arrangement
Structure
Organization
Examples Explain Concepts
Paraphrase
Reader
Student as Writer
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-HJ\S[`0KLU[PMPLK([[YPI\[LZ6YNHUPaLK(JJVYKPUN[V[OL4HQVY
/LHKPUNZ0KLU[PMPLKH[[OL:WYPUN>VYRZOVW

The categories in italics were generated at the Spring Workshop, held
February 2004 (Appendix B). The descriptors under the categories were
generated at the Fall Portfolio Reading, December 2003.
0U[LSSLJ[\HS*VTWSL_P[`
;OV\NO[M\S
:OV^Z\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OH[^YP[PUNPZKPMMPJ\S[VM[LU
MY\Z[YH[PUNHUKOHYK^VYR
0U[LSSPNLU[PKLHZ
6YPNPUHSP[`
6YPNPUHSMVYTH[
*VTWSL_P[`VMPKLHZHUK[OV\NO[ZOV\SKILHMPYZ[
WYPVYP[`
([[LTW[ZH[VYPNPUHSP[`
:\WLYMPJPHSYL]PZPVUIHZLKVUSP[LYHSYLHKPUNVM^OH[
PUZ[Y\J[VYHZRZ
:[\KLU[Z^OVMVSSV^(SS`U )HJVU.\PKL[V>YP[PUN
HYLKVVTLK[VHIVYPUNZ\JJLZZM\SLZZH`

*OHSSLUNL
:[\KLU[ZYPZL[VJOHSSLUNL[OH[PZZL[
0^PZO^LOHKTVYLJOHSSLUNPUNHZZPNUTLU[Z
:[HUKHYKZ^LOH]LMVYZ[\KLU[ZJHUIL[VVOPNO
,MMVY[0TWYV]LTLU[
-VSSV^PUNKPYLJ[PVUZ
.L[ZPU[VHUHS`ZPZ
;YPLZ[VTHRLZ\IQLJ[TH[[LYJOHUNLZIL[^LLUKYHM[Z
:[\KLU[[YPLZOHYK[VKV^OH[HZZPNUTLU[HZRZ
;OLTVYLJOHSSLUNPUNLZZH`Z^LYLJOVZLUMVY[OL
WVY[MVSPV
4HRPUNWYVNYLZZVUWHWLYZ^OPSLYL]PZPUN
>LULLK[VWYPaL^OH[Z[\KLU[ZKVPU[OLPY^VYR
+L]LSVWTLU[VM^YP[PUN
,]PKLUJLVMYL]PZPVU
4LL[PUN[OLHZZPNUTLU[L_WLJ[H[PVUZ
.VVKKYHM[ZM\SSVMPUMVYTH[PVU
4LL[PUNHZZPNUTLU[ZOV\SKILZLJVUK[VJVTWSL_P[`
VMPKLHZ
([[LTW[ZH[JYLH[P]P[`
4PZZLZMVJ\ZVMHZZPNUTLU[
(UL^KYHM[PZULLKLK
:\WLYMPJPHSYL]PZPVUIHZLKVUSP[LYHSYLHKPUNVM^OH[
PUZ[Y\J[VYHZRZ
0[PZVI]PV\ZSP[[SL[PTLPZW\[PU[VYL]PZPUNWHWLYZ
^OPJOYLZ\S[ZPUWYVK\J[Z[OH[HYLSLZZWVSPZOLK
3LZZYL]PZPVU

4L[HJVNUP[PVU
>YP[LYPKLU[PMPLZHYLHZVMPTWYV]LTLU[PU[OLYL[YV
ZWLJ[P]L
9LJVNUPaLZ[YHUZP[PVUZHZH[VVSMVYJVOLZPVU
*VUULJ[PVUZ^P[ONVHSZTHKLPUYL[YVZWLJ[P]L
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(77,5+0?+
+LZJYPW[VYZ0KLU[PMPLKI`-HJ\S[`HZ9LSL]HU[[VHU
(ZZLZZTLU[VM:HTWSL7VY[MVSPVZH[[OL:WYPUN
,UKVM:LTLZ[LY7VY[MVSPV9LHKPUN
The categories in italic were generated at the Spring Workshop, held
February 2004 (Appendix B). The descriptors under the categories were
generated at the Fall Portfolio Reading, December 2003 (Appendix C).
H = High (Above Passing), M = Medium (Passing),
L = Low (Below Passing)
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Intellectual complexity is demonstrated by presenting interesting ideas
in an original way. It is obvious that the writer understands that
writing involves difficult, even frustrating, work. The writer shows
that he or she can grapple with complexity.
The writer demonstrates good understanding of his or her own writing
process through thoughtful evaluation of peer response, thoughtful
evaluation and critique of his or her process in writer’s statements
and the retrospective, and appropriate connections to the course
goals in the retrospective. There is good analysis in the retrospective and the writer identifies areas of improvement in the writing of
the portfolio.
The writer has made a personal investment in the writing, and as a
result, makes the content his or her own.
The writer shows a good sense of style in his or her texts. There is a
good use of voice and that voice is sincere, confident, and enthusiastic. There is a good use of sentence variety. Stylistic devices like
repetition and metaphor are used. The papers show focus, with a
narrow angle of vision.
The writer has fun with the language, uses good signal phrasing, and
connects ideas with transition phrasing. There is a wonderful use
of sentence parts, like verbs, adjectives, and so on. The writer is
obviously making the language his or her own, and doing so while
using grammar, spelling, and punctuation accurately. This work
with the language leads to writing overall which is both engaging
and clear. (In fact, it may be so good that you don’t notice it.)
The writer makes connections with the text or the texts he or she has
read. The writer appears to have a conversation with the sources,
and the connections each can be seen as a creative identification
with the reading. In addition, the sources are used accurately, ethically, and appropriately. No plagiarism occurs.
Good summaries of texts occur and good use of analysis appears. In
fact, the writer appears to enjoy working with analysis and the analytical process in their essays.

(ZZLZZTLU[*OHUNLZMVY[OL3VUN/H\S   

The writer addresses subject-matter problems in his or her essay.
The writer attempts to move beyond his or her own belief while revising.
In the process, subject matter changes are apparent between drafts.
The writer engages his or her topic by providing interesting examples.
In addition, the examples very specifically relate to the overall
discussion and their relationship to the discussion is explained.
Because of this work with examples, the papers prove more interesting to read.
The writer uses a structure in his or her essays that show that the
writer has been thinking carefully about how the information in
his or her paper is organized. As a result, the writer stays on track
throughout the essay.
Overall, the papers of the portfolio show that the writer can take a
stand, that the writer understands academic conventions, that he or
she has a sense of comfort with the writing process, that he or she
works to make the language his or her own, that he or she writes
with an insightful point of view, and that he or she even writes with
a sense of humor. The titles of the papers are catchy and the assignments’ guidelines have been followed.
/0./8<(30;@

The writer makes attempts at being original.
The writer shows understanding that writing is difficult and often frustrating work. The discussion of his or her process in the portfolio
retrospective is good, and there is a good discussion of the role of
peer response in the development of the essays.
Where appropriate, a clear thesis appears and the details are relevant
to the discussion in the essay.
The intertextual use of outside sources is good.
The drafts of the portfolio are good and full of information. During
revision, the writer attempts to make subject-matter changes
between drafts. The writer meets the assignments of the papers submitted, but the writer also actively works with the complexity of the
ideas he or she is using. As a result, the writer shows him- or herself
to be creative in approaching the assignment.
The essays of the portfolio become stronger as we move through them.
Claims in the retrospective are asserted, as if the writer is a lawyer making a case for the audience.
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The information in the papers of the portfolio hangs together well,
and good connections are made with transitions. It is obvious that
the writer thought about the structure of his or her papers and a
good structure for each paper appears.
7( : : 0 5 .  8 < ( 3 0 ; @

In the retrospective, course concepts are identified or explained, but
no details are offered to support what the concepts mean.
A good use of language appears in the essays of the portfolio.
Sources are used ethically, accurately, and appropriately.
The writer appears to be trying hard to do what the assignments ask.
Evidence of revision appears and progress on papers occurs during
the revision process. The essays of the portfolio meet assignment
expectations, although the essays are safe and there is a weakness in
being a slave to text models.
Being a slave to models is apparent in the structure of the essays, for
the writer appears overly concerned to organize his or her essay
safely, interfering with a creative and critical approach to the topic.
Better transitions may be needed between parts of the essay.
The writer appears to understand that writing can be difficult, even
frustrating work, but the approach to revision may suggest that the
writer believes that the amount of time spent on an essay will automatically translate into more quality in the writing. In other words,
the writer struggles some with how to go about revising effectively.
5 6 ;  8 < 0 ; ,  7( : : 0 5 .

Essays may follow what an assignment asks, but offer an audience little.
The audience may decide that the essay is boring to read because
little tension or development is apparent. (In fact, a reader may
come away from the essay thinking, “I expected more.”)
The essays depend too much on binary thinking; in other words, the
writer fails to “wallow” in the complexities of the issues written about.
The essays are written with a very narrow angle of vision.
The writer uses language like “I feel” too much (in other words, the
writer hedges too often, which prevents the writer from sounding
confident.)
Essays are written as if they are research papers or book reports in
which the writer writes for the teacher only, explaining to the
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teacher what he or she knows or has learned. Few examples may be
used to back up ideas.
Revision of the papers appears to be based on a literal reading of what
the teacher wants, rather than a thoughtful analysis of how the
essay may appeal better to a real audience.
There is little to no interaction with the sources used; the writer fails to
have a conversation with the sources.
The writing in the portfolio shows that no risk taking is occurring. The
writer may struggle to complete assignment goals. Revision leads to
essays that lack development.
-( 0 3 0 5 .

While reading the essays of the portfolio, a reader may struggle to
understand the writer’s point. They may also perceive that the
writer lacks a purpose in how to go about presenting points. For
example, there may a spilt focus to the essay, or the focus may
shift around.
No audience awareness appears in the essays or in the writer’s statements.
The reader may come away confused about which assignment the essay
is for.
No transitions appear between the major parts of the essay.
If sources are used, the writer misses the point of the sources, or no
conversation occurs with the sources. The sources may appear in
bits and pieces scattered all over the essay rather than used cohesively. The sources are not being used to form new ideas (the writer
is being a slave to the sources). Few citations may appear. No attributive tags appear.
Parts of the essays, such as the introduction or subsequent paragraphs,
may be underdeveloped or poorly written.
A weak thesis appears and the essay appears to fall apart because of
a lack of details and lack of support.
Revision, if it occurs, is superficial, and it is based on a literal reading of what the instructor wants. Because little time has been put
into revising, the essays are less polished: it is obvious new drafts
are needed.
A lack of understanding of the need to stretch appears in the essays. As
a result, a lack of engagement is apparent.
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The writing of the essays is redundant, or it wanders in tangents: little
thought has been given to the organization. The essays become less
and less reader friendly the more one reads.
The portfolio retrospective offers no analysis.

(ZZLZZTLU[*OHUNLZMVY[OL3VUN/H\S   
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The following descriptions show what we value in student writing in the
IUPUI writing program and are designed to be a guide to grading decisions in English W131. They emerge from our discussions over the past
year about what we find true about portfolios that are “Passing” (baseline to
pass the course), “Better than Passing” (A or B work), and “Below Passing”
(C–, D, or F work).
The passing descriptions are more detailed because this is the level student work must reach to pass the course. At the “Better than Passing” and
“Below Passing” levels, the assumption is that one begins with the passing
descriptions and then considers the merits of a portfolio given the additional information of the other two lists.
As stated above, this document is designed to be a guide to grading.
Individual faculty will determine a portfolio’s grade with the following
descriptions in mind. In general, portfolios that reflect what is discussed in
the “Passing” section below hit the mark and pass; portfolios that hit above
the mark earn a higher evaluation; and portfolios that hit below the mark
fail to pass.
7( : : 0 5 .
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;OL^YP[LYPZHISL[VYLHKJYP[PJHSS`I`LUNHNPUN
^P[OPKLHZHUK[L_[ZX\LZ[PVUPUNZVTLPKLHZ
OLVYZOLYLHKZHKKPUN[VVYLUOHUJPUNV[OLYZ
HUKPUKPJH[PUN^O`[OLX\LZ[PVUPUNVYLUOHUJ
PUNPZHNVVKPKLH
;OL^YP[LY\ZLZZ\TTHY`Z`U[OLZPZHUKHUHS`
ZPZHWWYVWYPH[LS`^OLULUNHNPUNZV\YJLZPUOPZ
VYOLY[L_[
;OL^YP[LYJVTWYLOLUKZ[OLW\YWVZLZVMZ\T
THYPaPUNWHYHWOYHZPUNHUKYLZWVUKPUN[V
ZV\YJLZ
;OL^YP[LYHSZVJVTWYLOLUKZ[OLKPMMLYLUJL
IL[^LLUZ\TTHYPaPUNWHYHWOYHZPUNHUK
YLZWVUKPUN[VZV\YJLZ
;OL^YP[LYH[[LTW[Z[VJYLH[LVYYLWYLZLU[H
JVU]LYZH[PVUVU[OL[VWPJOLVYZOLPZ^YP[PUN
HIV\[[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVMV\[ZPKLZV\YJLZ
;OL^YP[LYOHZZVTLH^HYLULZZVM[OL]HS\L
VMH[[YPI\[P]L[HNZPUJYLH[PUNVYYLWYLZLU[PUNH
JVU]LYZH[PVUVMOPZVYOLY[VWPJPLSHUN\HNL
[OH[ZPNUHSZVYYLMLYLUJLZ[OLZV\YJLVMPUMVY
TH[PVU
:V\YJLZHYL\ZLKHJJ\YH[LS`L[OPJHSS`HUK
HWWYVWYPH[LS`5VWSHNPHYPZT
;OL^YP[LY\ZLZL_HTWSLZ[VLUNHNLOPZVYOLY
[VWPJHWWYVWYPH[LS`HUKZ\MMPJPLU[S`





;OL^YP[LYH[[LTW[Z[VTV]LIL`VUKMHTPSPHY
[OPURPUNI`HJ[P]LS`LUNHNPUN^P[OV\[ZPKL
PKLHZMYVT[L_[ZJSHZZTH[LZHUK[OLPUZ[Y\J[VY
;OL^YP[LYKL]LSVWZYLHZVUHISLX\LZ[PVUZ
YLZWVUZLZHUKHZZLY[PVUZPU[OLWYVJLZZVM
JOHSSLUNPUNOPZVYOLYV^U[OPURPUNVY[OL
[OPURPUNVMV[OLYZ
;OL^YP[LYH[[LTW[ZVYPNPUHSPKLHZPUOPZVYOLY
WHWLYZ^OPSLRLLWPUNYLHKLYZ»ULLKZPUTPUK

9L]PZPVU!





;OL^YP[LYYLZWVUKZ[VMLLKIHJRMYVTWLLYZ
HUKPUZ[Y\J[VYI`PTWSLTLU[PUNJOHUNLZPUH
[L_[
;OL^YP[LYJOHSSLUNLZOPZVYOLYWYL]PV\ZPKLHZ
I`WVZPUNUL^X\LZ[PVUZ
;OL^YP[LYYL]PZLZHZWLJ[ZVMOPZVYOLYWHWLY
HZPKLHZHYLJOHSSLUNLK
;OL^YP[LYHWWYVHJOLZOPZVYOLYYL]PZPVUZ[YH[
LN`HZHUL_[LUZPVUVM[OLJVTWVZPUNWYVJLZZ
[OH[OLSWLKOPTVYOLYWYVK\JLWYL]PV\ZKYHM[Z
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;OL^YP[LY\ZLZX\LZ[PVUZHUKWYL^YP[PUNHJ[P]P
[PLZ[VNLULYH[LKYHM[Z
,ZZH`PU[YVK\J[PVUZSLHKYLHKLYZPU[V[OLLZZH`
HUKPU[YVK\JL[OLLZZH`»Z[VWPJ
0U[OLZPZIHZLKLZZH`Z[OLZPZZ[H[LTLU[ZHWWLHY
LHYS`MVYLJHZ[PUNJVU[LU[HUKHZZLY[PUNH
KLIH[HISLWVZP[PVU
;OL^YP[LYHSZVYLJVNUPaLZ[OL]HS\LVM\ZPUNH
]HYPL[`VMVYNHUPaH[PVUHSWH[[LYUZ[OH[WYVTV[L
OPZVYOLYW\YWVZL[OLPU[LYLZ[ZVM[OLH\KP
LUJLHUK[OLJVTT\UPJH[PVUVM[OL[OLZPZVY
[OLTL
7HYHNYHWO[VWPJZLU[LUJLZHYL\ZLK[VYLSH[L[V
HULZZH`»ZTHPUPKLHP[Z[OLZPZVY[OLTL
:\WWVY[PUNKL[HPSZPUWHYHNYHWOZL_WHUKPKLHZ
L_WYLZZLKPU[VWPJZLU[LUJLZNP]PUNM\SSLY
TLHUPUN[VHULZZH`»Z[OLTLVY[OLZPZ
;OL^YP[LYKLTVUZ[YH[LZ\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OH[
Z[YH[LNPLZVMJVOLYLUJL[YHUZP[PVUHSWOYHZPUN
HUK[OL[OV\NO[M\SYLWL[P[PVUYLZ[H[LTLU[VY
¸LJOVPUN¹VM^VYKZHUKWOYHZLZOLSWTV]LH
YLHKLYMVY^HYK[OYV\NOHULZZH`
,ZZH`ZJVUJS\KLPUHUHWWYVWYPH[LHUKL]LU
TLHUPUNM\S^H`
9LMSLJ[P]L^YP[PUNKLTVUZ[YH[LZ[OLPU[LU[[V
KL]LSVWHUHJ[P]L^YP[PUNWYVJLZZ












;OLWHWLYZMVSSV^PUZ[Y\J[PVUZHUKN\PKLSPULZ
0[PZHWWHYLU[[OH[WHWLYZHKKYLZZPU[LYLZ[PUN
X\LZ[PVUZ
;OLWHWLYZZOV^MVJ\Z
+YHM[ZTH`OH]LNYHTTHYHUK\ZHNLLYYVYZI\[
[OL`KVUV[PU[LYMLYL^P[O[OLJSHYP[`VMPKLHZ
,]PKLUJLVMYL]PZPVUHWWLHYZ
;OL^YP[LYJHU^YP[L[OV\NO[M\SS`HIV\[OPZVY
OLYWYVJLZZVMJVTWVZPUNHUKKYHM[PUNHWHWLY
PU^YP[LY»ZZ[H[LTLU[Z
;OL^YP[LYJHUHZZLY[JSHPTZPU[OLYL[YVZWLJ
[P]LHIV\[OV^^LSSJV\YZLNVHSZOH]LILLU
HJOPL]LKHZPM[OL^YP[LYPZHSH^`LYTHRPUNH
JHZLMVY[OLH\KPLUJL
(UHS`ZPZPU[OLYL[YVZWLJ[P]LHSZVPKLU[PMPLZ
HYLHZVMPTWYV]LTLU[HUKVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVY
JVU[PU\LKNYV^[O[OL^YP[LYJHUILJYP[PJHSVM
OPZVYOLYV^U^YP[PUN
,HJOWHWLYOHZHZH[P[SL[OH[Z\TTHYPaLZ^OH[
[OLLZZH`PZHIV\[
43(KVJ\TLU[H[PVUZ[`SLPZ\ZLKHWWYVWYPH[LS`
^P[OML^LYYVYZ
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(JYLH[P]LPKLU[PMPJH[PVU^P[O[OLYLHKPUNPZ
L]PKLU[PU[OL^YP[PUN
;OL^YP[LY\ZLZH[[YPI\[P]L[HNZHUK[YHUZP[PVUHS
WOYHZPUN[VJYLH[LHUPU[LYLZ[PUNPMUV[JVT
WLSSPUNJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[O[OLZV\YJLZ
)LJH\ZLVMOV^[OL^YP[LY\ZLZL_HTWSLZ[OL
LZZH`ZVM[OLWVY[MVSPVWYV]LTVYLPU[LYLZ[PUN
[VYLHK
;OLL_HTWSLZ[OL^YP[LY\ZLZZOV^HKLLWLY
LUNHNLTLU[^P[O[OL[VWPJ
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+YHM[ZVM[OLWVY[MVSPVHYLJVTWLSSPUN[VYLHK
ILJH\ZL[OL^YP[LYNYHWWSLZ^P[OJVTWSL_P[`
MYVTKYHM[[VKYHM[
+YHM[ZVM[OLWVY[MVSPVILJVTLZ[YVUNLYHZVUL
YLHKZ[OLT
0[PZHWWHYLU[[OL^YP[LYOHZ[OV\NO[JHYLM\SS`
HIV\[OV^[VVYNHUPaL[OLWHWLYZMV\UKPU[OL
WVY[MVSPV"[OL^YP[PUNZ[H`ZVU[YHJR
;L_[\HSMLH[\YLZSPRL[YHUZP[PVUHSWOYHZPUN
HUK[OL[OV\NO[M\SYLWL[P[PVUYLZ[H[LTLU[VY
¸LJOVPUN¹VM^VYKZHUKWOYHZLZOLSW[VJYLH[L
[VWPJHSJVOLYLUJLPU[OLLZZH`SLHKPUN[VJVT
WLSSPUNYLHKPUN





;OL^YP[LYZOV^Z[OH[PU[LSSLJ[\HSJVTWSL_P[`PZ
HUPTWVY[HU[WYPVYP[`
;OL^YP[LYVI]PV\ZS`[HRLZYPZRZ
;OL^YP[LYL_WYLZZLZ[Y\S`JYLH[P]LPKLHZHUK
PUZPNO[Z
;OL^YP[LYJYLH[P]LS`HKHW[Z[V[OLHZZPNUTLU[Z
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;OL^YP[LYTV]LZIL`VUKOPZVYOLYPUP[PHSJVU
JLW[PVUZ^OPSLYL]PZPUN0U[OLWYVJLZZZ\IQLJ[
TH[[LYJOHUNLZHYLHWWHYLU[IL[^LLUKYHM[Z
;OL^YP[LY[OV\NO[M\SS`YLZWVUKZ[VWLLYHUK
PUZ[Y\J[VYYLZWVUZL
>VYR^P[O[OLSHUN\HNLSLHKZ[V^YP[PUN[OH[PZ
IV[OLUNHNPUNHUKJSLHY0UMHJ[P[TH`ILZV
NVVK[OH[`V\KVU»[UV[PJLP[
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;OL^YP[LYZOV^ZHNVVKZLUZLVMZ[`SL[OYV\NO
Z[`SPZ[PJKL]PJLZSPRLYLWL[P[PVU\ZLVMTL[H
WOVYHUK\ZLVMZLU[LUJL]HYPL[`
(ZHYLZ\S[VM[OL^VYR^P[OZ[`SLHUKZ[`SPZ[PJ
KL]PJLZH]VPJLPZHWWHYLU[[OH[PZZPUJLYL
JVUMPKLU[HUKILZ[VMHSSLU[O\ZPHZ[PJ
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When you’ve successfully completed English W131, you will be able to create portfolios that demonstrate that you can:
s

Use questions to challenge, develop, and analyze ideas that may
take you beyond familiar thinking

s

Demonstrate your ability to read critically by engaging with ideas
and texts, properly summarizing, paraphrasing, or quoting others’
ideas while effectively integrating them into your writing

s

Choose and develop a variety of organizational patterns for your
writing, keeping in mind the purpose, audience, and thesis or
theme

s

Develop your text and other writing projects by presenting appropriate and sufficient detail

s

Use appropriate documentation

s

Use language and style appropriate to your writing

s

Base your decisions about your writing projects on participation in
peer response and other collaborative activities

s

Plan, draft, revise, and edit effectively

s

Reflect on your writing and reading processes
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As a doctoral student in the Rhetoric and Writing Program at Bowling
Green State University (BGSU) in Bowling Green, Ohio, I adapted Bob
Broad’s (2003) dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) research model to identify, analyze, and map the rhetorical values or criteria that guided the
General Studies Writing placement program’s evaluators in placing students into one of the first-year writing courses in 2006. Located in Bowling
Green, Ohio, BGSU serves approximately 23,000 students through 200
undergraduate majors and programs, 64 master’s degree programs, and
17 doctoral programs. The purpose of the study was to present a focused
validation argument to strengthen the relationship between the placement
program’s communal writing assessment practices and the writing program’s curriculum and to provide a general heuristic for writing program
administrators to investigate the evaluative criteria of their placement program’s rhetorical assessment practices.
The study was situated within General Studies Writing, a well-established, independent writing program. The program serves approximately
4,000 undergraduates each semester, has an independent budget, 40 fulltime instructors, an assistant director, an associate director, a director,
and an administrative staff (Nelson-Beene 2006). The program employs
standardized in-house placement and portfolio assessment processes.
As a participant-observer, an insider in the program, I brought particular perspectives to the study--perspectives informed by three years of
involvement in this writing program. I served as a placement evaluator
for the summer 2005 placement program, a member of the 2006 General
Studies Writing placement prompt committee, the assistant placement
coordinator for the 2006 placement program, an assistant to the director during the 2005-06 academic year, and a graduate instructor from
2003 to 2005.
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Alternative assessment theories challenge us to consider assessment within a
complicated rhetorical context. As a whole, the alternative assessment movement seeks to move beyond scientistic notions of reliability and validity to
promote rhetorical assessment. In seeking approaches to valid assessment that
align validity with ethical and social concerns as well as with statistical concerns, alternative assessments seek to create new understandings of writing.
Susanmarie Harrington, “What Maps Mean for Assessment and Planning”

Susanmarie Harrington (2008) explained that new theories of alternative
assessments, most notably the dynamic criteria mapping (DCM) methodology, “promise richer approaches to validating writing assessment and better connections to curriculum and faculty development.” The “alternative
assessments” in this collection demonstrate how the DCM process created
or reshaped assessment practices organically to produce more valid assessments of student writing. In the previous chapter, for instance, Harrington
and Weeden describe how intense, collaborative, DCM work produced program documents and assessments that responded directly to the needs of
faculty, students, and the general public.
Unlike my co-authors, however, I applied DCM, an approach most often
used in exit- and outcome-based assessments, to placement assessment theory and practice. In a study of the General Studies Writing program’s placement readers at BGSU, I adapted DCM to present a validation argument,
based upon criteria maps, codebooks, and glossaries, to strengthen the
relationship between the placement readers’ evaluative practices and the
writing program’s curriculum.
/LYL ^L MPUK `L[ HUV[OLY L_HTWSL VM OV^ +*4 JHU IL \ZLM\S MVY MHJPSP[H[PUN
SVJHSS`JVU[L_[\HSPaLKKPZJPWSPULHWWYVWYPH[LHZZLZZTLU[Z[OH[ZLY]LH]HYPL[`VM
W\YWVZLZ(KSLY2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT
Additionally, I provide a theoretical heuristic for writing program
administrators interested in using DCM, and the documents it produces,
in their local placement assessment contexts.
+*4(5+ 73(*,4,5;(::,::4,5;

Educators can use DCM to study and understand placement assessment
practices: current exit assessment theory and pedagogy can be applied to
placement assessment theory and pedagogy. I used DCM at BGSU because
theoretically criteria mapping can be employed in any placement program that utilizes Broad’s (2003) communal writing assessment, a pedagogy grounded in Broad and Boyd’s (2005) “theory of complementarity.”
The theory of complementarity, which involves a rhetorical, democratic,
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constructivist writing assessment process wherein assessors publicly convince “one another through a process of disputing conflicting truth claims
and negotiating contingent, communally sanctioned truths through discourse” (Broad and Boyd 2005, 10-13), offers the theoretical model for
communal writing assessment pedagogy: “two or more judges working to
reach a joint decision on the basis of a writing performance” (Broad 1997,
134). In fact, this study examined and illuminated the value of complementarity as a theoretical rationale for communal writing assessment practices.
Because complementarity identifies how DCM investigates the values of
educators born out of communal, collaborative assessment deliberations, it
is reasonable to use complementarity as a theoretical framework for studying communal writing assessment practices in placement assessment contexts, namely the General Studies Writing placement program’s evaluative practices. Broad (2003) examined trios of instructors engaged in exit
communal writing assessment whereas I studied evaluator pairs engaged
in communal placement assessment. In particular, placement evaluators
came to a mutually shared, communal consensus for each placement.
I studied the placement program because its evaluative practices reflected an important social constructivist principle of exit assessment theory:
educators must assess writing within the local contexts of their curricula.
Placement program evaluators, experienced program instructors, directly placed students into “actual courses” within the curriculum (General
Studies Writing Program 2006-07, Placement Evaluators’ Handbook, 1). In
other words, the placement program relied upon teachers’ curricular
expertise to place students into writing courses, the prevalent placement
assessment model.
Indeed, Harrington (2005) explained that William Smith and Richard
Haswell’s “expert scoring systems,” in which teachers make placement
decisions, has become the “dominant mode of scoring for direct placement tests” (21). Foregrounding the importance of a writing program’s
curriculum in placement decisions, Smith (1993) and Haswell (1998,
2001) provided theoretical and pedagogical rationales for the value of
placement evaluators’ curricular, “expert” knowledge and experience in
making direct, socially-constructed placement decisions. According to
Smith’s (1993) placement procedures at the University of Pittsburgh, raters taught the courses in which they placed the students, for “the raters
must have the privileged knowledge of students that can only come from
teaching the courses,” and they must rely on their knowledge of these
courses for placement (174). Using prototype theory, Haswell (2001)
developed a “two-tier method” in which teacher-readers placed students
into their courses because the placement essays were similar to essays written in them (58). Patricia Lynne (2004) explained that “expert reader,”
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“constructivist,” placement models and alternative research methods
have been developed to answer questions that earlier objective assessment models could not (75). This DCM study offers one such alternative
research method.
; / ,  - 6 * < : , + =( 3 0 +(; 0 6 5  : ; < +@!
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In this validation study, I wanted to answer one specific question about
assessment in the spirit of What We Really Value (Broad 2003): Do we really value what we say we really value? In other words, to what extent did the
placement evaluators real-time assessments (what we really value) actually reflect the placement program’s carefully crafted documents and training procedures (what we say we really value)? The purpose of my validation inquiry was to use DCM to examine how well placement readers’ evaluative practices reflected the writing program’s curricular values articulated in placement program procedures and documents. (See Stalions 2007
for the description of this validation study.) The study resulted in a validation argument: I provided the writing program with several recommendations, based upon DCM documents, to strengthen the placement program’s assessment-curriculum connection. Additionally, a theoretical heuristic grew out of the study’s findings, which writing program administrators may develop and grow locally.
,YPJ»Z HWWYVHJO YLTPUKZ \Z [OH[ +*4»Z \UKLYS`PUN [OLVY` OHZ HWWSPJH[PVUZ PU
T\S[PWSLHZZLZZTLU[ZL[[PUNZ>OH[L]LY[OLHZZLZZTLU[JVU[L_[^LKV^LSS[V
YLTLTILY [OH[ ]HSPKH[PVU HYN\TLU[Z HYL HU PTWVY[HU[ WHY[ VM HU` WYVNYHT»Z
HZZLZZTLU[^VYR/HYYPUN[VUHUK>LLKLU
As a rule of thumb, what we assess should be connected to what we
teach. White (1989, 1994, 1995, 2005) has called on institutions to enact
local, contextualized placement programs that reflect and support writing curricula. His scholarship has long illustrated that a validity inquiry must consider the relationship between placement assessment practices and corresponding curricula (1989, 1994, 2001). Similarly, Broad
(2003) argued that assessment validity is “a quality of the decisions people make” (10); in order for a writing assessment to be valid, “it must
judge students according to the same skills and values by which they have
been taught” (11). To rephrase Broad’s words in light of this DCM validity inquiry, in order for a placement assessment to be valid, “it must judge
students according to the same skills and values by which they will [italics added] be taught.”
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6UL VM [OL TVZ[ HWWLHSPUN HZWLJ[Z VM +*4 ^OLU ^L ILNHU V\Y KPZJ\ZZPVUZ
HIV\[ HUV[OLY WYVNYHTTH[PJ HZZLZZTLU[ H[ <59 JVWPLZ VM [OL WYL]PV\Z WYV
NYHTTH[PJHZZLZZTLU[^LYLZP[[PUNPUPUJOIPUKLYZVUZL]LYHSZOLS]LZJVSSLJ[
PUNK\Z[KLZWP[LP[ZJVTWYLOLUZP]LHUK]HS\HISLJVU[YPI\[PVUZ^HZ[VJYLH[LHU
HZZLZZTLU[[VVS[OH[JV\SKHZZLZZV\YWYVNYHTI`Q\KNPUNZ[\KLU[^YP[PUN\ZPUN
[OL]HS\LZMYVT^OPJO[OL`^LYL[H\NO[(JOPL]PUN[OPZ[VVRTHU`JVU]LYZH[PVUZ
HUK ULNV[PH[PVUZ I\[ P[ HSZV PUZWPYLK H JVTTP[TLU[ [V HZZLZZPUN HUK [LHJOPUN
MYVT[OVZLZOHYLK]HS\LZ+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
Pamela Moss (1998) explained that in addition to examining scores, or
the “meaningfulness of placement decisions,” the program’s course goals,
assignments, and learning outcomes, must be investigated (117). Peggy
O’Neill (2003) recognized that placement assessment must be informed by
course assessment and outcomes, and she concluded that placement assessment programs cannot be sustained or improved in the absence of “appropriate validation inquiry” (62). However, the current DCM study neither
attempted to validate the numerous aspects of the placement program,
such as Smith’s longitudinal validation inquiry of the placement program
at the University of Pittsburgh, nor endeavored to validate the substance of
the writing program’s online placement test, in the fashion of a traditional content validity study. (See O’Neill 2003 for a case-study of William L.
Smith’s placement model, which is based upon multiple types of validation
evidence.) This study was singularly focused on strengthening the curriculum-assessment connection between placement readers’ evaluations and
the writing program’s curricular values.
; / ,  6 5 3 0 5 ,  > 9 0 ; 0 5 .  7 3 (* , 4 , 5 ; ; , : ;  4 6 + , 3

For the placement program’s 2006-07 online writing placement test, students read a short academic article and wrote a persuasive essay in response
to one of three prompts at a secure, password protected, university website. I served on the 2006 placement prompt committee with the program’s
associate director and three full-time instructors to choose reading selections and write accompanying prompts for the online writing placement
test for the 2006-07 academic year.
Students were given 24 hours to write and submit their placement essays
at this website, and they could log in and out as many times as they liked
within this time period. This 24-hour submission window encouraged students to use the process-approach in composing their essays (General
Studies Writing Program 2006-07, Placement Evaluators’ Handbook, 28-30).
Based upon this placement model, which called for persuasive, processbased essays, evaluators employed direct assessment procedures to evaluate
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writing samples to place students directly into a course sequence that values both process writing and argumentation.
The online writing placement test foregrounded academic persuasive
writing--the heart of the writing program’s curriculum. The program’s
two-course sequence, English 110: Developmental Writing or English 111:
Introductory Writing, and English 112: Varieties of Writing, emphasized
the “principles of academic arguments” with respect to expository writing.
English 110, a five-hour semester course, provides more instruction in grammar, usage, and mechanics than English 111, a three-hour course. Once
passing either English 110 or English 111, students enroll in English 112, a
three-hour course. Required of all BGSU students, English 112 emphasizes “critical and analytical” reading and writing skills in writing persuasive
essays, critiques, and researched essays (General Studies Writing Program
2006-2007, Instructors’ Handbook, 31-33). As a graduate instructor, I taught
English 111 and English 112 for the writing program. With regard to curricular materials, I served as an assistant to the director of the writing program
during the 2005-06 academic school year. In particular, I wrote, revised, and
edited programmatic materials, such as manuals and teaching resources.
Eight graduate instructors who had taught English 111 and English 112
placed the authors of approximately 4,000 essays directly into one of these
courses in the summer of 2006. Working with the placement coordinator,
I oversaw the day-to-day operations of the 2006 placement program; assisted in training and calibration sessions; and made final placement decisions when evaluators disagreed with one another. As a placement evaluator for the 2005 placement program, I had collaborated with another evaluator to place essays.
Placement evaluators independently placed essays and recorded placement decisions on note sheets, and then they came back together in
pairs to decide the placement for each essay. The placement coordinator
instructed them to follow the General Studies Writing (2006-07) Placement
Evaluators’ Handbook, which described entrance-level textual features or criteria for each placement category--English 110, English 111, and English
112. During this process, evaluators used “shared vocabulary for discussing placement criteria and decisions” (1). If evaluators could not agree
on a placement, either the placement coordinator or I arbitrated the disagreement and made the final placement decision after reading the essay
a third time.
; / ,  9 , : , ( 9 * /  4 , ; / 6 + : ! =( 3 0 +(; 0 6 5  ; / 9 6 < . /
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What could be the value of studying a placement program that was, by
all accounts, a success? The program had been placing students into
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appropriate classes by all anecdotal accounts (everyone said the placement program was working well) and statistical reports (the placement
coordinator described positive placement data and analyses in the annual “Placement Statistics” report, which included “Placement Results” and
“Pass/Fail Ratios and Grade Distributions”).
The value of this DCM study was to explore, not confirm, actual assessment practices in answering Broad’s (2003) challenge to unearth what we
really value in assessing writing. In particular, I wanted to discover what rhetorical values actually guided the placement program evaluators in placing
students into first-year writing courses and to determine to what degree
those values were aligned with placement documents and training sessions.
(Refer to Stalions 2007 for the full list of the principal and supporting
research questions.) This focus explores the question, “Do we really value
what we say we really value?”
Although the online placement program model began in 2004, the writing program had not yet conducted a qualitative study of the placement program’s evaluative practices. As a result, my motivation for conducting this
study was to provide the writing program with both a qualitative and quantitative research model for discovering, understanding, and discussing what
evaluators really valued in making real-time placement decisions and to use
this information to strengthen the assessment-curriculum connection.
The discovery, not confirmation, of curricular values was achieved
through the application of grounded theory. In this study, my application
of grounded theory did not involve identifying curricular criteria described
in placement program documents and then cherry picking those same criteria from the transcripts; this approach would only prove what I already
knew about the program. Rather, I used grounded theory to find as many
criteria as possible in the transcripts, compare these criteria to curricular
criteria, and then develop theory. Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin (1998)
explained that the researcher using grounded theory “begins with an area
of study and allows the theory to emerge from the data” (12).
Because the purpose of the study was to see how well assessment practices were aligned with the curriculum, I transcribed and studied every taped
conversation of four evaluator pairs, every placement training session, and
every norming session over a six-week period from June to July 2006. In
addition, I studied the placement program’s training procedures and documents. The study’s analysis centered on data collected from nine participants: four pairs of placement evaluators and the placement coordinator.
The placement coordinator oversaw the 2005 and 2006 placement programs, and the placement evaluators were graduate instructors who had
taught English 111 and English 112 in the program. As a result, there were
two principal data sets: the placement evaluators’ synchronous, audio-taped
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conversations and the placement coordinator’s program training and documents. This particular data analysis focus was informed by a pilot study,
which examined the design of the online writing placement test. (Refer to
Stalions 2007 for a discussion of how the pilot study informed the study’s
research methodology.) Moreover, the study focused on placement evaluators’ real-time, audio-taped conversations because Broad’s (2003) DCM
study prioritized the rhetorical values or criteria educators actually used in
portfolio assessment over recollections of these values.
I studied the transcribed evaluators’ discussions to uncover the criteria that the four pairs of evaluators used in placing students into the three
writing courses, and I examined the placement program’s training and
documents to reveal the writing program’s stated curricular criteria. Once
the evaluators’ rhetorical criteria were represented in the dynamic criteria
maps and codebooks, these criteria could be compared to the placement
program’s stated curricular values.
Following Broad’s (2003) lead, I used Charmaz’s (2000) “constructivist
grounded theory” data analysis approach. I undertook Broad’s three primary stages to collect, code, and describe the data generated from placement evaluators’ discussions: “concurrent analysis,” “comprehensive analysis,” and “close analysis and verification” (Broad 2003, 28-31). Broad attributes these terms and techniques to grounded theory methodology as
developed and discussed in Glaser and Strauss (1967), Strauss (1987), and
Strauss and Corbin (1994, 1998). I adapted Broad’s (1997, 2000, 2003)
“concurrent analysis” procedures to discover and create the initial principal criteria categories; his “comprehensive analysis stage” to separate and
describe criteria that evaluators used during their placement discussions;
and his “constant comparative method” to create, organize, and reorganize
criteria and corresponding textual and contextual examples into placement categories for each pair. (Refer to Stalions 2007 for a detailed explanation of this study’s application of constructivist grounded theory.)
From this data analysis process, I created several criteria-rich documents:
in vivo examples, glossaries with “textual” and “contextual” definitions,
quantitative codebooks, and most importantly, dynamic criteria maps.
Though only the three most important documents are included here, the
study produced about 400 pages of data and results. To compile the in
vivo examples, the words and phrases taken directly from the transcripts, I
imported hundreds of pages of placement evaluators’ discussions into QSR
International NVivo 7, a qualitative coding software program. While each
text was coded and annotated line-by-line, individual criteria, comprised of
phrases and sentences, were identified and entered into a corresponding
Excel spreadsheet. I studied the in vivo examples for each criterion, and
I created glossaries containing “textual” and/or “contextual” definitions
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for each individual criterion. Broad (2003) explained that textual criteria involve “qualities or features of the text being judged” while contextual criteria entail “issues not directly related to the text being judged” (34).
(Refer to Stalions 2007 for the in vivo examples and glossaries.)
This study’s grounded theory data analysis process culminated in the
creation of one dynamic criteria map for each placement category, English
110, English 111, and English 112, and corresponding codebooks (refer
to the criteria maps and codebooks on the following pages). I created the
criteria maps to answer key research questions, which sought to uncover
which rhetorical criteria evaluators frequently used to place essays, how
criteria use was connected between and among evaluator pairs, how the
passage of time affected criteria use, how “textual” and “contextual” criteria were employed, and most importantly, how these rhetorical values
reflected the curricular criteria articulated in placement documents and
training sessions. (Refer to Stalions 2007 for the principal and supporting
research questions.)
To address these issues, each criteria map contains four constellations--one representing each placement evaluator pair--and each constellation includes each pair’s ten most-frequently-invoked criteria in making English 110, English 111, and English 112 placement decisions. Each
map contains color coding, abbreviations, and notations to provide details
about rhetorical criteria. The maps contain four keys, which provide explanations for the maps’ codes. For instance, the “Dynamic Criteria Map”
key identifies related criteria in two or more constellations with the same
color. Using notations and/or symbols, the “Curricular Criteria Key” illustrates connections between and among the writing program’s curricular
criteria and the pairs’ evaluative criteria. The “Temporal Effect Key” identifies whether each criterion remained in the ten most frequently cited criteria list during the first and second halves of the placement program, and
the “Textual and Contextual Criteria Key” indicates whether each evaluative criterion had textual and/or contextual meanings. The maps, however, cannot stand alone in representing evaluators’ criteria use; for more
a more nuanced understanding of the criteria, the glossaries and in vivo
examples must be consulted.
For a quick, statistical breakdown of each placement category, the
“Quantitative Codebooks of Frequently Used Criteria” presents each pair’s
ten most-frequently-invoked criteria in three codebooks--one for each
placement category, English 110, English 111, and English 112. I selected
the ten most-frequently-invoked criteria for each pair because these criteria taken together were employed by evaluation pairs between an estimated fifty to sixty percent of the time, and consequently, generally represent
the most-frequently-invoked rhetorical criteria.
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Fig 1. English 110 Dynamic Criteria Map
Textual and Contextual Criteria
Key
An asterisk (*) has been placed after
each criterion having both textual
and contextual definitions. Two
asterisks (**) have been placed after
each criterion that has a solely
contextual meaning.

Pair 1 (71 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence Structure/Sentence
Constructions: 10% * (1st, 2nd) 
[M] Clarity/Readability: 8% * (1st,
2nd) 
[M] Paragraphs: 8% (1st, 2nd)   
[ORG] Focus: 6.5% * (2nd) 

Pair 3 (52 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence/Syntax Issues:
18% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Essay Structure/
Organization: 9% * (1st, 2nd)
 
Talked Up/Talked Into/Can
Go/Could Go/Can Live With:
9% ** (1st, 2nd) 
[DEV] Development/Length:

8%* (1st, 2nd)
[M] Paragraphs: 6% (1st, 2nd)
  
[M] Clarity/Readability: 6% *
(1st, 2nd) 
[M] Introduction/Conclusion:
4% * (1st, 2nd)  
[AUD] Argument: 3% * (1st, 2nd)
 

[EXT] Benefit/Need/Help: 5.5% **
(1st, 2nd)  

[DEV] Development/Length: 9% *

(1st, 2nd)

[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
5% * (1st) 

Weird/Odd/Strange: 8% (1st, 2nd)


[AUD] Conversational: 5% * (1st, 2nd)


[M] Paragraphs: 7% * (1st, 2nd)
 

[AUD] Argument: 4.5% * (1st, 2nd)
v 
Narrative/Stories/Personal Stories/
Self-Centered : 3.5% * (1st, 2nd) 

Pair 2 (56 Discussions)
[ST] Sentences/Lower-Level
Issues/Sentence-Level Issues
/Sentence Structure/Sentence
Variety/Sentence Clarity/Syntax:
15% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Essay Basics/Essay Structure
/Essay Organization/Five Paragraph
Essay: 11% * (1st, 2nd)  
[AUD] Argument: 8% * (1st, 2nd)
 

Dynamic Criteria Map Key
Similar criteria in two or more
constellations are linked through
color coding. Criteria with no links
are in black. The color coding
scheme is below.
Argument: Violet
Benefit/Need: Teal
Clarity/Readability: Green
Development: Blue
Essay Structure: Orange
Focus: Brown
Introduction/Conclusion: Gray
Paragraphs: Turquoise
Sentence-Level Issues: Red
Thesis/Controlling Purpose: Pink
No Links: Black

Pair 4 (67 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence Constructions/
Syntax: 13% * (1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Essay Organization/
Structure/ Five Paragraph: 5.5% *
(1st, 2nd)  

[EXT] Benefit/Need: 3% **  
[SU]Article/Attribution/
Quotation/ Source Citations:
3%* (2nd) 

Temporal Effect Key
Following each criterion, a “1st” in
parenthesis indicates that the criterion
was in the top ten most frequently
invoked criteria between June 12 and
June 22, 2006; and a “2nd” indicates
that the criterion was in the top ten
most frequently invoked criteria
between June 26 and July 19, 2006.

[M] Paragraphs: 7% * (1st)   
[SER] Severity/Amount of Stuff/
Enough Things: 6% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Thesis/Controlling Purpose:
5% (1st, 2nd) 
[DEV] Development/Support: 4.5% *

(1st, 2nd)
[AUD] Audience/Reader Awareness:
4% * (1st) 
[EXT] Benefit/Need/Ready For/Gain:
4% ** (1st, 2nd)  
[M] Clarity/Readability: 4% * (1st)


[ORG] Essay/Essay Basics/Essay
Structure/Essay Organization: 6%
* (1st, 2nd)  
[M] Clarity/Readability: 5% * (1st,
2nd) 
[ORG] Focus/Off Track/Jumpy: 3%
(1st) 
[M] Introduction/Conclusion: 3%
(1st)  
[ORG] Thesis: 3% (2nd) 
Writing Ability of Student: 3% **
(1st, 2nd) 

Curricular Criteria Key
Abbreviations placed in brackets before
criteria denote links to the writing
program’s curriculum as articulated in
the placement documents and training.
--Audience: [AUD]
--Development: [DEV]
--Extra Attention/Extra Time: [EXT]
--Multiple Curricular References: [M]
--Organization/Theme/Structure:
[ORG]
--Serious Writing Problems/
Weaknesses Overall: [SER]
--Sentence Structure: [ST]
--Source Use: [SU]
Qualification: Some criteria that may
have comprised the “Grammar-UsageMechanics” and “Word Choice”
curricular criteria were not combined
prior to this analysis.
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Fig 2. English 111 Dynamic Criteria Map
Textual and Contextual Criteria
Key
An asterisk (*) has been placed after
each criterion having both textual
and contextual definitions. Two
asterisks (**) have been placed after
each criterion that has a solely
contextual meaning.

Pair 1 (83 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence Structure/Sentence
Constructions/Sentence Boundaries:
12% * (1st, 2nd)
[M] Clarity/Readability: 8% (1st, 2nd)

[M] Paragraphs: 8% * (1st, 2nd)  

Pair 3 (111 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence/Syntax Issues:
12% * (1st, 2nd)

[ORG] Essay/Essay Organization/
Essay Structure/Five Paragraph: 6% *
(1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Essay Structure/
Organization/Basic Essay/ Five
Paragraph Structure: 9% * (1st,
2nd) 

[ORG] Main Ideas/Supporting Ideas/
Main Points/Supporting Points: 5% *
(1st) 

[DEV] Development/Length: 6%
* (1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
5% * (1st, 2nd)  

[M] Paragraphs: 6% * (1st, 2nd)
 

[M] Repetition: 4% (1st, 2nd)

Can Live With/Could Live
With/Can Go/Could Go/Talked
Down/Talked Into/Talked Up:
5% ** (1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Points: 3% (1st) 
[AUD] Argument: 3% *(1st)
 
[SU] Article/Author/Readings/
Source Citations: 3% * (2nd)
  

Pair 4 (94 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence Constructions/
Sentence Variety/Syntax: 11% *
(1st, 2nd)
[DEV] Development/Length: 8% *
(1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Essay/Essay Structure/
Essay Organization/Five Point:
6% * (1st, 2nd) 



[ORG] Focus: 4% * (1st, 2nd) 

[M] Paragraph/Paragraph Breaks:
5.5% * (1st, 2nd)  

[M] Introduction/Conclusion/Set
Up/End: 4% (1st, 2nd)  

[M] Introduction/Conclusion:
4.5% * (1st, 2nd)  

Narrative/Personal: 3% *



[M] Introduction/Conclusion:
4% * (2nd)  
[M] Clarity/Readability: 4% *
(1st) 

Temporal Effect Key
Following each criterion, a “1st” in
parenthesis indicates that the criterion
was in the top ten most frequently
invoked criteria between June 12 and
June 22, 2006; and a “2nd” indicates
that the criterion was in the top ten
most frequently invoked criteria
between June 26 and July 19, 2006.

Pair 2 (74 Discussions)
[ORG] Essay Basics/Essay
Structure/Essay Organization/Five
Paragraph Essay/Standard Essay:
15% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ST] Sentences/Sentence
Structure/Sentence Variety/Syntax:
10% * (1st, 2nd)
[DEV] Development/Support: 8%
(1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
4.5% * (1st, 2nd)  
[ORG] Focus/Jumps
Around/Shifts: 4% (2nd) 
[SU] Article/Author/Sources/
Reading/Citations: 3% * (1st)  
 
[SOP] Sophistication: 3% * (1st)

[ORG] Thesis: 3% * (1st) 

Curricular Criteria Key
Dynamic Criteria Map Key
Similar criteria in two or more
constellations are linked through
color coding. Criteria with no links
are in black. The color coding
scheme is below.
Argument: Violet
Article/Source: Dark Yellow
Clarity/Readability: Green
Development: Blue
Essay Structure: Orange
Focus: Brown
Introduction/Conclusion: Gray
Paragraphs: Turquoise
Points: Teal
Metadiscourse/Transitions: Plum
Sentence-Level Issues: Red
Thesis/Controlling Purpose: Pink
No Links: Black

[AUD] Argument: 7% *(1st, 2nd)
 
[M] Paragraphs: 5% * (1st)  
[M] Introduction/Conclusion: 4%
(2nd)  
[ORG] Thesis/Controlling Purpose:
4% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Focus/Drift: 4% * (2nd) 
Writing Ability/Knowledge/Attitude
of Students: 3.5% ** (2nd) 
[AUD] Audience/Reader Awareness:
3% * (1st) 

Abbreviations placed in brackets before
criteria denote links to the writing
program’s curriculum as articulated in
the placement documents and training.
--Audience: [AUD]
--Early Stages of Sophistication: [SOP]
--Development: [DEV]
--Multiple Curricular References: [M]
--Organization/Theme/Structure:
[ORG]
--Sentence Structure: [ST]
--Source Use: [SU]
Qualification: Some criteria that may
have comprised the “Grammar-UsageMechanics” and “Word Choice”
curricular criteria were not combined
prior to this analysis.
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Fig 3. English 112 Dynamic Criteria Map
Pair 1 (24 Discussions)
Textual and Contextual Criteria
Key
An asterisk (*) has been placed after
each criterion having both textual
and contextual definitions. Two
asterisks (**) have been placed after
each criterion that has a solely
contextual meaning.

[SOP] Good/Strong and Weak/
Passive Essay Elements: 15% *
(1st, 2nd)  
[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
9% * (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Main Ideas/Supporting Ideas/
Main Points/Supporting Points: 8% *
(1st, 2nd)

Temporal Effect Key
Following each criterion, a “1st” in
parenthesis indicates that the criterion
was in the top ten most frequently
invoked criteria between June 12 and
June 22, 2006; and a “2nd” indicates
that the criterion was in the top ten
most frequently invoked criteria
between June 26 and July 19, 2006.

Pair 4 (44 Discussions)
[ST] Sentence/Syntax Issues: 9%
* (1st, 2nd)

[DEV] Development: 7% * (1st, 2nd)


[DEV] Development/Length: 11%
* (1st, 2nd) 

[M] Paragraphs: 7% * (1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Essay Structure/
Organization/Five Paragraph
Structure: 9% * (1st, 2nd) 

[SOP] Sophistication: 8% * (1st,
2nd)

[ORG] Essay Organization/
Structure/Five Paragraph: 5% (2nd)
 

[DEV] Development/Length: 9%
* (1st, 2nd) 

[M] Introduction/Set Up/Conclusion:
6% * (1st, 2nd) 

Can Go/Could Go/Talked
Up/Talked Down/Bump It Up:
6% ** (1st, 2nd) 

Benefit/Need/Help/Extra Time: 6%**
(1st, 2nd) 

[ORG] Points/Options: 5%
(1st, 2nd)

[SU] Article Source/Citations/
Quotation Integration: 4% * (1st, 2nd)
  

[WC] Vocabulary: 4.5% *
(1st, 2nd) 

Clarity/Readability: 4% (2nd) 

Pair 3 (34 Discussions)

[SU] Article/Author/Readings/
Source Citations: 4% * (1st, 2nd)
  
[M] Clarity/Readability: 4% *
(1st)

Pair 2 (36 Discussions)
[ORG] Essay Basics/Essay Structure/
Essay Organization/ Five Paragraph
Essay: 11% * (1st, 2nd) 

[M] Paragraphs: 4% * (2 )   

[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
11% * (1st, 2nd) 

Weird/Strange/Odd: 3.5% (1st)


Writing Ability/Skill Level/Attitude/
Potential of Students: 8% ** 

nd

Dynamic Criteria Map Key
Similar criteria in two or more
constellations are linked through
color coding. Criteria with no links
are in black. The color coding
scheme is below.
Article/Source: Dark Yellow
Can Go: Indigo
Clarity/Readability: Green
Development: Blue
Essay Structure: Orange
Metadiscourse/Transitions: Plum
Paragraphs: Turquoise
Points: Teal
Sentence-Level Issues: Red
Sophistication: Pink
Strong/Sold: Dark Blue
Writing Ability of Students: Brown
No Links: Black

[DEV] Development: 7% * (1st, 2nd)

[SU] Article/Source: 5% * (2nd) 
 
[CT] Critical Thinking: 4.5% * (2nd)

[ST] Sentences/Sentence Structure/
Sentence Variety/Syntax: 4% *
(1st, 2nd) 
[DEV] Examples/Support/Use of
Sources for Support: 4% * 
[SOP] Sophistication: 4% * (1st)
[AUD] Argument: 3% * (1st)



[SU] Article/ Author/Source/
Quotations/References: 7% *
(1st, 2nd)  
Writing Ability of Student: 6% **
(1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Metadiscourse/Transitions:
5% * (1st) 
Entertaining/Fun/Interesting/
Liked: 5% ** (1st, 2nd) 
[ORG] Essay/Essay Structure/
Essay Organization/Five Point: 5%
(1st, 2nd)  
[ST] Sentence Constructions/
Sentence Variety: 5% * (1st, 2nd)

Can/Could Do/Go: 4% ** (1st)

[SOP] Strong/Solid: 4% (1st)  


Curricular Criteria Key
Abbreviations placed in brackets before
criteria denote links to the writing
program’s curriculum as articulated in
the placement documents and training.
--Audience: [AUD]
--Critical Thinking: [CT]
--Development: [DEV]
--Multiple Curricular References: [M]
--Organization/Theme/Structure:
[ORG]
--Sentence Structure: [ST]
--Sophistication in One or More
Areas: [SOP]
--Source Use/Synthesis of Sources:[SU]
--Word Choice: [WC]
Qualification: Some criteria that may
have comprised the “Grammar-UsageMechanics” and “Word Choice”
curricular criteria were not combined
prior to this analysis.
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In order to compare the evaluators’ rhetorical criteria with the placement program’s documented curricular values or criteria, I described how
the placement program articulated the curriculum in the official placement training documents and sessions. The General Studies Writing (200607) Placement Evaluators’ Handbook articulated the entrance-level, exit-level,
and course requirements for the program’s writing courses English 110,
English 111, and English 112. Likewise, both the training sessions and the
handbook described the entrance-level criteria evaluators were trained to
use in placing students into the courses.
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English 110: Ten most-frequently-invoked criteria with respect to
English 110 placement decisions
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English 111: Ten most-frequently-invoked criteria with respect to
English 111 placement decisions
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English 112: Ten most-frequently-invoked criteria with respect to
English 112 placement decisions
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The writing program aligned the criteria used in placing essays, grading
essays, scoring portfolios, and teaching writing skills in each course; therefore, these criteria represent the program’s principal or most emphasized
evaluative curricular criteria. The writing program instructed teachers to
focus on six core curricular criteria in placing essays, grading essays, teaching writing skills, and scoring portfolios. This alignment is evident in all of
the program’s manuals, including the General Studies Writing Program’s
Placement Evaluators’ Handbook (2006-07), Instructors’ Handbook (2006-07),
and the General Studies Writing Program Rubric (2007).
According to the Placement Evaluators’ Handbook, which the placement
coordinator reviewed during the training sessions, placement features
emphasized six major categories (7–12):
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Audience
Organization/Theme/Structure
Development
Sentence Structure
Word Choice
Grammar-Usage-Mechanics
These criteria correspond with the six principal rubric categories:
Audience
Organization/Theme/Structure
Development
Syntax
Word Choice
Usage/Mechanics
Likewise, according to the handbook, five skills are taught in each course:
Audience, Organization/Theme/Structure, Development, Sentence
Structure, Word Choice, and Grammar-Usage-Mechanics (2–6). (See
Appendix A: Curricular Criteria for curricular criteria definitions.)
In addition to these six criteria, the placement coordinator emphasized
additional secondary criteria or “placement indicators” during the training
sessions; in other words, secondary criteria did not necessarily determine
placements but were additional probable indicators of placement categories. For English 110 placements, the coordinator emphasized the criteria
“Serious Writing Problems/Weaknesses Overall,” “Extra Attention/Extra
Time,” and “Source Use.” English 110 provides two extra hours for instructors to help students as a class or one-on-one with writing weaknesses, such
as grammar, usage, and mechanics errors. English 110 placement essays
may also demonstrate severe or pervasive writing weaknesses; the coordinator explained that evaluators must consider the extent of writing weaknesses if they are pervasive in English 110 placements.
With regard to English 111 placements, the coordinator emphasized
the criteria “Early Stages of Sophistication,” “Source Use,” and “Critical
Thinking.” (“Source Use” was also included as a secondary criterion for
English 110 because evaluators used it in making English 110 placements.)
English 111 essays may begin to demonstrate sophistication, introduce sources, or reveal critical thinking or depth of analysis. Concerning English 112
placements, the coordinator emphasized the criteria “Counterargument,”
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“Sophistication in One or More Areas,” “Source Use/Synthesis of Sources,”
and “Critical Thinking.” English 112 placement essays may demonstrate
counterarguments, sophistication in one or more criteria, use or synthesis
of source material, and/or critical thinking to some degree.
> / (;  + 0 +  > ,  9 , ( 3 3@ =( 3 < , &

Broad (2008) explained that traditional rubrics tend to present “simple,”
“flat,” or “whitewashed” evaluative criteria, so the more complex, multidimensional, descriptive nature of these criteria often go unrepresented in
such scoring guides. Broad’s point is that scoring documents, in making
evaluations more efficient, gloss over the complexities of the actual assessment process. This study explored a related key issue: how do normative
documents correspond to the actual evaluative process? To what extent did
the writing program’s carefully-crafted documents and formal training and
norming procedures, reflect the nuanced, rhetorical complexities of placement evaluators’ rhetorical values? Most importantly, how can this information be used to strengthen the assessment-curriculum connection?
;OL MLHY VM ^OP[L^HZOPUN JYP[LYPH ^LPNOLK OLH]PS` VU V\Y TPUKZ H[ <59
ILJH\ZL^LKPKWYVK\JLHY\IYPJVMZVY[Z<ZPUNV]LYSHWWPUNSHUN\HNL[OH[
OHKILLUNLULYH[LKK\YPUNMHJ\S[`MVJ\ZNYV\WZHUKLUNHNPUNPUKPZJ\ZZPVUZ
HIV\[OV^[V\ZLHUKUV[\ZL[OLZLKLZJYPW[VYZK\YPUNYLHKLYUVYTPUNZLZ
ZPVUZWSH`LKHRL`YVSLPUTHPU[HPUPUN[OLJVTWSL_P[PLZVMPUKP]PK\HSJYP[LYPH
+L[^LPSLYHUK4J)YPKL
Based upon the study’s findings, placement evaluators’ actual evaluative criteria did reflect the main curricular criteria defined in the placement program’s documents; on the other hand, there were criteria not
clearly related to the program documents or curriculum. I am not suggesting, however, that placement evaluators’ use of criteria undefined by
these documents--the “unofficial” criteria--are somehow inappropriate. Nor
am I implying that the writing program was negligent in failing to anticipate placement evaluators’ use of particular criteria. Rather, these criteria
are simply part of an unexplored evaluative terrain, ground that has gone
unclaimed by official program documents (i.e., rubrics). There are no bad
criteria, just unarticulated ones. My purpose, in the spirit of What We Really
Value (Broad 2003), was to provide an avenue for rhetorical inquiry, investigation, and conversation that could strengthen the assessment-curriculum connection.
The dynamic criteria maps that grew out of this study captured both
official and unofficial rhetorical values or criteria of placement evaluators’
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assessment practices. Using the maps, I provided the writing program with
four specific questions to strengthen the assessment-curriculum bond. In
general, these questions bring attention to assessment dynamics that can
potentially strengthen this relationship. For writing program administrators in general, I devised a theoretical heuristic that adapts Broad’s streamlined approach--a more expedient DCM approach--based upon the program-specific findings. The heuristic is designed to move administrators’
thinking from what Broad (2003) calls the “descriptive” process, or “how
they [evaluators] do value students’ writing,” to the “normative” process, or
“how they [evaluators] should value that writing” (133). DCM can be used
to examine and understand placement assessment and to offer what Ruth
Ray (1993) coined “local” and “global” contributions: to provide a validation argument to strengthen the writing program’s placement assessment
practices locally, and to provide a theoretical heuristic for applying this
study at other institutions globally.
; / ,  - 6 * < : , + =( 3 0 +(; 0 6 5  ( 9 . < 4 , 5 ;

I provided the General Studies Writing placement program with four
focused validation-argument questions, each of which presents a question for administrators and evaluators to discuss, debate, and ultimately,
use to strengthen the relationship between the placement program’s communal writing assessment practices and the writing program’s curriculum.
Broad explained that DCM “uses social and deliberative (in the Aristotelian
sense) rhetorical dynamics to bring to light latent rhetorical values and get
people to negotiate them collaboratively” which foregrounds a “social-epistemic framework” (2006, personal communication). While it was not possible to bring to light or classify every rhetorical value or criterion in one
short-term study, I sought to uncover some evaluative dynamics of placement readers’ values or criteria--the evaluative values or criteria used socially, deliberatively, and rhetorically--and to influence these dynamics to better reflect the writing program’s curriculum in the future.
Based upon Broad’s (2003) streamlined DCM application, I present
busy writing program administrators with corresponding heuristics for
understanding and strengthening the connection between their placement
assessment practices and their writing program’s curriculum. However,
there are two caveats that writing program administrators must consider
before employing any of these strategies. First, Broad explains that while
the criteria mapping process is transferable among institutions, a particular dynamic criteria map represents educators’ local evaluative deliberations based upon the assessment of local texts; as a result, the dynamic
criteria maps in this study cannot be used to study or understand placement readers’ evaluative criteria in any other placement context. Second,
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because I studied the communal writing assessment practices of placement
evaluators, this heuristic can only be applied in placement programs that
esteem and implement rhetorical evaluative practices. These heuristics are
only useful for placement programs that use rhetorical placement assessment models.
=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU!/V^JHUWSHJLTLU[WYVNYHT[YHPUPUNJVU[PU\L
[VZ[YLUN[OLU[OLL_WSPJP[JVUULJ[PVUIL[^LLU[OLJ\YYPJ\S\THUK[OLWSHJLTLU[
YLHKLYZ»L]HS\H[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ&

Evaluators used criteria clearly connected to the curricular values identified in program documents, yet several key criteria used by evaluators,
identified in the three dynamic criteria maps, were not documented program criteria. As illustrated in the criteria maps, placement evaluators used
the principal criteria “Audience,” “Development,” “Sentence Structure,”
all of the secondary criteria, and criteria that invoked multiple references to primary and secondary criteria. Evaluators also used the principal criteria “Grammar-Usage-Mechanics” and “Word Choice,” but I did not connect all of the criteria related to grammar, usage, or mechanics issues, such
as “Fragments,” “Run-Ons,” “Spelling,” “Capitalization,” “Comma Splices,”
and “Punctuation,” before the dynamic criteria mapping process; otherwise, grammar and word choice issues would likely have been included in
the criteria maps.
On the other hand, evaluators used criteria that represent the unexplored evaluative terrain--criteria not identified by program documents. In
particular, placement readers used contextual criteria that expressed evaluative indecisiveness or uncertainty about their own placement decisions.
Pair 3, for example, used the criteria “Talked Up/Talked Into/Can Go/
Could Go/Can Live With”; “Can Live With/Could Live With/Can Go/
Could Go/Talked Down/Talked Into/Talked Up”; and “Can Go/Could
Go/Talked Up/Talked Down/Bump It Up” in English 110, 111, and 112
placement decisions respectively. In general, they expressed reluctance
in their placement decisions, a desire to be persuaded into making other
placement decisions, and/or a resignation to placement decisions. For
instance, Pair 3 made one particular decision collaboratively after one evaluator agreed that he/she “could live with” a 112 placement.
Evaluator 1: I had 111+.
Evaluator 2: I’ve got a 112 for some reason. I don’t know why. Clear focus
and strong development.
Evaluator 1: I can get talked up to a 112 because I was really close on this
one. I wrote down borderline. This was sophisticated. I was a little
concerned about the sentence level. Like, occasionally I would see a
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word either that should have been one, like here, split into two. But,
like, I could live with a 112-. I could do that.
Evaluator 2: Okay. Sure. Just compare that to the other 111s we have.
Evaluator 1: Yeah. And they weren’t bad, so I could do that.

At the heart of these criteria is a dynamic that emphasizes evaluative uncertainty--a dynamic that does not make explicit the connection between evaluative practices and documented curriculum. Evaluators seemed to doubt
and question their own judgments or simply expressed the willingness to
be persuaded into particular assessments. Placement readers, generally
speaking, seemed influenced by intrapersonal and interpersonal factors,
which are contextual influences.
Placement readers used contextual criteria that expressed general intuitions--immediate, unelaborated insights or perceptions--in making placement decisions but unconnected to program documents. For instance, evaluators said that essays were unusual. Pair 4 used the criterion “Weird/Odd/
Strange,” which involved “paragraphs, spelling, theses, introductions, conclusions, punctuation, source use, and/or sentence constructions [that] are
weird, odd, and/or strange” in placing essays into English 110. For English
112 decisions, Pair 3 used the criterion “Weird/Strange/Odd,” defined as
“essays, paragraphs, and/or comma usage [that] are weird, strange, or odd.”
Evaluators also said that they enjoyed or liked placement essays. In English
112 placement decisions, Pair 4 used the criterion “Entertaining/Fun/
Interesting/Liked,” when the pair “liked essays and found them to be entertaining, interesting, fun to read, and/or enjoyable.” For instance, both Pair
4 evaluators liked a particular essay and placed it into the highest category.
Evaluator 1 I had a 112.
Evaluator 2: 112.
Evaluator 1: She was good.
Evaluator 2: I liked it.

Evaluators appeared to use these criteria to provide quick impressions of
how essays were strange or likeable. Because these criteria were intuitive,
spontaneous responses, they were not specific or particularly descriptive.
In fact, evaluators seemed to draw upon past experiences reading and evaluating essays. In other words, placement readers may have found essays
strange or likeable in relation to latent, subconscious memories of the hundreds, if not thousands, of placement essays they had evaluated.
Validation-Argument Question 1 asks writing program administrators to
consider how placement program training can continue to strengthen the
explicit connection between the curriculum and assessments. Obviously,
the writing program should encourage evaluators to use criteria that are
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clearly articulated by placement program documents. What then should be
done with criteria that fall outside of the traditional criteria box--criteria
that express uncertainty or foreground intuitions? Writing program administrators should discuss them with their colleagues and evaluators. Simply
put, the program should find a way to articulate criteria used frequently
or consistently in placement decisions to more clearly define and connect
them to curricular values. For instance, why exactly did Pair 1’s Evaluator 1
feel that he/she “could live with” placing the essay into English 112? What
exactly did Pair 4’s Evaluator 2 “like” about that particular essay that justified a 112 placement after such a brief discussion? These evaluative issues
should be articulated using Broad’s (2003) streamlined DCM process.
=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU!:PUJLL]HS\H[VYZ»WSHJLTLU[JYP[LYPHMS\J[\H[L
V]LY[PTLOV^JHU[OLWSHJLTLU[JVVYKPUH[VYNH\NLL]HS\H[P]LK`UHTPJZ[VOLSW
YLHKLYZYLMVJ\Z[OLPYL]HS\H[P]LWYHJ[PJLZVUJ\YYPJ\SHY]HS\LZ&

With respect to data analysis, the study sought to determine if each
placement evaluator’s ten most frequently-used criteria were invoked in
the first and second halves of the placement program with approximately the same frequency. In other words, to what extent did each pair use its
ten most frequent criteria during the first and second halves of the placement reading sessions? With respect to each dynamic criteria map, following each individual criterion, a “1st” in parentheses indicates that the criterion was in the ten most-frequently-invoked criteria between June 12 and
June 22, 2006; and a “2nd” indicates that the criterion was in the top ten
most-frequently-invoked criteria between June 26 and July 19, 2006.
Placement evaluators used some curricular criteria frequently during the
first half of the placement program but not during the second half; unfortunately, this study was not able to explain why evaluative shifts happened over
time, but they did occur, which provides valuable information. Although
the placement program may not have time to identify evaluative shifts
using this study’s methods, it should be taken for granted that such changes occur, and administrators could discuss potential changes. The issue of
how much emphasis or weight evaluators give particular criteria is a corresponding issue because evaluators emphasized criteria differently in the
second half of the placement program. Moreover, how evaluators used criteria concurrently is another evaluative issue because some criteria invoked
multiple curricular criteria at the same time in one or both time periods.
=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU!/V^JHUWSHJLTLU[WYVNYHT[YHPUPUNYLJVNUPaL
HUKKPZ[PUN\PZOIL[^LLU[L_[\HSHUKJVU[L_[\HSL]HS\H[P]LJYP[LYPH&

With regard to contextual criteria, I found that evaluators employed
Broad’s (2003) “constructing writers” contextual criteria; instructors
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“inferred, imagined, or simply assumed ‘facts’ about a student-author
and her composition processes” (89-90). He explained that textual criteria involve “qualities or features of the text being judged,” but contextual
criteria include “issues not directly related to the text being judged” (34).
Placement readers expressed how they perceived themselves as evaluators,
and they imagined writers’ skills, needs, abilities, and/or attitudes.
;OPZ YHPZLZ ZVTL JVTWSPJH[LK HUK PTWVY[HU[ PZZ\LZ /V^ KV [OL Z[Y\J[\YLZ
^LZL[\W[VSLHYU¸^OH[^L]HS\L¹HMMLJ[[OLHUHS`ZLZ[OH[[OL¸^L¹PU[OH[
LX\H[PVUWYVK\JL&/V^KVLZ^OH[LTLYNLZMYVTHUHS`ZLZVM¸^OH[^L]HS\L¹
YLMSLJ[IYVHKLYJVUJLW[PVUZVMILZ[WYHJ[PJLZ[OH[^LTPNO[OVSKHUK^OH[HYL
[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWZHTVUN[OLZLX\HSP[PLZ[OH[^L]HS\LHUKIYVHKLYVULZ&(KSLY
2HZZULYHUK,Z[YLT

The majority of criteria identified in the dynamic criteria maps had
both textual and contextual properties. In each dynamic criteria map,
an asterisk (*) has been placed after each criterion having both textual
and contextual definitions, and two asterisks (**) have been placed after
each criterion with a solely contextual meaning. For instance, in making
English 110 placement decisions, Pair 1’s most-frequently-invoked criterion--“Sentence Structure/Sentence Constructions”--invoked both textual
and contextual meanings. The textual definition of this criterion emphasizes textual properties of the placement essays: “essays contain awkward
sentence constructions, sentence boundary errors, lack of sentence variety,
choppy sentences, and/or disorganized sentences.” The contextual definition, though, emphasizes the skills writers need to improve regarding this
criterion: “writers need work recognizing sentence boundaries and combining sentences.”
In placing essays into English 112, Pair 2 used the criterion “Argument,”
which had both textual and contextual meanings. With respect to the textual use of this criterion, “essays contain good, overstated, hidden, strong,
subtle, effective, and/or ineffective arguments.” According to the contextual use of this criterion, “the online placement test’s instructions impede
writers’ arguments.” In both instances, the textual and contextual definitions contain information about the strengths and/or weaknesses of the
criterion “Argument,” which was directly connected to “Audience,” a principal curricular criterion of the writing program. In each placement category, evaluators used some criteria that had both textual and contextual properties; nevertheless, they used other criteria that were purely contextual.
Evaluators used exclusively contextual criteria--criteria that represented
an individual or collaborative assessment dynamic beyond essays’ textual
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characteristics. Whereas Pair 3’s criterion “Talked Up/Talked Into/Can
Go/Could Go/Can Live With” discussed earlier focused on inward or
intrapersonal evaluative practices, placement readers also used contextual
criteria that emphasized their perceptions of student writers’ abilities. Pair
2 used the criterion “Writing Ability/Knowledge/Attitude of Students” in
English 111 placement decisions and the criterion “Writing Ability/Skill
Level/Attitude/Potential of Students” in English 112 placement decisions.
In placing essays into English 110, Pair 4 used the criterion “Writing Ability
of Student.” In general, pairs used this criterion in referring to writers who
may have problems or may succeed in courses, writers who may be struggling or may be careless writers, or writers who may be struggling with
development and sentence breaks. For this criterion, evaluator pairs perceived students’ attitudes and writing abilities. For instance, Pair 2 attributed grammar, usage, and mechanics errors to one student’s “laziness,” a
contextual influence.
Evaluator 1: I mean, were there a lot of grammar, usage, mechanics problems ‘cause that didn’t stick out as a big problem to me? And I
noticed some comma issues.
Evaluator 2: That’s the same problem. That’s just laziness.
Evaluator 1: Yeah.

For English 110 placement decisions, one exclusively contextual criterion involved the secondary curricular criterion “Extra Attention/Extra
Time.” Placement program training emphasized this criterion in English
110 placement decisions. It is an exclusively contextual criterion because it
focuses on the needs of student writers and the instruction and resources
they can obtain. Even though such a judgment is based upon the text, evaluators commented on whether student writers need one-on-one instruction and additional time with an English 110 instructor to improve their
writing skills.
Placement evaluators used various criteria related to “Extra Attention/
Extra Time.” In English 110 placements, Pair 1 used the criterion “Benefit/
Need/Help”; Pair 2 used the criterion “Benefit/Need/Ready For/Gain”;
and Pair 3 used the criterion “Benefit/Need.” Again, this criterion referred
to students’ need for extra help in English 110 with severe and/or pervasive
writing weaknesses. For instance, Pair 2’s criterion “Benefit/Need/Ready
For/Gain” is defined as the following: “writers would benefit from extra
time in English 110, time at the Writing Center and professor’s office, time
revising, time reading the handbook, and/or time working on sentence
level and syntactical concerns.” Pair 1 also used the criterion “Benefit/
Need/Help/Extra Time” in English 112 placement decisions. According
to this criterion, “writers may not benefit much from extra time or need
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extra work in English 111.” Overall, for this particular criterion, evaluators
reflected on writers’ perceived needs with regard to specific writing classes.
Placement program training should more explicitly focus on the distinction between textual and contextual criteria and how both are related to
the curriculum. Broad’s (1997, 2000, 2003) studies and other prominent
studies in exit assessment (see Haswell 1998, 2001; Huot 1993) have established that contextual factors, factors outside of the actual text, influence
assessment decisions. Even in this study, a study that focused exclusively on
placement assessment, evaluators read essays cold--without any prior knowledge of the writers--yet they still used a variety of contextual criteria that
invoked images of the writers.
Unfortunately, the contextual nature of evaluative criteria has often
been traditionally ignored or deemphasized in training and norming sessions and assessment practices in order to minimize evaluators’ so-called
idiosyncratic assessment practices. In other words, contextual criteria-criteria not specifically focused on textual properties--have been seen to
interfere with the norming and calibration processes. The idea, however, that evaluators can be trained to focus only on the qualities of a text,
and nothing outside of it, is both unrealistic and unsupported by assessment research.

([0<7<0^LYLHSPaLK[OH[JVU[L_[\HSJYP[LYPHHYLJY\JPHSPUJYLH[PUNJ\YYPJ\
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IL[^LLU[L_[\HSWYVWLY[PLZHUK[OLZWLJPMPJWSHJL^OLYL^YP[PUNOHWWLUZ;OL
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Placement evaluators discussed students’ use of the narrative genre with
respect to the writing program’s focus on persuasive writing. In English 110
placement decisions, Pair 1 used the criterion “Narrative/Stories/Personal
Stories/Self-Centered,” which is defined textually as narratives and stories
that “are self-centered or focused primarily on the writers’ experiences,”
and “do not support the main idea or point of the essays,” and contextually as “writers will need help in English 110 to help them with the narrative.”
In English 111 placement decisions, Pair 1 used the criterion “Narrative/
Personal,” defined textually as “essay support is narrative and based upon
personal experiences and examples” and contextually as “students will not
use narrative in the writing classes because the writing program deemphasizes narrative.” In all of these instances, there seemed to be conflicting
values, both positive and negative, about the role of narrative writing. The
other evaluator pairs used “narrative” criteria to a lesser degree; in addition, the narrative criteria overlapped with various criteria, such as “evidence.” In one English 111 placement decision, one Pair 1 evaluator comments that the narrative supports the essay’s argument.
Evaluator: I think the structure is fairly decent. He says, “Most college
students aren’t prepared to budget money smartly.” It answers the
prompt, deals with some of this, and then he says, “First of all, I can
tell most students are prepared.” The evidence is narrative, and he
needs some more inclusive examples, but even then, his examples
are fairly . . . He is not just taking it from one person. They are from
his point of view, and they are from his life. But you know, this is
three friends of his. We’ve got another couple of friends. It’s narrative certainly, but I don’t think it’s disorganized.

In placement program training sessions, a continued and more vigorous
focus on the appropriate use of narrative should be emphasized. According
to the General Studies Writing (2006-07) Placement Evaluators’ Handbook,
“while narrative (storytelling) can be used in an effective argument, an
essay that takes an exclusively narrative approach to the topic without taking
a clear position and presenting relevant evidence in support of a focused
thesis should be placed no higher than English 111 so that the writer may
learn the basics of effective academic argument” (11). Even so, “narrative”
was not an official placement criterion, and it was discussed as a side issue.
Because of the curricular emphasis on persuasive writing, placement evaluators should be encouraged to assess narrative in support of
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argumentation rather than view narrative as a separate genre. Although
the narrative genre is not emphasized in the writing program’s essay assignments, it is important to have evaluators articulate how narrative elements
in support of argumentation should be articulated and valued. In particular, placement administrators should provide more nuanced narrative criteria in discussing how the use of narrative may support argumentation in
all three placement categories.
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Writing program administrators are presented with pedagogical applications based upon the findings and observations from this study’s validation argument questions. For the local applications, the streamlined DCM
application is described with respect to the four validation argument questions. To apply Broad’s (2003) application globally, key evaluative issues
and sample questions are provided to help writing program administrators conduct his streamlined DCM approach in “articulation” sessions--sessions that work towards normative, evaluative placement practices which
emphasize curricular values or criteria. The goal of both the pedagogical
and theoretical applications is to move administrators’ thinking from what
Broad (2003) calls the “descriptive” process, or “how they [evaluators] do
value students’ writing,” to the “normative” process, or “how they [evaluators] should value that writing” (133). Administrators must reflect on what
placement evaluators really value (a descriptive process) before considering what placement evaluators should value (a normative process).
In both the pedagogical and theoretical applications, writing program
administrators should use Broad’s (2003) streamlined DCM approach for
working towards normative, evaluative placement practices that emphasize curricular values or criteria. These activities center on the first five
stages of Broad’s (2003) streamlined DCM approach—“Selecting Sample
Texts” (128-29); “Articulation in Large Groups” (129-30); “Collecting Data
for Dynamic Criteria Mapping” (130-31); “Analyzing Data for Dynamic
Criteria Mapping” (131-33); and “Debating and Negotiating Evaluative
Differences” (133-34)—and these stages are referenced in parenthetical
citations. (See Broad’s 2003, “Chapter 5: A Model For Dynamic Criteria
Mapping of Communal Writing Assessment.”)
Because placement essays are archived, the placement program’s administrators should select and distribute sample essays to placement readers that would likely recreate evaluations and discussions that foreground
the validation-argument questions’ evaluative issues. More specifically, the
articulation sessions should simulate specific evaluation scenarios. For
instance, administrators should select placement essays that may invoke
indecisiveness and intuitive criteria (Validation-Argument Question 1);
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frequent, infrequent, and multiple criteria over time (Validation-Argument
Question 2); contextual criteria that construct writers (Validation-Argument
Question 3); and criteria that emphasize the narrative genre (ValidationArgument Question 4).
Placement program administrators and evaluators should gather to discuss placement decisions; they should ask individuals and/or pairs to articulate not only their placement decisions but also their process of making
them. (To focus the discussions, administrators should emphasize one validation-argument question at a time.) After the scribes record evaluators’ criteria use, administrators and evaluators can discuss, define, and visually connect criteria to determine whether these criteria are connected to curricular
values. (For Broad’s 2003 approaches, see “Articulation in Large Groups,”
129-30; and “Collecting Data for Dynamic Criteria Mapping,” 130-31.)
For example, in his own DCM articulation sessions, Broad serves as a
collaborative facilitator who helps participants articulate their evaluative
criteria about essays. During a workshop at the Conference on College
Composition and Communication, Broad (2007) conducted a 45-minute
DCM streamlined demonstration, which illustrated the “Articulation” and
“Collecting Data” stages. He gave approximately twenty workshop participants three sample student essays and instructed them to note the essays’
strengths and weaknesses. In order to collect data, a scribe wrote down the
criteria educators discussed on a transparency, which was projected onto
a large screen. Broad acted as an inquisitive facilitator, asking participants
questions about what they valued in the actual texts. To produce an accurate list of rhetorical values or criteria, he asked participants to discuss their
criteria, to repeat criteria for clarification, and to find the specific passages
in the sample essays to which these criteria referred.
The following theoretical heuristic assumes that placement evaluators
at other institutions may use criteria that correspond generally to the validation-argument questions. Writing program administrators should follow the same streamlined DCM approach and facilitate an interactive dialogue with placement evaluators. In the spirit of Broad’s (2003) “Debating
and Negotiating Evaluative Differences” approach, I identify key theoretical issues with sample questions that writing program administrators can
use to frame discussions after evaluating sample placement essays and listing criteria.
=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU;OLVYL[PJHS0ZZ\LZ

How do placement readers use criteria that express evaluative indecisiveness and criteria that express general intuitions, and how can evaluators more clearly use these criteria to strengthen the assessment-curriculum connection?
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Administrators can ask evaluators questions to address the ambiguity,
uncertainty, or intuitiveness of criteria with respect to the curriculum:
s

What exactly does the placement criterion [insert placement criterion] express?

s

When comparing the placement criterion [insert placement criterion] with the placement criterion [insert a different placement criterion], which criterion is more clearly connected to the writing skill
[insert writing skill] taught in the writing class [insert writing class]?

s

How does the criterion [insert placement criterion] express uncertainty in placement discussions and/or decisions?

Administrators can ask evaluators questions to move collaboratively toward
the use of intuitive criteria connected to the curriculum.
s

When you said that you [liked or disliked] this essay regarding the
criteria [insert placement criterion], what did you mean?

s

What exactly did you like and/or dislike about this essay?

s

If an essay is [insert intuitive response criterion] what exactly does
that mean, and how is it connected to placement, teaching, and/
or the curriculum?

s

When you said that the sentences were [insert intuitive response
criterion], what did you mean, and how is that criterion related to
the placement criterion [insert placement criterion]?

=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU;OLVYL[PJHS0ZZ\LZ

How do placement readers weight criteria; how do placement readers
use criteria concurrently; and how do placement readers change their evaluative practices over time? Administrators can ask evaluators questions that
focus on the frequent, infrequent, or negligible use of criteria with respect
to the curriculum.
s

Why is the criterion [insert placement criterion] used frequently?

s

How is the criterion [insert placement criterion] related to the curricular criterion [insert curricular criterion]?

s

Why is the criterion [insert placement criterion] used more frequently than the criterion [insert placement criterion]?

s

How does the [frequent or infrequent] use of the criterion [insert
placement criterion] compare to the curricular skill [insert

7\[[PUN7SHJLTLU[VU[OL4HWH[).:<   

curricular skill] taught in class and emphasized in the writing program’s learning outcomes?
Administrators can ask evaluators questions to move collaboratively toward
the simultaneous use of criteria that strengthen a placement program’s
assessment-curriculum relationship.
s

How does the concurrent use of the criteria [insert placement criteria] reflect curricular values or the skills taught in the writing
class [insert writing class]?

s

Why are the criteria [insert placement criteria] used simultaneously, and to what curricular values or criteria are they related?

s

How does the convergence (or divergence) of the criteria [insert
placement criteria] deviate from the skills-oriented criteria [insert
skills-oriented criteria] taught in class?

Administrators can ask evaluators questions to introduce or reintroduce
criteria that invoke curricular values which strengthen a placement program’s connection to the curriculum.
s

Why was the criterion [insert placement criterion], a criterion that
corresponds to a writing skill taught in the writing class [insert the
writing class], emphasized more in the time period [insert time
period] than in the time period [insert the time period]?

s

To what degree do you still use the criterion [insert placement criterion] in placing essays into the placement category [insert placement category]?

s

Has the criterion [insert placement criterion] been used more or
less frequently in your placement decisions recently? Why?

=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU;OLVYL[PJHS0ZZ\LZ

How do placement evaluators use contextual criteria to construct
writers, and how should evaluators employ these criteria to strengthen
their relationship with the curriculum? Administrators can ask evaluators how both textual and contextual criteria are connected to curricular values.
s

Why does the criterion [insert placement criterion] have both textual and contextual meanings? How are these meanings similar
and/or different?
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s

How is the contextual criterion [insert contextual placement criterion] connected (or not connected) to the curriculum?

s

How is the exclusively contextual criterion [insert contextual placement criterion] connected to the curricular criterion [insert curricular criterion]?

Administrators can ask evaluators specific questions about criteria that
invoke imagined representations of writers that strengthen a placement
program’s connection to the curriculum.
s

When you speculated that the writer [insert relevant information],
what did you mean?

s

Why did you speculate that the writer [insert relevant information],
and how might this be connected to his/her success in the writing
class [insert writing class]?

s

How is the writer’s perceived ability to [insert relevant information]
connected to what the writer will learn in the writing class [insert
writing class]?

=HSPKH[PVU(YN\TLU[8\LZ[PVU;OLVYL[PJHS0ZZ\LZ

How do placement evaluators assess the use of narrative, and how
should they evaluate narrative and/or personal experiences in support of
curricular genres? Administrators can ask evaluators questions about criteria related to the narrative and reflective modes in support of the writing
program’s curricular genres.
s

How does the narrative criterion [insert narrative criterion] relate
to the curriculum’s focus on the genre(s) [insert rhetorical
genre(s)]?

s

How much of a factor was the use of the narrative criterion [insert
narrative criterion] in placing the essay into the placement category [insert placement category]?

s

Explain the use of the narrative criterion [insert narrative criterion] and discuss how its use persuaded/dissuaded you from placing
the essay into the placement category [insert placement category]?
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The placement program’s documents and training procedures represent
a kind of rubric, albeit an extensive one, because these assessment tools
embody what the placement program values about implementing efficient evaluative placement practices. Despite their sophistication, these
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assessment tools center on the familiar traditional criteria “Audience,”
“Development,” “Word Choice,” “Sentence Structure,” and “GrammarUsage-Mechanics”; these criteria harken back to Diederich, French,
and Carlton’s Factors in Judgments of Writing Ability (1961), an ETS document that Broad (2003) described as “more scientisic than scientific” (7).
DCM is a research methodology that, as an alternative assessment, seems
to contradict such normative scientistic assessment tools by describing
the untidy, messy nature of the actual placement assessment process.
Not only must educators consider this messiness, they must discuss it.
However, the DCM process produces documents, too. Harrington (2008)
explained that “how documents are framed and circulated depends, in
turn, on program leaders’ theories of assessment.” In effect, this study
presented an alternative pedagogical and theoretical approach for validating, documenting, and improving placement assessment practices
locally and globally.
One inevitable question is how then should rhetorical values or curricular criteria, once they have been discovered and discussed, be defined and
articulated? More specifically, how should the DCM documents be used to
enhance existing documents and practices? As this collection has demonstrated, a dynamic criteria map is not the end product of all DCM endeavors. DCM is a research method educators employ to design and enhance
assessment measures, which may include a dynamic criteria map as an
assessment tool, but not necessarily.
DCM may lead writing programs to acknowledge criteria not recognized
in documents and assessments historically, such as “Weird/Odd Strange,”
“Can/Could Do/Go,” “Writing Ability/Knowledge/Attitude of Students,”
and “Narrative/Personal.” If placement evaluators consistently use such
criteria to make placement decisions, they should be acknowledged, identified, and defined in program materials and evaluative practices. Broad
(2003) argued that “we no longer need to turn away, panic-stricken, from
the rich and context-bound truth of how experts really assess writing”
(137). In the spirit of locally grown assessments, individual writing programs must decide how to recognize, describe, and document their rhetorical criteria for assessments. What is important is that DCM produces documents and practices, whatever they may be, which best reflect a writing program’s curriculum and actual teaching pedagogies.
So did we really value what we said we really valued? Yes and no. Yes,
this study identified clear curriculum-assessment connections. No, some
assessment criteria were not clearly connected to the curriculum because
they were unarticulated. Nonetheless, DCM can be adapted to uncover and
define these assessment-curriculum connections in order to better align
a writing program’s assessment and teaching practices. After discussing
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rhetorical values or criteria, a writing program can and should bring into
line all assessment and curricular practices.
In the case of the General Studies Writing program, the criteria used
in placing essays, grading assignments, and scoring portfolios are parallel. Because this study identified criteria not previously defined and documented, I provided the placement program administrators with focused
validation-argument questions that can help them discuss how both official and unofficial placement criteria are connected to and differ from criteria used in grading essays, assessing portfolios, and teaching classes. This
study, additionally, encourages writing program administrators to employ
theoretical strategies to strengthen this assessment-curriculum relationship. Working collaboratively with placement evaluators, administrators
can discuss, document, and use criteria that connect a placement program’s dynamic evaluative practices with every aspect of the writing program’s curriculum.
In Plato’s “Phaedrus,” Socrates explains that the “dialectic” is the art
of discussion or conversation; through question-answer conversations, the
participants of the discussion can arrive at probable truths (2001, 164).
Socrates asserts that it is difficult to determine whether written information is actually valid, for writing is a kind of “one-way rhetoric” that defies
the Platonic “dialectic” because words “say only one and the same thing”
(166). In fact, people may believe whatever is written—which has the
“appearance of wisdom”—without question (165-66). Patricia Bizzell and
Bruce Herzberg explain that the “dialectic,” on the other hand, is the practice of “inquiry” and “argumentation” through conversation (2001, 1631).
Socrates’ classical critique of writing illustrates the contemporary limitations of documenting what we think we value and admire about writing
and the strengths of Broad’s dialectical approach in uncovering, articulating, and discussing what we actually do.
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Audience: no awareness of intended audience; argument and tone
issues
Organization/Theme/Structure: no concept of essay structure—introduction, body, and/or conclusion; severe coherence problems
Development: little development of ideas with reasons, illustrations, or
specific examples
Sentence Structure: serious sentence problems—3 to 5 fragments or fused
sentences in about 400 words; numerous other sentence problems—more than 5 comma splices, unclear sentences, and/or awkward sentences in about 400 words; little or no sentence variety
Word Choice: weak word choice—more than 8 incorrectly used content
and/or function words, idiomatic expressions, or unclear referents
in about 400 words
Grammar-Usage-Mechanics: weak mechanics/grammar/usage—more
than 8 but fewer than 15 different errors in about 400 words
:LJVUKHY`*YP[LYPH

Serious Writing Problems/Weaknesses Overall: pervasive or severe errors or
weaknesses are present
Extra Attention/Extra Time: students may benefit from the extra two
hours in English 110 to get further help with writing weaknesses,
such as grammar, usage, and mechanics issues
Source Use: essays may begin to demonstrate source integration
,5.30:/  73(*,4,5;:
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Audience: little awareness of intended audience; lack of credibility in
information or argument
Inappropriate tone: illogical shifts in point of view or tense
Organization/Theme/Structure: unclear or unfocused thesis; problems
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with coherence; problems expressing ideas clearly and concisely;
weak transitions within or between paragraphs
Development: weakly developed introduction and/or conclusion; weakly
developed body paragraphs; repetition of thesis in place of specific
reasons, examples, or illustrations
Sentence Structure: 1 or 2 ineffective fragments, run-ons, or non-standard
structures in about 400 words; 3 or 4 comma splices, awkward sentences, or unclear sentences in about 400 words
Word Choice: 3 to 8 incorrectly used content words, function words, idiomatic expressions, or unclear referents in about 400 words
Grammar-Usage-Mechanics: 5 to 8 different errors in grammar, usage, or
mechanics in about 400 words
:LJVUKHY`*YP[LYPH

Early Stages of Sophistication: essays may begin to demonstrate sophistication
Source Use: essays may begin to demonstrate source integration
Critical Thinking: essays may begin to demonstrate critical thinking or
depth of analysis
,5.30:/  73(*,4,5;:
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Audience: generally effective awareness of the intended readers; some
evidence of critical thinking; credible information or argument;
appropriate, effective, and consistent tone; consistent and logical
point of view and tense
Organization/Theme/Structure: clear, focused thesis; coherence within
paragraphs and the essay as a whole; generally effective transitions
and metadiscourse; logical essay structure, with an introduction, a
body that develops the thesis, and a conclusion
Development: generally well-developed introduction and conclusion;
generally well-developed paragraphs, with main ideas supported by
appropriate reasons and/or specific examples
Sentence Structure: generally error-free syntax; effective sentence variety
Word Choice: generally accurate, effective word choice
Grammar-Usage-Mechanics: generally error-free grammar, usage, or
mechanics
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Counterargument: essays may acknowledge opposing or different viewpoints
Sophistication in One or More Areas: essays may demonstrate sophistication in one or more criteria areas
Source Use/Synthesis of Sources: essays may synthesize sources and/or
ideas for support
Critical Thinking: essays may demonstrate critical thinking or depth of
analysis
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“Grant an idea to be true,” pragmatism says, then ask “what concrete
difference will its being true make in anyone’s actual life?”
—William James, Pragmatism

Upon re-reading these inter-connected accounts of five adventures in
dynamic criteria mapping, I am struck by how greatly these co-authors have
enriched the theory and practice that appeared in its infancy in the 2003
book What We Really Value. The contributors to this volume have vividly and
lovingly illustrated how much more flexible, adaptable, broadly applicable,
and variable the DCM process can be than what I earlier did and described.
In William James’s words, they have shown what concrete difference DCM
makes in people’s actual lives.
The table below represents my synthesis and summary of each of the five
projects, including overlapping and harmonizing innovations, discoveries,
and benefits achieved in each setting.
Summary of findings for Dynamic Criteria Mapping in Action
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In What We Really Value, (2003) I undertook and advocated for a process
(DCM) designed for a specific, focused application: discovering and negotiating the rhetorical values at play in a particular writing program. These
co-authors took that process, pushed and stretched it, and applied it to
multiple new and different contexts and purposes, including:

s

Programmatic assessment and revision

s

Teaching, learning, professional development, and building professional community across the curriculum

s

Administrative demands for assessments of various kinds

s

Placement assessment

But the theme that moves me the most in this book is found not in the
explicit lists of bullet points in the lines (or chapters) above, but rather
woven subtly throughout this volume. Barry Alford observes that educators
are feeling “a real hunger for conversation.” Jane Detweiler and Maureen
McBride extol the virtues of “working from within” in exploring what we
value in our colleges and universities. Susanmarie Harrington and Scott
Weeden insist on getting their instructors to articulate and listen to each
other’s diverse approaches to teaching and evaluation. Eric Stalions connects the transformative power of Dynamic Criteria Mapping to Socratic
dialectic and its structural privileging of closely connected speaking and listening. And, in what I view as the ideal epigraph for this work, Linda AdlerKassner and Heidi Estrem note that “at the heart of DCM is listening.”
What I take away from this cluster of observations is that people value
and benefit from DCM chiefly because it restores experiences that are otherwise difficult to come by either in academia or in contemporary society:
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feeling heard, listening to others, and believing that your—and others’—
words and beliefs will be valued and will make a difference. In other words,
the benefits of DCM are the same as the benefits of participative democracy. Linda Adler-Kassner and Heidi Estrem put it this way in their interchapter comments on the IUPUI chapter:
Bob’s book is called What We Really Value . . . in addition to uncovering what “we”
(in any context/program) value, this approach privileges a kind of conversation
that we in the field of composition and rhetoric also value, a conversation about
writing . . . (74)

What the field of rhetoric and composition really values, in other words,
is frank, professional, transformative talk about writing. DCM makes that
talk happen.
These co-authors have made DCM a far better, far stronger idea and
practice in this book than it was in What We Really Value. They have transformed DCM into something more flexible, adaptable, variable, and useful.
For their efforts and accomplishments I am deeply grateful—and excited.
s

s

In a presentation at the Conference on College Composition and
Communication 2008 in New Orleans, Brian Huot called for governmental
regulation of writing assessment (Huot 2008). Based on his careful study of
the history, politics, and economics of evaluating writing, Huot concluded
that the near-hundred-year effort to create official oversight of the assessment industry should finally yield results.
Not only do I count myself among the admirers and beneficiaries of
Brian Huot’s work; I also count myself among those who strongly advocate
that government play its crucial appointed role in protecting the common
good against the ravages of reckless profiteering and other forms of human
depravity. Nevertheless, as I sat and listened to Huot’s compelling case for
regulation, I kept finding myself thinking of farmer Joel Salatin and feeling a surprising skepticism toward Huot’s hope that governmental regulation would substantially solve the problems, and minimize the educational
damage, wrought by the U.S. testing industry.
Joel Salatin is the organic farmer-philosopher about whom Michael
Pollan writes in his book The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four
Meals. In Salatin’s effort to carry out his inspired vision of local, sustainable, healthy, ethical farming on his Polyface Farm in the town of Swoope,
Virginia, he has been frustrated at many points by exactly the kind of regulatory agencies for which Huot is calling in the field of writing assessment.
Salatin finds that the thinking and the values of the USDA, for example,
are completely molded to the interests of industrial agriculture, such that
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the USDA ends up supporting the grotesque animal suffering inherent in
factory farming and industrial slaughterhouses, while simultaneously interfering with and hindering Salatin’s eminently more humane, healthy, and
sanitary efforts to raise and slaughter cows, hogs, and chickens.
What Salatin finds is that, over time and under the wrong political conditions, governmental regulatory agencies (think: Environmental Protection
Agency or Department of Education) can be and are perverted so that they
serve and protect the interests of the very industries they are intended to
monitor, while blocking the efforts of inspired and impassioned reformers
such as Salatin. Salatin believes that farmers and their customers working
together provide a much better form of “regulation” than governmental
agencies. If the customers are invited to come to the farm and watch the
planting, growing, harvest, slaughter, and other activities, both the farmer
and the customers will be better protected than they possibly could be by
a regulatory agency.
“You can’t regulate integrity,” Joel [Salatin] is fond of saying; the only genuine
accountability comes from a producer’s relationship with his or her customers,
and their freedom “to come out to the farm, poke around, sniff around. If after
seeing how we do things they want to buy food from us, that should be none of the
government’s business.” Like fresh air and sunshine, Joel believes transparency
is a more powerful disinfectant than any regulation or technology. (Pollan 235)

It is on the farm, at the farmer’s market, and in the community supported agriculture co-operatives (like those in which Henry Brockman, Joel
Salatin, and thousands of other farmers and millions of customers participate) where this self-sponsored “regulation” is most effective.
If Salatin is right about the vagaries of agricultural regulation, educators who care about nurturing healthy cultures of learning and sustainable assessment might neither need nor want a government agency to protect them. If those educators follow the example of this book’s co-authors
and choose to grow their assessments locally and organically, they can reap
the benefits of rigorous, home-grown assessment. In other words, the testing corporations—like the agricultural conglomerates—might not need to
be regulated if we resolve to take our business to more responsible, more
healthy, and more sustainable providers like the co-authors of this book.
What would our educational system look like if half, or all, of the
institutions of higher education undertook Dynamic Criteria Mapping?
Conversations among colleagues would provide the best possible professional development and curriculum alignment; students would have better access to the values by which their work will be assessed; administrators
would have reliable and meaningful information about the achievement
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of student outcomes while also benefitting from assessments that close the
loop by transforming instruction and learning.
This is not, ultimately, to argue against Huot’s call for regulation of the
testing industry, which I agree is long overdue. Instead, I contend that our
most powerful solutions may lie in shifting the paradigm for “fixing” educational assessment to professional, locally-grounded, organic projects like
those detailed in this book.
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